Longest Death-W atch,*

Tho

BY MRS. SAL LIE M. B. PIATT.

The woman is a picture now ;
The Spanish suns have touched her face;
The coil of gold upon her brow
Shines hack on an imperial race
With most forlorn and bitter grace.
Old palace lamps behind her burn.
The ermine molders ou her train,
Her cver-eonstant eyes still yearn
For one who came not back to Spain;
And dim and hollow is her brain.

VOLUME

only thing she knew in life,
Four hundred ghostly >cars ago—
That she was Flemish Philip's wife:
Nor much beyond she eared to know;
Without a voice she tells me so.
one

‘•

She heard their whisper, and forgot
Castile, and Aragon, and all
S;tve Philip, who had loved her not;
The cruel darkness of his pall
"yemed on an empty world to fall.
She took tlu* dead man—to her sight
A Prince in death's disguise, as fair
\- when his wayward smile could light
The throne he wedded her to share—
And followed, hardly knowing where.
Almost as dumb as he, she lied,
Pallid and wasted, toward the place
Where he. tin* priestly promise said,
Must wait tin hour when Cod's sweet grace
should breathe into his breathless face.
when the night was weird with rain,
When
a convent's shelter.
file lapors showed a veiled train
*f nuns, instead ol cowled men,
She stole into the night again:

sought

Hies, women, sainted though they be,”
Sin* moaned dirough all her jealous mind,
Arc a .mien still, and shall not see
Philip the Fail—though he is Mind!
r':n or with him I yet shall liiiii."

••

Then, with her piteous yearning wild
r lie lose his eoitin quick, 1 pray.”
Fierce]v the sudden lightning smiled—
Wiicii they had laid the lid away—
Like -eorn, upon the regal clay.

|

she k'ssed the clav of many days,
As though lie were an hour asleep.
l>ark men, with swords to guard her wav
Wept for her—but she did not weep;
Sin- had her vigil left to keep*

i’hey reached the appointed cloister.
The heart of Philip withering lay.
-!c, without moan, or tear, or smile,

While

Watched l'rom her window, legends say—
Watched -even and forty year- away!
and fro.

ind- !• w th* hio--oinInto tin world and out again:
ilcwil come 1-ark to in<‘, I know
P r wiii.-|'cr t a wandering brain
T
r!c-s ; i: a : ••
peerless pain.

\\

to

■

>

!<iiiciiest, saddest tryst
.].
\\ ;i- \-r kept on earth! And yet
•Pi-1 !i. arisen, would he have kissed
III. gray wan woman he had met,

';■—taught her how the dead lorget?
I lid she not fancy—should she see
atched so long, unclose—
That coilin.
Tin' »yal tenant there would be
■-till voung, -till fair, when he arose.
!•• ,-idc her withered leaves and snows!"
11- would have laughed to breathe the tale
-[' tin- crazed stranger’s love, i fear,
'.VMtli moon and ro.-r and nightingale.
With courtly jewels glimmering near,
Into

some

lovely lady's

ear.

•Joanna, the \\ iic of Philip tie- Handsome, yvas t he
Laughter of Ferdinand anti Isabella, sister of < atheine ut Aragon, and mother of Kinperor Charles V.

Two
I

Lovers.

lovers by a moss-grown spring;
I’hey leaned soft cheeks together there.
Mingled the dark anti sunny hair.
And heard the wooing thrushes sing.
< > budding time!
O love's best prime !
wo

weeded from the portal slept;
I’lie bells made happy earn)lings.
The air was soft as fanning wings,
White petals on the pathway slept.
< > j»ure eyed bride!
< > tender pride!
i

wo

Two luces o'er a cradle bent;
Two hands above the head were locked;
I’hose pressed each other while they rocked;
l'ho-c watched a life that love had sent*
O solemn hour!
<> hidden power!
Tw" parents by the evening fire:
Tin* red lights fell about their knees
• m heads that rose
by slow degees
Like buds upon the lily-spin*.
< > patient life
< > tender strife!
The two -riii -at together there,
I in* red oglu- -hone about their knee-.
Put all tic heads by -low degrees
It el gone and left that lonely pair.
O voyage fast!
<
banished past!
red lights -hone upon the lloor.
And made the -pace between them wide;
I'hey drew their chairs up side bv side,
i*eir pale cheeks joined.and said,’*Unce more!
< > memories!
o past that i-!
•
Flint.
icf.*rgo
be

A

Novel

Free

Pass.

afternoon a Frenchman about
of age arrived at the village ol
Suucouk, N. II.. from Sherbrooke, 1*. Q.
II
had travelled the whole distance on a
free pass" of hisown manufacture, which
•iained currency from the natural sympathy which even the knights ol the coun and the
punch have for poverty, when
'Upled with infirmity. He constructed a
wooden leg from white ash, and with a
ushioned socket to receive the knee,
rooked his leg at right angles and iastenIt
■■d on his wooden pass with straps.
rved him well. lie told a pitiful story
! poverty and orphanage, and presented
;i" wooden stump as a convincing claim
a “charily
pass." Four conductors
_rrew to melting mood, and their sorrows
r his mislortuues allowed him to ride in
■ace, and without scrip, to Concord, N.
il. Not only did the wooden leg serve as
pass, but at intervals in the day’s jourv lie
passed through the train, hat in
and, and many a p.ickle and some stray
:
ij.it dropped therein, a tribute which
pi:y drew from willing pockets. At Con’d only six miles remained to complete
his journey, and he boarded Conductor
Wyatt’s train, cripple still. Again the
same story of deformity, poverty and orphanage, and as the young picker of paste■ -arils listened,
sympathy drew his pencil
in his pocket and wrote upon his train
report this: “Frenchman; cripple; eharit.
When the train reached Suneook
the cripple was about to leave the car on
the side opposite the depot. The conductor kindly informed him which way to go.
and warned him to he careful and not fall.
He heeded not, but stepped off into the
snow, unfastened his wooden leg, and as
lie stood a whole man, he swung with one
hand the now useless member in triumph
to the conductor, and with the other waved an adieu to the departing train.
The route lie travelled will hereafter be
no place for poor cripples.
Sympathy departed with the advent of that wooden leg.
On

"•

Friday

years

■

■

How

a

Warm

Indian Fulfilled
Promise

Spring
a

Washington, D. C., Feb. 13. During
early part ol the year, two residents

tiie

Boston met here a band of Warm Spring
Indians and obtained of them several mementoes, and also the promise to send
them a scalp on their return. The Warm
Spring band, it will be remembered were
the captors ol the Modoc murderers, and
the captor of Captain Jack himself was
the one who
gave the promise to send a
scalp '1 hey went hack to California when
this Indian who made the
promise undertook to secure the scalp of an enemy, a
Snake Indian, but was himself killed and
had his scalp taken, ears and all. This
fellow was soon captured by other Warm
Spring Indians with the scalp, and this has
been sent East, the Indian who made the
promise thus furnishing his own scalp.
One ot the Boston men was Mr. J. K.
ilaseltine, who does business on Washington street, and the scalp will be sent to
him.
>>t

A

Matrimonial

Blander.

Mr. James Parton, the well known historian, has committed a matrimonial blunder.

was the third husband ol
whose daughter by her
first husband, Mr. Eldredge, he married a
lew days since at Newburyport, Mass.,
not being aware that the laws ol' Massachusetts forbid marriage with a stepdaughter, and the officiating clergyman
was equally ignorant.
The next morning
after the wedding Mr. Parton learned the
state of his case, and to prevent further
scandal left his house in charge of his
wife and took rooms at a boarding house,
lie will apply to the Legislature for a
special act, sanctioning the marriage, and
in case ol refusal, will go to New York
and have the ceremony repeated, where
such marriages are allowed.

Mr. Parton

“Fanny Fern,”

the famous steeds which the fairy godmo- woman ever lived who was not endowed
ther evolutionized out of rats for the ben- with an inherent loudness tor striking a
efit of Cinderella and more remotely of bargain. They both looked inquiringly at
that is to say, it was amazing that such
Mr. Peek.
Mr. Charles Darwin.
delicate pcacli-bloom beauty should blos“I have a friend,” he explained, “in New
Amy was down stairs in a moment.
som in the cool Connecticut Valley, among
The advent of a peddler was no small York who takes a great fancy to all potan austere people who seemed to cultivate
It lie found lew cus- tery—buys it and sells it, you know, and
event in Tutixis.
an unattractive appearance.
Amy was tomers for his wares, he was sure to find thinks as much of it as 1 do of
dry-goods
pretty, but poor. Not poor in the sense an abundant
curiosity, satisfied only by a or greenbacks. He's a singular sort of a
ot wanting tor lood or raiment. Thellosclose inspection of all his goods. Miss man, and it occurred to me as 1 sat here
sel farm was a horn ot plenty which had
Car’line was by no means exempt from just now that I might take that platter
ot
six
into
the
its
abundance
laps
poured
this general failing. Before Amy could and those other utensils that you said your
rwas
The
larde
of
ltossells
generations
reach the door, the worthy spinster had branch of the family was in the habit off
to
the
down
always lull, and everybody,
thrown her apron over her head and had using, and any such little traps as you
boy who was taken from the poor-house
He was a stran- happen to have about the house—that I*
out to the peddler.
to do chores, was comfortably clothed. gone
the town for the first time, might take them for him, you know, and’
ger
visiting
Moreover, in the old Hartford Savings but he bore himself with the
•
easy famil- give you this silk—eh?”
bank there was the sum of $2500 credited
Miss t’ar'line’s wrinkled face fairly:
of one native and to the manner
iarity
to KIT llossell, which his neighbors magdanced with delight. The chance to clear
born.
nitied into twice that amount when exPleasant morning, ladies”—jumping out a “mess oi traps” from the house, to
Mr.
Eli
that
to
“young
strangers
plaining
from his high perch—“pleasant morning, haggle over the price of each, and to sewas pretty comfortably oil'.”
but a trifle chilly, as your friend, Mrs. cure for Amy a coveted gift at a cost so
Young Mr. Eli was grizzled and gray Griswold, up the road here, remarked small seemed to he crowding too much
and sixty, lmt he was called young to dis- when she invested in one of these warpleasure into a single opportunity. For I
tinguish him irom old Mr. Eli, who was ranted all wool Scotch plaid four-dollar- do but state unroinautie truth when 1 dedead, but who had dwelt so long among and-a-half shawls.”
clare that in tins old house, whose foundathe good people of Tunxis, that they could
As he spoke he opened one of his cases tion timbers had withstood the storms of
hardly realize the fact, or realizing it, pulled out a shawl, and tossed il over two hundred and thirty years, no particu
they did not care to change their habit ot to Miss Car'line, remarking, carelessly, lur value was placed upon the heir-looms
speech.
which had comedown through an unbrok“Some of our importation, ma’am.”
Amy was poor in a sense laminar to
.Miss Car’line, who had no intention of en line of ltossells. Everything was premany girls in the Connecticut Valley— buying, took out her spectacles, adjusted served and cared tor with a neatness charperhaps in other valleys also. When the them carefully, and examined the shawl acteristic of the New England household.
tobacco crop promised (and her shy, deep with the closest
scrutiny. Meantime the Hut it had never entered the mind ot Miss
brown, poetical eyes could take in the peddler, while arranging a tray of goods Cat line that porcelain, which the deit
exactness
value of a crop with the shrewd
tor the inspection of the ladies, introduced hands of the Celestials had fashioned beol a practical Yankee tanner) she used himself.
fo:
the secret oi its composition was carher pretty arts of persuasion to secure
name’s Peck—Silas Peek, Jun. 1 ried to France, was greatly to be prefer"My
from her father the conditional promise
belong to the Vermont branch of the fam- red over the “iron-stone china” of the
of a new black silk, provided the hope ol
ily. 1 represent the house of Heck, Peck, modern potteries, with its coarse solidity
the early summer was lultilled. and the
& Co. Our head-quarters are in New and glaring white face.
price of tobacco did not hall in the mar- York, but this branch travels.” He grinThe great soup tureen, with its generket. llow she watched the deep green ned,
a set of excessively white
ous iadles, proiusely decorated with elabshowing
and
as
leaves
the plant grew
broadened, teeth, and made ready to follow Miss orate
designs in the pure blue of the gentaking on first the shape of an overgrown Car’line into the house as soon as she uine Chinese
cobalt (the supply of w hich
cabbage, and then ot a stunted palm! should see fit to lead the way, which she was exhausted more than ouehundred and
And how quickly she laid aside her well- did
"1
as
she
went,
presently, remarking
sixty years ago;) the dinner plates with
worn Tennyson when the New York pabelieve there’s cotton in this shawl.”
their figures ot the mandarins, with the
this
came
cheering weekly
per
bringing
The peddler laughed good-naturedly.
ever-recurring Sacred Mountains as a perol
Tohead
unfeminine
under
the
report,
“1 like Connecticut people,” ho said, petual background ; the delicate tea plates
bacco :
flic market is tinner, with an
Y'ou’re sharper than “deeply, darkly, beautifully blue;” the
upward tendency. Seed leal is in active patronizingly.I believe
myself there’s just egg-shell cups, concealing curious designs
steel-traps.
indemand at higher rates. The sales
which only became visible when the tea
a grain of cotton in that shawl; but there
clude .50 eases Connecticut, crop 1S71, at
was poured in ; the big platter, which had
are men in New Y’ork who’ve made their
40 to 4.5c.”
lortunes in dry goods would never bo able first attracted the peddler’s attention, and
Hut, alas! a July hail-storm pelted mer- to
the sheep must have which, without a crevice or crack on its
detect it. 1
cilessly against the tender leaves one day rolled over in s’pose
broad suriaee, had celebrated its centennia cotton field before they
and destroyed them. And Amy from the
1 have some- al—these were only a lew of the many
were sheared.
miss,
Now,
storm
with
tear-wet
window watched the
thing that’s just in yuur line. Look at things which were quickly laid out for the
eyes, thinking how the cruel shower was these
gloves. They’re really the best in inspection oi Mr. l’eek. There was a pair
falling not on the tobacco alone, but on the market—so
much superior to Alex- of candlesticks which had been sent from
her new silk dress and on the pleasant
andre's that Alexandre lias gone out of England in lOdO, they were ordinary brass
such
an
enviable
which
pospossibilities
in disgust since they were intro- candlesticks, and when Mr. Peek proposed
session inspires. Trie next year the crop business
to throw them in for two dollars, Miss
duced. Look at them.”
was abundant, but the price fell, and
Car'iine turned her face to hide her satisare they?”
“How
much
in
no
humor
to
gratify
young Mr. Eli was
a pair.”
faction.
cents
fifty
“Only
the desire of his daughter’s heart. Then
Amy was all excitement till the trade
Amy dropped them She had a ladyafter that Congress did something; what
was completed.
\\ hen the peddler measof cheap gloves.
it was Amy does not know to this day, like horror
Mi. Silas Peek, Jun., took his cue im- ured off the twenty yards of silk and gathhut it related to the internal revenue and
ered up the “trusk” which he had taken
to tobacco, and it interfered somehow with mediately.'
in payment, and drove his four black
I know what you want,” lie said,
her tatlier’s profits, and there wits another
No cheap stuff for you. horses down the r .ad, the delighted girl
cheerfully
ol
new
dream
a
from
the
rude awakening
to see some first-class goods.” tried to assume that repose of manners
silk. So 1 repeat that Amy was pretty, You want
He moved briskly out to his wagon, “which stamps the caste ot Vere de Vere,”
out poor.
and was gone some time. During his and tailed conspicuously.
Amy’s mother died long ago. She was
“That silk is rotten. It don’t stand to
absence. Miss Car’line remarked:

Amy RnsseH's Bargain.
Amy llossell was amazingly pretty;

Philip tin lVautiful—whose eyes
.Might win a woman's heart, 1 tear,
‘‘He will arise,”
1
n from her grave!
The monks inid murmured by bis bier,
And reign oneejnore among us here.”

once,
Sic-
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a

gentlewoman,

a

clergyman's daughter,

“He’s a pretty-spoken man, Amy, but
don’t want to buy anything to-day ; so
jest you see that he don’t impose on you.”
Hut when Mr Peck returned, bearing in
his arms a heavy piece of black silk.Amy’s
heart bounded. A glance showed that it
was of line texture and excellent quality.
“A black silk,” said ti e peddler, laying
the piece on the dining-room table, and
preparing himself for a short oration,” is
always handy. It answersekally well for
When lie said
a funeral or wedding.”
“funeral” he gazed solemnly at Miss Car’line; and at the word “wedding,” iiis
face brightened into a smile, and he winked mildly at Amy. “1 cut a dress otf of
this piece tor my wife just before 1 left
home, for her birthday present. She’s
thirty-two,” he added, reflectively, “but
it she should live to be a hundred and
thirty-two, she’d never have another dress
ekaf to that. When we were young” (he
was possibly thirty-five, but he addressed
himself to Miss Car’line with the air of a
patriarch), “we might consider ourselves
lucky if we got one such dress in a lifetime, eh ?”
“Well, 1 don’t know,” said Miss Car’line,
“how ’twas where you were brought up,
young man ; but I had -better silks than
that forty years ago, and 1 wasn't stinted
on them neither.”
lie had touched the chord ol pride in
Miss Car’line’s heart, aud the response astonished Amy. Hut lie knew his business.
“What is the price of this ?” Amy asked,
feasting her eyes on the rich lolds that
Mr. l’eck had spread out temptingly be“Oh, auntie,” said Amy, rushing into the
fore her.
kitchen, where Miss Car’line was peeling
what the price is,”
“Mow
specked apples for pies one bright October said the you guess
peddler.
from."
whom
it's
“guess
morning,
“Three dollars,” Amy suggested; for
She
Site helil up a letter as she spoke.
it in her mind
had just returned Irom her morning walk she had already compared
which she
to the post-ofl'ice, a mile av. ay, and the with more than twenty pieces
in the dry goods store in
Iresh wind had heightened her color and had examined
that she knew
blown her silky brown hair into beautiful Hartford, and she landed
disorder. She was evidently the recipi- the exact value.
“Mow I knew you’d say three dollars,”
ent of an important message.
Miss Car’line made no effort to guess. exclaimed the peddler, triumphantly;
to
It is not the way of the Connecticut peo- “every body says three dollars. And,
candid with you, the price of
be
perfectly
the
to
chroniclers
former
contrary,
ple,
it is three dollars; but I’ll sell it to you
notwithstanding. They draw inferences for
It I’d
two dollars and a half a yard.
do
nothing by stolen
pretty lreely, but they
it in Lyons and smuggled it into
guess-work.
I couldn’t let it go a cent
Oh, you never could guess,” said Mew York,
cheaper.
to
catch
enough
long
only
Amy, pausing
Miss Car’line had risen and joined Amy
her breath, “so 1 shall have to tell you.
of the
It is from my new cousin, Oabrielle (ira- in a close and critical inspection
ham ; and she wants me to visit her and goods. Meantime the peddler seated himself tipped his chair back to the wall,
spend the whole month of November in
New York. Isn’t that splendid?” Then turned his eyes carefully away from the
her countenance suddenly fell. “Auntie, ladies, and whistled a soothing psalm tune
to himself, while he inspected every arti1 must have a new silk.”
Don’t he loolish, child,” said Miss cle of f urniture in the room.
You can have your old dress
Car’line.
“Twenty yards would be plenty,” said
made over, and you’ve got that new cash- Amy, in a whisper; and it would only
mere.
besides, tain’t at all likely your come to lilty dollars. Oh auntie please ?”
father will let you go.”
“Why, you foolish child, 1 ain’t got fifty
“Now. auntie, it is you who are fool- dollars in the house,” whispered Miss Carish,” said Amy, earnestly. “1 have turn- ’line. “And your father never would lised that old silk, and trimmed it and ten to tlie notion ol buying goods from a
patched it and made it over, till it is ut- peddler, anyway.”
Mr. Beck finished his tune, and turned
terly beyond redemption, and there is no
the subject ol conversation into an unexhealth in it.”
••Child,” said Miss Car'line, solemnly, pected channel. “That’s an odd-looking
“when i was oi your age, girls thought platter in there,” he said, nodding his
ot something besides dresses.
They were head toward the open door ol the china
satisfied to wear plain clothes, and im- closet. “Old, isn’t it ?”
“Well, yes, it’s pretty reasonably old,”
prove their minds, and help their parents
said Miss Car’line, indifferently.
to get rich.”
“My
“Oh, dear!” said Amy, and with that great grandfather bought it before the
she hurried out ot' the room, stamping Revolutionary war.”
“You have more of that sort of crockher little leet as she went, and going just
in time to save herself from saying some- ery, I suppose?” queried Mr. Beck, medithing saucy against those impossible tatively.
“Well, yes,” answered Miss Car’line,
young women whose existence lias al“The Connecways ante-dated current history by fifty with a spice of bitterness.
years, and who cared nothing tor their ticut branch of the Rossell family eat their
personal adornment. She sought her victuals off of plates and drink their tea
out of cups and saucers, and set their tabroom and pondered solemnly on the situation. To go to New York without a les with something besides platters.
To
“Yes?” said Mr. Beck, with that impernew dress was oat of the question.
give up the idea of the journey was tinent air of innocence which is a thorough
equally out of the question. To coax the bred Yankee’3 strongest and most reliable
money from her lather, after that un- weapon; “I thought likely. By the way
known crime which Congress had com- what do you think of that silk ?” he asked,
mitted, was impossible. .She tried to re- returning suddenly to business matters.
“It is lovely,” answered Amy, with unmember how the heroines of novels had
possessed themselves of money in great concealed enthusiasm.
“Times are pretty pinching, eh?”
Some ol them had knit
emergencies.
socks and sold them, and others had writAmy blushed at tiie thought that the proten poems and sold them ; but there was voking peddler had overheard every word
no market for either socks or
poems in of her whispered conversation.
Miss Car’line spoke up briskly: “Well,
Tunxis, and Amy could not have produced the commodities if there had been. yes, they be.” She placed her arms akimShe looked at her small white hands, bo ready to conduct an argument If one
which had been saved by the unselfish- should be forced upon her.
“You’re right, they be,” said Mr Beck,
ness of Miss Car’line lrom the hardships
of labor, and thought how useless they approvingly. “Blenty of money in the
were, and then of how useless the novels banks, the papers say, but none in the
were as mediums of information on quespocket, ch ? Taxes high, trade dull, proptions of finance.
erty down. I know how it is. You needn’t
As she looked out at the window and be ashamed, ladies, to confess that you
tried to concentrate her mind on the ab- can’t scare up the wherewithal to pay for
sorbing matter of money-getting, her at- a silk dress this year. But s’pose I take
tention was distracted by the approach ol the price of it out in trade and dicker ?”
It was larger, gaudiThe eyes of both women brightened
a peddler’s wagon.
er, and more brilliantly painted than any simultaneously. Eve, in the temporary abwagon she had ever seen, and it was sence of Adam, conducted the preliminarydrawn by four beautiful black horses, negotiation for the delivery of that unforwhich dashed up to the door as proud as tunate apple, and from that day to this, no
born in the South, and unaccustomed to

that endless round of work which is embraced under the general head of housekeeping in New England. She faded
away in the rigorous Northern winter,
and young Mr. Eli grieved for her as only
strong men who are taught from earliest
boyhood to suppress their feelings can
grieve. Alter her death his maiden sister, known to all the neighbors as Miss
Car'line, became his housekeeper. She
was a good woman, kind-hearted and
faithful, hut seldom demonstrative, and
always economical.
Young Mr. Eli’s only brother, Amy’s
uncle Charles, was a prosperous New
York merchant, who had remained a
bachelor and true to a memory up to the
Then the memory maago of fifty-live.
terialized itsell in the shape ol the widow
Craham, fair and fat and only a trifle
over forty, who seemed as attractive in
his eyes as in the old days when he loved
and lost her, ere she became Mrs CraSome rumor of this disappointham.
ment had floated up to Tunxis at the
time ol its occurrence; but it was not
thought that one of the ltossells would
heed a wound of Lite heart inflicted by a
seventeen-year-old girl alter a lapse ot
a
tew months
three-and-twenty years
when it was
before our story opens
known that Charles had married the rich
widow, who as a poor maiden, was his
first love, there was a gentle flutter of
surprise, in which Amy, who had never
seen her new relations shared.
—

—

we

that peddlers go travelling through
the country trading oil'dry goods that are
worth anything tor old crockery and brass
1 say it don’t stand to reae indlesticks.
son.” This was young Mr. Eli’s sententious
comment on the transaction.
Amy at her uncle’s house in the city ot
New York was dressed for dinner. As she
stood in front ot the long plate mirror in
the oozy room to which she had been assigned. she wondered if they wouldn’t
think she was “gawky.” She had gone to
Hartford to have her dress fitted, and she
was satisfied that it did not differ materially from those described in the column
of New York fashions. The mirror Haltered her, she thought; she was half
ashamed of her pretty pink cheeks, ot her
white dimpled chin, of her snowy rounded
throat, and ot her deep brown eyes that
Hashed with unwonted excitement.
reason

‘•1 look so

awfully healthy,”

she said to

herself, “that thev'll think I’ve lived
bread and milk all my life, and gone

on

to

bed at sundown.”
A brisk tap at the door disturbed her
foolish meditations. She opened it, and
Gabrielle Graham entered.
“Oh, I'm so glad to see you,” said that
impetuous young lady, without ceremony.
“1 should have been at the station with l’a
Itossell to meet you, only 1 had to go and
lake my French lesson, i hate French—
don’t you?—and music and drawing and
all those things they call accomplishments,
lint 1 think 1 shall like you real well. And
how pretty you are ! and what a lovely
dress! Do you know, I thought you would
bo sort ol oountrilied ; but you’re not a
bit. Of course you won't mind anything
1 say. AH the girls call me Gabby Graham, because my name is Gabrielle and 1
talk so much.”
After this comprehensive introduction,
Amy felt at home at once, and iouud courage to confess lo Gabby that she was unaccustomed to city dinners.
“Oh, you’ll get along all right,” was
the reassuring response. “There’ll be nobody there probably but l’a Itossell and
ma and Jack and you and me.”
Who’s Jack ?”
“Why, don’t you know Jack ? How funny that seems! 1 thought everybody knew
Jack, lie's my brother, lie’s graduated
at Harvard last year, and he thinks he
knows everything, and he tries to make
me say con’t for can’t; but lie’s awful jolly, and I shouldn’t wonder if you liked
him ever so much. Girls generally do
You’ll like mamma too; but, oh ! do you
know anything about bric-a-brac?”

“every

man

in my class could raise a for-

dumb-bell above his head,
row two hours against a wind without
squealing, and make his mile on the run
inside of eight minutes. What could the
”
men of your class do ?
“Construe Latin verse without the aid
of a ‘pony.’
The youth was staggered, but he recovered himself.
“That’s all right; but you are begging
the question, doctor. Let us settle the
question of physical superiority lirst, and
we’ll compare notes on the intellect afterward. Now what sense is all this talk
about the physical deterioration ot women ?
1 can pick you out a hundred girls
to-day with fairer skin and better health
and stronger constituted than their grandmothers ever had. Nice girls too, with
eyes like the antelope's, and step as elastic; with checks like the sunny side of a
peach, and lips like parted coral hiding

ty-eight pound

pearl.”

The audacious

fellow was looking
ii he were cataloguing her charms. She blushed, half with
auger, half with pleasure; and then she
blushed a deeper red, through vexation
with herself for supposing that his extravagant, compliments were meant for her.

straight

at

Amy,

Fortunately

as

Mrs.

ltosscll

improved

a

momentary lull in the debate to direct the
antiquary’s attention to her supurb dinner
set.

“1 have been examining all the patterns, she said, “ami 1 am convinced that
this must be over three hundred years old.
Even Jack is iorced to admit the art of
making this exquisite porcelain is lost to
the world forever.”
As an appropriate response to this tribute, Amy looked down at her plate, and,
lo! the blue Mandarin whom she had
known from her earliest childhood smiled
up at her horn his perpetual resting place
under the shade of the Sacred Mountains,
lie actually seemed to open his sleepy
almond eyes in mild rebuke at her Imparting with him. There was no mistaking it. The dinner-service, from the big
soup loureen to the delicate egg-shell cups
were part and parcel ot the old china
which she and Miss Car'linc had bargained away lor the new silk. Site felt as
guilty as Aladdin’s wile, when her uncle
said: “l don’t sec anything remarkable
about this dinner-service, my dear. Up
at my old home, in Tunxis we had something very similar to it when 1 was a boy.
1 suppose you’ve seen it often, Amy ?
“Yes,” answered the poor girl, trembling on the verge ot exposure.
“Oh, you dear child,” chimed in Mrs.
llossell, “you must show it to me when I
come to visit you.
Only to thing of owning such treasures, stamped not only with
the seal of antiquity, but of long family
possession, i shouldn’t blame you a bit if
you were too proud to speak to ordinary
mortals.”
lint Amy—possibly owing to the laet
that she no longer possessed the aforesaid
treasures', was not too proud to speak to
ordinary mortals, and before the evening
was over that extraordinary mortal, brother Jack, who insisted
from the tirst on
calling her his cousin Amy, had prevailed
on her not only to talk, but to sing his accompaniment. And when her pure bir llike voice, which had charmed the worshippers in the village church at Tunxis,
rose full and clear “in strains of unpremediated art,” Mr. Jack Graham experienced a sensation which was novel but by
no means

disagreeable.

All the
The month glided by swiftly
wonders of the metropolis were unfolded
to Amy by the good uatured Gabby, and
whithersoever the girls went they were
accompanied by the devoted Jack, who
explained that he wished to give them the
benefit ot his superior age and wisdom.
The happy month ended all too soon,
and the last day of Amy’s visit drew to a
close. In the early twilight of the November evening, “just before the lamps
were lighted,” she was in no humor lottalking, and -he knew her own room was
not secure against the intrusion of Gabby.
She was ashamed of herself to think that
she was saddened at the idea of returning
to her own pleasant home.
Who was it
that site should miss?
Jack came in and tried to counterfeit
the real surprise which Amy expressed at
seeing him. lie was supposed to be down
town; but the sly dog had been watching lor her a full hour. He was more embarrassed than she. This is the compensation of the weaker sex at critical moHo blundered into one or two rements.
marks, and linally asked her abruptly it
she liked Tennyson.
She answered that she liked him very
much.
“Then I want to read you something,”
said Jack. And Amy noticed that he carried a copy ot Tennyson in.his hand, and
that he was using his linger for a bookmark.

it is what he would have called in the
accepted slang ot the day, a very thin device. It boro not the remotest appearance
ol being spontaneous. Moreover it was
too dark to read. But bo read all the same
this one familiar stanza from “Locksley
Hall:”
“And T said. "My cousin Amy, speak, and
speak the truth to me;
Trust me, cousin, all the current of my being
sets lo thee.”

He Hung down the book, and, growing
bolder, he said : “If I could write as well
as Tennyson, 1 might put what 1 have to
say in verse. But, in the plainest prose,
1 love you, my

darling

little

want you to be my wife
While he was yet speaking

girl,

and I

(for, after
audacious fellow) his strong
particu- arms twined themselves about her slender
lar,” Gabby explained. "It’s all sorts ol
waist, and almost before she knew it she
odds and ends, lint nia's perfectly crazy had
pillowed her pretty head on the broad
about it. .She has bones from the ruins of
breast which was henceforth to protect
a
ol
stone
and
chipped her. And she could not choose but murpiece
Pompeii,
from Cyclops Pyramid (or was it Cheops?
mur the continuation of the poem :
1 never can remember these old names,)
took up the gluss of Time, and tinned it
“Love
and a pair of knee-breeches—isn’t that
in liis glowing hands;
horrid?—that Gen. Washington used to Lvrrv moment lightly shale n ran itself in golden sands.”
wear, and a piece of the rope with which
poor Major Andre was hung, and some
vases that were made in Peru before the
The accounts of the snow blockades on
discovery ot America, and such lots ol the Central and Union l’aciiic Railroads
1
know
what
oh!
don’t
porcelain, and,
would seem to indicate that they are enshe doesn't possess. We have antiquaries
a
monopoly of this accompaniment
here every few nights to dinner. They joying
of winter in the West. All the trains that
wear spectacles and look awful wise, and
loft San Francisco for three days were
they go into ecstacies over nia’s treasures, compelled to halt before the immense
but, between you and me, I believe they drifts that had
piled themselves up on the
care more for their dinners than they do
road through the valley ot the Humboldt,
Jack says—
lor the bric-a-brac.
and in like manner westward-bound trams
The dinner bell rang, and Jack’s sayings
were detained at the eastern limit of the
were lost lor the time being.
snow-bound region. The distance thus
Sure enough, an antiquary had dropped
was one hundred and sixteen
in to dine. Partly in his honor, and part- embargoed
miles in extent. The continuance ot the
ly to gratify her own line and increasing high winds rendered futile all efforts to
taste for rare curiosities, Mrs. llossell had
these cuts, where laborers were
caused the table to bo set with some beau- reopen
with shovels, the driving winds
tiful antique porcelain which had just employed
Idling in the openings as rapidly as they
conic into her possession.
could remove the snow. The force ot the
But it was not the antiquary who sat opstorm also has been so great as to pack
posite Amy at dinner, ller viz-a-viz was the drifts so
tightly as to dety the utmost
a tall, athletic
youth, whose general ap- power that could be brought to bear to
pearance gave one the impression that he force the
ponderous snow-ploughs through
was training lor a prize light—hair close
them. Fitteen ot the most powerful ena
that
carried
like
convict’s,
eyes
cropped
owned by the company were united
sunshine into the night, lists brawny as a gines
behind a
and the obstructions
blacksmith’s, legs somewhat reduced lrom were thus plough,
assailed by this immense power
of
Colossus
at
a
model
voice
the
Rhodes,
reinforced by a momentum of thirty miles
capable ol attuning itselt to wild songs of an hour, but
it was like bucking against
tender melodies, in short, the post-graduThe huge nose of the
a bank of sand.
ate ol these last days.
would bury itself iu the solid mass
He bowed gravely to Amy on being plough
of snow, and with a shock almost equal to
presented, but it appeared his mind was the collision of two trains, the long train
absorbed in a discussion with Dr. Thursot locomotives would come to a standstill.
ton, the antiquary. He talked with that These
repeated assaults finally resulted in
of
earnmixture
and
slang, banter,
easy
an opening, however, and the
making
estness which distinguishes the gentleman
track was cleared with the aid of several
of the new school from one of the old.
hundred men. The passengers meanwhile
“It’s no go, doctor. 1 believe the peoaccepted the situation and made themare as earnest, as honest, as
of
to-day
ple
selves as comfortable as possible.
as intelmore
twice
charitable,
patriotic,
more
and
betsensible,
ligent, healthier,
There was a very darin" robbery on the Boster dressed than their ancestors.
“Stull' and nonsense ! said the antiqua- ton and Albany Railroad a few nights ago.
Seven sealed freight ears were broken open
ry ; “the race is dying out, 1 tell you my near Charlton and a large quantity of goods inlad.”
cluding a barrel of whiskey thrown off and car“Look here,” was the emphatic answer; ried away.
eonlesseu her ignorance.
“Bric-a-brac isn't anything in

Amy

all, he

was an

Cox

on

NUMBER 34.

Diplomacy-

Ill the House ot

Representatives, on the
9th, the bill making appropriations tor the
consular and diplomatic service being under consideration, Mr. Cox addressed the
As the readers of the Journal will
be interested in knowing the labors per-

House.

lormed

by

the citizens “sent, to lie abroad

in the service ot the
some

upon

country,”

we

make

extracts from Mr. Cox's comments

the

ministerial and consular de-

spatches—
I lind also a despatch from Greece whore
there is a description, and a very line one, of
the Grecian mode of voting for members of the
chamber of deputies. They bring a long thing
like a stove-pipe and the candidates hold up
the stove-pipe. The suffragan takes a white
ball or a black ball, runs his arm way down so
as to keep his secret from all mankind and
drops in an “ay” or a “no” for one of the candidates who holds m> the stove-pipe. [Great
laughter.] That is interesting for civil-service
reform!
He says also that if one hundred
nominate a candidate for the chamber of deputies the candidate can run his stove-pipe anyhow, and this favor*, the third party men
everywhere. It would suit some of our friends
like our honorable professor over there who
gave us the maxim Omne ignotnm pro magnitico est. [Laughter.] If gentlemen cannot understand when a hand goes in that way, how
it comes out in another way ami elects some
one whom nobody likes, it is only because it is
too magnificent an improvement on our system
sent to ii> from Greece at an expenditure of
.$10,000 a year. [Laughter.]
Hut, Mr. Chairman, there are other things to
be learned. I will pick up our correspondence
with China. It. is a wonderful correspondence
about the young emperor, Tung. He argues
in this way—I will have to read it because it
touches something so near the other side.

[Laughter.]

For more than ten years past, blessed with the
counsels of maternal love, we have striven to reach
the highest path.
Happily it has been so, tliut
wherever the armies nt the state came, the [Taip
of
Yueh
rebels
Kwangtuug and Kwang.'i) and
ing|
the [Nienti] banditti were vanquished and sul»dued
before them, and the insurgents among the .Miaoise
and the Mohammedans in Yunnan, K weirhaa, and
.Shensi have all been conquered and brought into
submission.

f Laughter.]

Now that is pleasant reading, and 1 do love
to read when we have to pay •'rrdT.boo lor information.
[Laughter.] L especially commend
to the gentlemen who have not shown an;, inclination toward amnesty this e.^ract:

Tranquillity has been everywhere restored; nil,
though the miseries of war have ceased, the injuries
and wounds oF our people are not yet ln-aled. and
whenever we think of them it drives away all -deep
and repose.
This seems to have been
centennial amnesty in < Lima.

If we can use the contingent fund, as we
have, to reach Pago-Pago and its interes ting
converts to polygamous Christianity, why may
we not extend
unenterprising rule and roving
into that land where Pericles ruled, Demosthenes spoke, Sonhocles
Sung, and even Paid
preached? Did we not last year, to gratify ail
Ohio member, appropriate thousands for anew
survey of Judea? And, if so, why may not
Mars Ilill have its geologist and the Marea its
phonographs ?
Gentlemen may tell us that we have no commerce with Grecce, and therefore require no
minister there. Gentlemen may sav that our
ships and clippers no longer plow the historic
waves, rendered classic by the prows of Ulysses and the pinnaces of Agamemnon.
True,
our ship-building i> a myth; but Greece is the
fame? Lei him read Clay and Webster, if not land of myths. True, the decadence of our
Plato and Aristotle. Let him read the catalogue shipping calls lor little or no men-of-war: but
of the Homeric heroes I True her streams are what an inter* sting study lor our minister are
dried up, her soil barren, her olive-trees cut up the men of war who went out to take Troy'
by the roots for fuel, and the very grass made forty-five hundred years ago and besought and
the food of her nomadic goats; but it is not besieged that city till the young nu n \\\ nt west!
Greece? Some cynic may ask before voting ap- But it is not a strong reason for tin* encouragepropriations for our minister, who honors the ment of our navigation? If we had our olden
dead past a*d the great heroes of that dead commerce, there would he no need of it.*» fosterpast. What is Cithera's isle to the grass-hop- ing. We must have ancient Greece to teacli us
per despoiled West? What is Milos, from the art of navigation and revive our shipping!
By the latest returns up to September 30,
whence the famous statute of Venus came, or
for three months we had only two ships,
Salamis with the fame of Themistocles, when
apiece, which cleared for
Mississippi is under the ban and its plantations with eight sailors
are overgrown
with sedge-grass? What the Greece. It is not recorded that they ever reno
turned.
Hut
mutter
for that. Let us enPineus, where Socrates questioned the sailors,
or what the academy under whose olive-trees
courage emigration. During the past liftv-tive
the divine Plato sat while the bees of Hymottus years, from 1S*JI to ls7.">, we had two hundred
settled on his lips, when the Texas border is and eighty-three descendants of Kpaniinondas
ravaged by greasers and American cattle driven and Socrates come to our shores, being four
to Cortina's ranches by the thousand?
What persons an l four-tilths of a person on an average per annum, distributed from L’assamuquodare Moreu's hills, with their golden and purple
dy to Paso del Norte. Now, when immigrasunsets, when beyond our sunset, contractors
cheat the Government and Indians on meat and tion is falling off, it is high time to reach out
Hour? What the violet-wreathed city of Miner- the hand to tlx* heroes of Thermopylae and Missolonghi. Let us bring to our shores the honva, wlieu in the gieat metropolis of New York,
‘•farther west," the tenement-houses teem with ored scions—thus gloriously quoted by Mr.
skeleton starviings? Let imagination paint m Read, our minister, in his dispatch, to wit:
rainbow colors the verdureless and yellow isles
Mavroeordato, Kolokotronis, It tzaris, Capo d’lsof Greece and sing them again in Byron’s muse, tria, aud many mor« which long ago became household
words in America, have now in Greece living
hut what arc these to the demoralized and
illustrations in the second and third generations,
overflowed bacon of Alabama? When there is
l lu sc representatives of a glorious past pace to-day
sung the glories of Bacchus and the mazy beneath the paintings which tell in graphic ways
dance of the Bacchantes, who i> to tell the mys- their ancestors heroic story.
teries of the crooked juices of the maize of i'li>v e can make fsotons out ol them when war
nois, Wisconsin, and Missouri?
does not summon them to it' gory Held!
And if, further, the stone rynie a*«ks why
1 .saw in the gallery remains of Greece in plasKing Gcorgo of Greece plays with his pet birds ter of Paris. There was
Demosthenes; and let
while the bandits prowl, p under, and murder;
me here state that ho hears a strong resemblance
if it is said that Greece is the land of ruins,
to my friend from Pemi'Vlvania, [Mr. Kelley.]
brigands, and beggars, and the little kinglet of
[Laughter.] And now I conn hack to the House
.Schleswig-Holstein is held oil his throne by of
Kepresentativ< s | see mat Greece i' not
other powers, may we not respond, ‘Mr is
dead; that -die i> >ti11 a living Greece, living in
Greece of Aristotle, and Homer, to which wo
ot Paris right in tin* city of Washington.
plaster
send expensive embassadors?”
I will go further. I think we ought to have a
Wi ought to go further in our pride and prominister to all other obsolete an 1
places.
tection for this grave of greatness. We ought to
not have a minister of the same rank at
bring out of the ruins of the acropolis some of Why
at Pompeii, and at all those
Ilen-ulaneum,
those rare works of art that were left by Lord
places to which we resort as a matter of course
Klgin when he surreptitiously carried olf so and
curiosity?
many to the British Museum. I plead for the
Mr. Springer. To Nineveh.
poor inhabitants of Greece. They ought to be
Mr. Cox. Where!'
in .some wav or other protected by our minister,
Mr. Springer. Nineveh.
f Laughter. I
Mr. Cox. Yes. to Nineveh, perhaps the most
Tln re are many new members here who probeligilde situation on tin* globe.
Laughter.] 1
ably «.lo not know that two years ago we had ail would prefer a on.'iil to Nineveh
foi certain
Executive Document, No. ‘>4 of the second ses- reasons w
hich I need not mention, j Renewed
sion of the Forty-second Congress, sent lim e by
laughter.]
a Colonel Steinberger, who went to what is
That reminds m <>t something I intruded to
called the Navigator Islands. Ilo was on a
discuss. I was >add**ned to read in tic'c dis
.special mission from our Government. I do patches that our friend Mr. Nlayuurd had been
not know just what it was for.
Perhaps then* rather snubbed by tin* Stale Department bewas a land job in it.
oiiine ignotum pro miricause of a little matter to w hich 1 briellv call
lieo. i Laughter.] Put lie went out to these
the attention of the House, t! is our duty here
island-, and there lie wa- -oon hand and glove as well to
protect our absent members as those
with King Lunalilo. He i- now premier. Tnere
a.' my friend from Indiana
Mr.
he is now sitting under the bread-fruit trees, present, just
protected Judge Bingham tin- other
with tiie little monke.N Hinging with prehensile Holman]
in
I would prosuch
an eloijtu nt manner.
day
grip to their limbs, an 1 In* tl do not mean the tect Mr. Maynard from the harsh criticism
monkey) wrapped around with the star-span- passed upon him in one of these papers. How
gled banner ol our country; only seventv-live did tin; criticism upon him originate? 1 will
liundr-d miles from San Franci.-eo, eight thou- tell
you. There is a sort of hermaphrodite
sand miles irom China, and four thousand miicountry called Tripoli; It dot' not know
trom duan i criiaiiue/.. ihcicuui buuiici i’u.it.v!
whether it i' a part of Turkey or Algiers or of
[Laughter.]
the Desert of Sahara, which is scion to be
O, how proud we were when we km w that Hooded.
our banner was Hunting over those basaltic
We have no minister tlier
but we have a
rocks, wa-hed by the wave- a- they rolh d over consul-general, Mr. Vidal. La't year or year
coral reefs, with fishes among them of all kiml- before
hi't he wrote a dispatch, which was
aml colors! Then to think that away oif. where
quoted in tliisJIouse to show that our Protesno good man had ever gom
except some of the tant missionaries ought not to waste their time
Potany Pay shipwrecked convicts to convert in Tripoli or in the territories of the oi hurbaroi
the, natives to our religion—how beautiful it ol the Greeks. He said the
place for Protestant
wa- in this centennial year to feel that General
propagandist!! was in Bulgaria. The old New
<. rani had -< lit out ( oloiiel Steinberger to bring
York Presbyterian Observer came »ut and read
tlio-e island- within our own influence and conthis consul a lesson. It said: "Why do \ou as
federacy ! If we can do so much for sueli peo- a consul of the I nited States undertake to difar otf, why not jump sixteen rect our missionary
ple who are
enterprises? What is that
thousand miles to Greece, and there revive to
you? Where do you get your power? Mr
through our diplomacy its ancient glories under Vide! had urged that there were a great many
our eeutenuial tutelage.
[ Laughter.]
slave-traders bringing slaves from Soudan and
hi Greece we have a minister whom l like. I
taking them to Constant inople and putting them
do not want to see him dismissed, lb* is a man in tin* harems of these bashaws of
many tails.
that can dance a contra-dance with the < jticen.
This brought Mr. Vidal into all sorts of trouble,
and such a (Juci-n a- < n.ieen (Uga—a grand duch- and this book shows that he retired from his
ess of
I£u--ia! A u l Utis>iu may almost be consulate and his
companions to a little remote
called the leading power of Europe. We should from the
city and near tie- sea. One day a
be proud to think of such a minister! How did Turkish sailor
wended his way up to his kitehc n
they dance it?
Mr. Vidal, with that
to light his cigarette.
Hand- across and down the mid-llc,
patriotism which becomes an American abroad,
To the tune of Mute and the fiddle.
proud of his Hag although it covcrs.no commerce, rushed lor that sailor and tripped him
f i .alighter.]
Mr. Chairman, I have -ecu much promiscuup. lie had tin spirit ot Decatur w ho cut out
ous dancing. P\ roll refers to t he Pyrrhie da:iee>
the Philadelphia from that port. But the sailor
I i stood up to Vidal and a contest eii'iiod. and
of clas.su: Greece. but that dance is ol»-.,!et<*.
have seen the Kabyle- in Northern Africa with Vidal was worsted. IP rushed to Malta, aptheir -trange -waying daiu-e-. I ha\ e seen some pealed to Mr. Maynard, and Mr. Muvuard apdancing in tin ai-le- ot this House that forcibly pealed to Washington, and said:
reminds me of the D»r\ishe> of the East. 1
1 have demanded, under the treaty with tin* Ottohave seen some ravishing dancing by the >enman Porte, repress of this grievance.
oritas of Sev iile.
Mr. Fish looked over the records of tin* Mat;*
Put. sir. I pause. We have here a gentle
Department, and found out that the only treaty
professor, (Mr. Monroe,) at one time a very we had with all these nations was one with
good professor at oberiin, and a good man. lie
Tripoli, and none with Turkey. He tln*refori
i- or was a very religious man. He is well edwrote t«» Mr. Maynard :
ucated, but did lie know when he was speaking
I think when you quote things you had better
lbr Greel--and its minister tin other day and
the right treaties.
quoting :t> history—did he know that our min- quote
How sad Mr. Maynard must have felt then,
ister ti* *re had been dancing a contra-dance?
Did In- know that In* w as thus de-e, rating the treated in the hou-e of hi- friend* and upon his
old i'i■ igious Presbyterian principle.-? No, sir, lirsl diplomatic eti'ort. I think he \va> tin* best
1 r *p.idi,i;e -uch -iii idea, lie will now vote appointment ever made out of effete and beaten
Congressmen. I never knew a man who w a*
again-t Greece in this bill. [Laughter.]
Sir. the letter which the gentleman from Ill- hotter suited to the 'Turkish mission than Mr.
to
he
inois sent up
read was not exactly read bv May mini.
lint i must he precise. Here is the reproof,
the Clerk in the proper tones. I proceed to read
which it hurts my h -art to reproduce. < Hi page
it through:
lop} of the diplomatic papers, “Mr. Fish to Mr.
The spacious salons were tilled at half past nine,
and the tostivities continued until halt past five in
Maynard," under date of November H, 1>7‘»,
vv rites thus, and harshly :
itie morning. The arrangements throughout were

an

occasion tor

a

[ Laughter.]

It is equally our hope that all our ministers and
servants, both civil and military, in ;dl parts of [Inland, will unite in public-spirited ami loyal •dforts.
for the common good, each zealously discharging
his allotted duty, that thus they may uphold for .unadopted successor a more and more glorious rule.
our breast will In
11 this be done, tin- cravings

assuaged. : Laughter.;
That, Mr. Chairman. i-

one of the Confueian :
sentiments we learn which i- really useful.
We ought to pay for it a large sum. [Laughter.] I should like very much to go a little
further into this hook. My friend from 111 in«*i- ;
when ho was speaking passe 1 over to me a
1 should hardly ,
most remarkable document.
believe it to be genuine but lor tin* authentic !
source—the State Department it sell. Gentle- j
men say that there lias never been an inquiry
1
or investigation as to this particular diplomatic
There never was such a handsome
business.
raking as this State Department lias received
this session by this democratic, committee of investigation. It never had it before or since I
have been here. it. ought to have been done
before, and you gentlemen on tin* other side of
the House ought to have done t and received
the credit for it.
I know gentlemen will vote for the bill after
they hear that for a certain treaty.about Turkey and its minister of foreign affair- w. ha\>*
puidoLTSl francs. Now. what was ii paid for;
To corrupt 'Turkish ollicials; to obtain troni
them a treaty? Comment is useless to this
House on such a scandalous outrage upon iimralitv. It was paid by Mr. Holier i<> >:ifvet
l’asha, minister of foreign affairs in Turkey,
and his son and household. Hut what tor?
Did you ever ->■•• that treaTo make a treaty.
ty? It has never been published. Tln-iv is a
reference to it in the President's message, but
Our minister, Mr.
you cannot lind the treaty.
Holier, paid to Safvet l’usha. minister of foreign affairs, according to tiii- account, .‘>1,7*1
francs for himself and other Turkish ollicials
to run a treaty through the Sublime Forte.
Now, wind does that mean? |
[Laughter.]
You honest republicans ought to understand
it. [Laughter.] -List look at tlii< item, tie* !
last one in this bill: “Four cake-bowls, round j
teet, style of Louis XVI. foliage-handle-, with
birds; four silver bowls, scalloped border, assorted to match center-piece; four east, baytrees, chiseled on the eastings; chiseled garlands; Hat channel, chiseled, in the center a
bouquet of chiseled llowers, gfll and gold bot'The whole thing was
tom, 3,777 francs.”
<VrlainI\ it
“chiseled.” [Great Laughter.]
was: but 1 should like to know who e 1st* wuof tin mo.-t admirable character. An elaborate supchiselod. [Laughter.]
per tor eight hundred guests was laid in the royal
Now Jet us look at tin other items. 1. t me
*Ih a manger and in the twro large adjoining rooms,
read this French. 1 wish I could, do it better, while the nuniso rs of state and the? diplomatic corps
but I never could understand English well were entertained by the King and ljueen in the
beautiful private apartments of their majesties.
enough in this House. [Laughter.] It tin* gentleI would like to know w hat they had to eat on
man will only remember his wrongly quoted
motto, “< >mne ignotum pro magnilico esi." ! that festive occasion. What did they drink?
will read him only one item to satisfy that mot- Was it champagne or w as it Purgundy? Did
to. [Laughter.] Here i- the bill rendered to our
they have imported from Spain the rurcM.ont.illado? Did they have Keudisheimer, »r did they
State Department from Mr. Hoker by “M. ManNo.
de
Iiichelieu.
have Ilockheimer or some other “heimer" from
rue
anian, lubricant joaillier,
Monsieur
Hoker,
Khim*? [ Laughter.] W hut were they drinkthe
excellence
son
M.
doit
tl,
Paris le t> ,iuin 1S7">.” [Laughter.] Tliut means ing? Was it the Yin D’Asti from Italy or ToHut kay from Hungary? What was their menu?
that Mr. Hoker is excellent; and so he is.
his bill does not look so excellent. Ii amounts Was it drawn from Apieiu- or the ‘‘mouth officers" of Lucullus? Was it inspired by Prillat
to 10.700 francs. Audit is settled—“Pour acquit
Paris, le s juin l*7o, M. Mananian.” Here are Savarin or Delmonieo? 1 think some man on
the republican side of tin* House who i- intersome of the items: “Epiiurle de cravate, ter a
elieval, pierres varices, 4,000 francs.” Do you ested in retrenchment ought to have the question raised and inquiry made as to what was
know what that is, gentlemen from the West?
[Great laughter.] My friend from New Eng- going oil oil that oeeasion ill respect to the ediland [Mr. Seelyej knows what it is. It is a i»in bles and drinking: for I hold that tin* first duty
for a cravat in the form of an iron horse, with of an American diplomat is to drink nothing
Four hut pure old American Pourbon whiskey.
various stones set in it. [Laughter.]
Nearly a thousand dollars [Laughter. S
thousand francs.
Moreover, the utility of this wonderful difor that locomotive, put as a breastpin in the
cravat ot a son of Safvet Pasha, the minister <»t
plomatic system which I am now defending,
foreign affairs. Perhaps In* gave it to one <>i the for I think it will prove of great utility, i- the
hour is in his harem. Here there i- another light tn have inquiry a- to the peculiar diploitem, “3 boutons de chemise en brilliants. 4,000 matic dre-s our minister were when he danced
francs.” That is, three shirt-buttons. ] Laugh- with the. Khieen of Greece.
Did he wear a spike-tailed coat; were his
ter.] How will our hard-worked mechanics and
hand- covered with graceful kids; were they of
farmers like these items?
W'ell Mr. Chairman, gentlemen say tiiat we the Alexandrine pattern, and was his hair partlaugh this bill out of court. We do not mean ed ill tile middle? [Laughter.] How was the
that. We simply mean to show up, after the (Juecii dressed? I low did she manage that
modest and logical manner of the reductio ad white-satin dres- so as not to tak* the color
absurdum, precisely how you have conducted from her cheeks, as represented in another inthe best-conducted Department in your Gov- ti resting dispatch ! We want to know all about
If this can be done in the green tree, it; how long wa- her train: and, if not, why
ernment.
what can be done in the dry? If they can do not? : Laughter.
Now. Mr. Chairman, I had the oilier day a
this in a respectable Department, presided over
by tin ex-governor and an ex-senator from New little troublesome matter with my friend from
York, a distinguished man. an honest man, and Maine [Mr. ilale] a> to which I wish to express
I called him by an endearing epimy regret.
do this without accountability, what will they
do in the Indian Department, God only knows. thet, but I felt a little had about it. I went to
('oreuran Art Gallery on Satuaday to rethe
[Laughter.]
lieve myself from this feeling.
Now, gentlemen, I will go to Greece, although
I never felt the necessity of keeping a ministhere is hardly a grease spot lett! [ Laughter.]
ter in (ireeee until L walked, thoughtful, silent,
However, there is something very interesting
among the mutilated plaster casts of the Corcorin connection with Greece, which I would like
been ex- an Gallery on Saturday. There were orators
I do not think it has
to refer to.
without lungs, statesmen without brains, solhausted altogether. The gentleman from Illidiers without arms, and Yenuses without robes.
nois, [Mr. Springer] anticipated me a little, as
Here was a torso Demosthenes
I was the first man to find out the interesting [Laughter.]
and a one-eyed Homer; there was a Theseus
letters which lie lias quoted. M\ friend Judge
The gentleman
a spavined Centaur.
Holman also anticipated me, but lie did not garrotiug
from Kentucky will understand w hat a spavined
interest
on
the
most
nor
comment
read
ing
lind,
All about were the
Centaur is. [Laughter.]
epistles. Here is one :
fauns, satyrs, A polios.and Dianas which (ireeee
Li:<;atiox of tui: I'nitku St \ti-:s.
to
the ages. Although the
gave to art and art
Athens, March s, 1S75. (Beceivcd April
only art of modern (ireeee consists in the ranSin: A magnificent ball took place on the .‘id insoming of travelers from brigands, and the
stant. Oil that occasion the American minister had
the honor to be selected to lead a contra-dance with
farming out of revenues for the sick man of the
Levant, and feeding goats. Yet that i> a strong
the queen.
Now that is something that I like. It makes reason for a minister to look after art, brigands, and revenue.
me wish to defend in one sense the minister to
If the British (Jueen—whose empire is based
Greece. I will defend any body that has been
so abused as this minister.
Why what do we on t.he wisdom and the rocks of ages, and whose
and course of empire is eastward through
star
not owe to Greece? Think of it! The land where
Sue/ Canal to her hundreds
“burning Sappho loved and sung,” and all the her newly acquired
rest of Byron’s line ode, which you, Mr. Chair- of millions in India, and whose footsteps of em
at
marked
are
Malta, Corfu, and in the isles
man, rehearsed in your boyhood. Think of pire
Athens—the eye ot Greece, and the Piraeus, of Greece—could not protect her subjects from
which had been called the “eyesore of Greece.” brigandage and murder within sight of the
Think of the arts of war and peace which Acropolis, does it not become our duty, as the
Greece illustrated two thousand years ago! mighty limb of her magnitieent trunk, to throw
Think of Marathon and Salamis,and the “ships our shadow over that sterile soil where Maranot this our bounden
by thousands” which used to lay below, but thon looks on the sea! Is Are
we not inviting
which do not lay around there at all now. es- duty this centennial year?
of industry and
to
our
carnival
all
the
nations
pecially with our starry Hag at the mast! Think
would
that interestof
freedom.
What
of
the
jubilee
of Thermopylae and her three hundred,
ing occasion he without a wooden horse from
Pyrrhic phalanx and Anacreon, Suli’s rock and (ireeee
within thy gates, O city of Brotherly
Suninm’s marbled steep; and then, swan-like
die for love of Greece, after Byron’s draught of Love!
do we not re: ch out to other isles
Think
of
the
Moreover,
Samian wine! Think
Acropolis.
than those of (ireeee and other lands remote?
ot those old heroes that modern Greeks name
their children after—Esehylus, Thersites, Aga- Does not Massachusetts, through an honored
law to
memnon, and Ulysses—never forget Ulysses, son and ex-member of Congress, give
of King Kalakauu? Has notour ves[laughter]—Epaminondas, and Pericles, and the realm
Sophocles, and Alcibiades, and Themistocles, sel, with our proud starry tlag, borne a Pennand Euripides, and all the other DI>'s belong- sylvanian, Colonel Steiuberger, to the distant
seas, eight
ing to the early days of ancient Greece, f Laugh- Samoan group of the southwestern
thousand miles from our coast, near the tropic
ter. 1
eaten of the
Yet, sir, as my friend from Indiana [ Mr. Hol- of Capricorn? lias he not there
the group and, a
man] well said, our representatives, when they bread-fruit with the kings of
himself
of
made
premier over
kings,
go to Greece, go to the tomb of departed great- group
their councils and king of tlie ex-Cannibal Isness. Greece gave art, science, logic, and poetry
She is entitled to a minister from lands? It we can do this in the isles of King
to the ages.
the Uuited States of America, not on account of Lunalilo, amid the ancient vesicular lava-beds,
and basalt, where, over coralany special liv tag people that are there, or any amagladaloids,
amid which disport tish banded and
special commerce which they have with us, for line ledges,
L
from two to ten spotted with green and crimson, the wild waves
send
they
-.

|

1

only

us,

believe,

thousand pounds of /ante currants every year;
but Greece has a nomadic population of goatherds, and we ought to improve on a certain
kind of goat that we have in this country.

[Laughter.]

to

is there here any man who will not assist us
protect and raise Greece to her ancient

are singing our everlasting glory-hallelujah;
why may we not reach out from Pago-Pago
and the slopes of Upolu and Savaii to the land

where Ilomer ruled as his demesne and Sappho
sang her sad refrain to the NEgean, into whose
bosom sjie sprang and from whose bosom her
favorite deity arose. [Laughter.]

This subject was fully *liseuss*Ml in my lormer ih*
spate h, ami 1 allude particularly t * * it in tin- connee
tion in order that you may recogni/.*- its signim-uno
and tin- inn ortance of being controlh'd in t li« settle
ment of this allair, and in all our negotiations -on
mated therewith, exclusively of our treaty with

Tripoli.

K«»r these reason ir would have been better if, in
your note* to Salvet Pasha, yon had not r» t• rred t"
our treaty with tie < Htoman government a* -••euring our consul against the indignity "1 j>r«n eedingagainst him by the local authoritb for an alb ged
file “mo-t-fav ored nation’’ elan-e in
inisdemenor.
our treaty with Tripoli secures to the I'nited Sta:«
consul all the right-and priv ileges accorded to tie
representatives of other foreign powers. Having aj
pealed to our treaty with Tripoli, we cannot, in the
settlement of this question take our ’.reaty with
the Porte at all into consideration.

[Here the hammer fell.]
The time of the gentleman
The Chairman.
has expired.
(io on!
(m on!
Members,
Many
The Chairman. If there !»• no objeeiioii, tin*
time of the gentleman will be extended.
There was no object ion.
Mr. Cox. 1 thank tin House for its indulgence. Mr. Maynard suited the Turkish mission better than any man I know. II*- had the
grave, deliberate, and majestic manner which
we are told by Theophilc (Liu tier (in hi- volume on Constantinople, just issued, page 1.'»»'»)
belongs to the Turk, who never hurries himself, except ill the presence -t death, llovv
sad he must have been at the treatment which
his tir-t little ellbrt at diplomacy received trom
the State Department, hi- tir-t effort to put
things into shape for this consulate that had no
to take care of and was always in
comment
trouble. I see him as he retires to the cemetery of Scutari. There, amid the gravestones
that are capped with the turban of Moslem, he
sits amid the ashes of despair.
With all the propriety of deportment. In* is
sitting erossed-legged sipping his Mocha and
smoking his chibouk, until addressed by sonic
bashaw of his acquaintance in these words:
“llovv i< it with you, my bashaw from TennesWhat has
Thou lookest sad to-day.
see?
gone amiss with thee, my brother?" “I have
heard from the great mogul of N-w York, and
he has blamed me for that which 1 have writTurn your
ten, and I am unhappy therefor."
eyes up to these cypress-trees which weep with
mar you: east, vour
the
dead
and
with
you,
eyes toward Mecca; bow your head with your
fez rap three times, aad you may In* happy.
Bishalia. go bragh! Brother Maynard; MahoBe just unto all men; sin
met is his prophet.
not
Write not home anything encouraging
about radicalism or Ku-Klux: be honorable,
be just, and you will be happy." Allah is great
atul Mahomet is his prophet. Beinemberest
thou not that one star goeth around another
star, uAd that a star with a long tail swishes
around the sun and goes ami comes at intervals; comes in and goes out like eternal day
and eternal night? Let the star with the long
tail spin! Allah is great, and Mahomet is his

prophet."

And thus

[Laughter.]
our

friend will be consoled.

Why, gentlemen, to end this speech and

to

end it. at once, you ca mot revive commerce by
your petty, rascally consular system, as my
friend from Illinois [Mr. Springer] has develto make a
oped it to you to-day. You have not
Commerce does
depend
cause for it here.
Commerce depends on your laws,
on consuls.
lake oil
or rather the repeal of your laws,
taxes.
Then
your burdens; take oil' your
art
oi shipthe
and
will
great
commerce
come;
building, now almost obsolete in this country,
so that there is no more apprenticeship to it,
will revive again, and w ith it the returns w hich
commence always gives to nations.
Hut we have other and greater elements than
that of consular relations, connected with commerce. -My friend from Ohio [Mr. Oarlield] in
his grand survey of the Pacific referred to
them. We have the elements of steam and
electricity, drawing nations closer together;
Stephenson and Hessemer helping oil land;
Watt and Fulton on the sea; Morse everywhere. Why do they help commerce? They
call attention to the source of supply from the
In Chicago
source of demand and vice versa.
the prince of grain in Liverpool and London is
Why, sir, in
a matter of hourly intelligence.
Utica, New York, where there is a cheese exa
a
man
brings cheese into
change, everv time
Utica he looks at the bulletin to see the price
of gold or cheese in Liverpool. We are drawing the world together. Iron aided bv steam,
with its great arms, is breasting the mobile
elements of the ocean while electricity is sending its message.
I can remember going, years ago when I was
a boy, to the district of iuv honorable friend
from" Massachusetts [Mr. iloar] to look at a
It was the wonder
new paper-machine ther.e.
of the time. My father had built the first pawest
of the Alleghany Mountains, lie
per-mill

old plan of making paper in
1 worked as a paper-maker
before L became a blacksmith or a Congressman.
[Laughter.] I understood thoroughly
that business. 1 went there and 1 saw that
machine. By the old hand-process about one
hundred pounds of paper was inside per day;
now a machine will turn out two thousand
pounds in the same time. \ machine will
convert a stream of fluid pulp into paper, dry
and polish it, and cut it into sheets: the time
consumed in converting the pulp is two minute-—the old process was eight day.-*. Steam,
electricity, paper—newspapers and all—are today revolutionizing and reviving commerce.
Blit for these elements all your consulates

followed

the

moulds, by
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The Senate 'Wednesday ordered the finance
committee touinquire into the expediency of repealing the law providing for the appointment
of trustees of normal schools, and of having
their duty performed by the Governor and
Council and Superintendent. The resolves in
favor of the Bangor Children's Home and the
Portland Female (irplian Asylum finally passed
The bill to regulate the dividends of savings
hanks, indefinitely postponed by the JIouscwas passed to be engrossed; aho the bill to divide the town of Montville. The House indetinatelv postponed the bill to repeal the law giving suff rage to soldiers, who receive town aid.
The Bridgton normal school bill was indefiniteamount t<> nothing.
ly postponed, yeas 7*. nays off. The Frank bill
It i> said by philosophers that the smallest
even an atom so small that Tyndall
requiring aldermen of cities to be in session for
atom
live days preceding the dav of election and mi
could not express it; an atom so small that it
election day, was amended by striking out the
has no upper nor under side—it is said that
sections providing for sessions on election day.
even the tiny love drop In the bottom of the
The Senate. Thursday referred the Bridgton
little Alpine flower down amid the glaciers lias
Normal school bill to* the next legislature.
its effect upon the rings of Saturn, and perhaps
Senator
Wheelwright moved ail amendment to
upon some other “rings’* that J need not mencapital punishment bill providing that it
tion
in this community.
[Laughter. I But the
whatever may be its effect, it B no more in the shall not take effect till approved b^f a majority
great forces of the universe as connected with of the voters at the next State election. The
House insisted on its previous vote to indeffour practical life than B your little consul in
the revival of commerce, trade and navigation. nately postpone bill to reduce the dividends of
The Hanseatic League made commerce with- savings banks to f> per cent. < .’ommittees reportout consuls.
The Venetian argosies and the ed u bill abolishing the fish commission; bill
Dutch iudiamau cured for and enriched their imposing a tax on insurance companies. The
Transportation is bill abolishing the office of land agent passed,
country without consuls.
the secret. It brings the prairie to the sea- amended so that the Governor and Council
board. Jl has made for u< seventy-four thous- shall have the salary of the office.
In the Senate, Friday, the committee on eduand miles of railroad, with a gross receipt of
Jive hundred millions. When it i< rash and cation reported adversely on order appropriatgrasping, as in is7:j, it made its tax on cereals ! ing school mill tax on basis of attendance upon
to vou of the West—at Jive
cents a bushel, i schools. The bill fixing the salaries of State
prison officials was tabled. The bill abolishing
£4.">,000; oi mi.
Learn from England. Encourage iron and capital punishment passed to be engrossed, yeas
steam.
Take off your great taxes and the is, nays 11; also the bill relating to elections.
multitude of them.
<»i\v encouragement to In the House the temperance committee reportour
people to -.11 abroad. The gentleman ed adversely on Talbot's bill relating to confrom New York ; Mr. Hewitt] spoke about our struction of the nuisance act. The resolves apcotton trade reviv ing,
i know it B reviving to propriating $10,000 for the Maine General Hospital and ssooo for the Agricultural college
soup* extent; but last year $’7.‘>,t.MK),O00 worth
of cotton was sold by Eng.and where we
passed, the latter unanimously.
Fkh. 10. House: The Judiciary Committee
IjouI-1 liavt had the market. We are. it is
true, selling some abroad now, and 1 hope, we I reported a resolve to amend the Constitution
sliali sell more.
If our tariff bill passes, with : relative to bribery at elections: also bills to
amend section Iff. chapter lffff. Revised Sts.tih" aid of steam, with the aid of electricity,
v :t!i
tie- aid of fair (leading, with a reconciled I utes, relating to prosecutions: relating to suits
•oun’ry North and South, East and West, and in Municipal Courts. The resolve appropriatwith tin- ble»ing of a centennial year, and di- ing $10,000 for the Centennial was passed to 1m*
The bill to set off part of Montville
vim- goodm s>, we ma\ have another kind of engrossed.
ubilee in w hich there w ill he an mter-depend- to Liberty was passed.
Senate: The Education Committee reported
enee of men and nations and an independence
a hill to extend tin* powers of school districts.
among men from bad government everywhere
The
bill relating to liens on buildings was taken
on our star.
[ Applause.]
from the table and indefinitely postponed. A
p'solvt* appropriating $10,000 for the Maine
CoiigrosMiian Hale's Lesson.
General Hospital was passed to be engrossed.
The amendment providing for a honueopathic
Sun.,
Washington ( omsponuence of tlie N.
ward in the institution was defeated—Iff to Iff.
«'n I hill -day last, during the debate on the ConsuIn tin House, this afternoon, the resolve in
lar and Diplomatic bill, llale thought lie would be
favor ot the Maine Homoeopathic Hospital,
wit!y, and in mi- he made a sad mistake, for wit
w as indefinitely postponed in the House,
which
it
he
in
an
woiud b« a.- unbecoming in him as
would
collie back from tin* Senate passed to be enundertaker. .Moreover, lie can't be witty, try lie ever
mj hard,
Jlut iie thought he must get oli a joke, and
grossed. The House adhered to its former vot*.
so he thought to break the lorce of the v« ry just critiHie bill to repeal the bounty on wild animals
cism- whicii had been made oil the foolish despatches
was Floated.
The resolve authorizing the col•d Meredith Head, our Minister to t.reece, by saying
lection of statistics of Maine regiments in the
that “the polite details of society” ulw.iv.- played a
was
late w ar
amended so that the < iovenior and
flie several amenities of lit'
part in diplomacy,
< onneil will fix the amount doomed
expedient,
couId not oe neglected, and it wasn’t fair to conand it wa< passed to be engrossed.
demn a system because one of our diplomats wrote
Feb. ff!. In the House, a bill relating to
glowing account of Mate balls to the Department
of Mate.
1 lu- wu- proper enough, but Hale was
writs in Municipal Courts was passed to be end emite111 to -top here, and so imagined a cast
grossed. A large number ol bi11> wore enacted
w hen M r. Ilolman, of 1 ndiana, was iuvned to a diuamong which were the act relating to the setio I" uiv, ii by lie ."secretary ot Mate, ami quoted
tlement ot public lands; an act abolishing the
an
imaginary acceptance thereof by Mr. Holman.
death penalty; an act for the formation of rail‘■Now,’ -am lie, “suppose the constituents of iny
ti ieud lrom Indiana, looking at Washington life in
road corporations. Finally passed—A reso.'ve
narrow a light as the gentleman looks at diploappropriating $10,000 for the centennial Commatic lit*-, ,-liounl get hold of this invitation and this
mission. $*000 for the Agricultural. The reacceptance, would they not -ay ‘Is that what our
solve appropriating $ Iff.otto for military puris doing in WaHungton? la that
Ueprex-ntativ
occasioned considcrabl'- debate and was
poses
wha
w
are paving him £. out) a
ar for?
Why
passed to be engrossed, 73 to 41. 'l ie* bill »vshualii he declare, as In doe- on thi- acceptance, that
it i- a high honor lor him to he inv ited to dinner by
latingto taxat ion of logs on landings and in r:ver>
Presented—-A
a black Hepuhlican
.Secretary of state, and above all was indefinitely po>tp<»ned.
at 7 o'clock, when In knows that at this time ol day
bill to repeal section oof chapter 1 * 1 -i the Renil hom-l men in Indiana ought to be in bed?” Mr.
vised Statutes, relating to Hoiiv s of correction,
Holman r> pin d to this by .-aying that if all lie did
w hich was engrossed under
suspension of the
there wa> to attend slate dinners and write glowing
rules; a resolve appropriating $10,000 for the
accounts of them to his constituents, they would
Governor
and
staff'to
the < milennial.
attend
soon conclude that this sorted service was not worth
The opinion ot the Supreme Court on the < oncWd'H a yi ar.
of
the mill tax was received and
liui liah* had his hand in, and he must get in a
stitutionality
Iling a' Mr. sjiringer, ot Illinois, who had made de- ordered to be printed. The resolve appropriaei ledly the hot «nd iuo»t telling speech on the
*"")oo for the Bath Military Asylum came
ting
lnvolitie- of diplomatic life as illustrated by Head’s
from the Hou.c amended, reducing the amount
correspondence. With a coni'mptuows manner, to $11000. The Senate further amended it
by
w iiicii -how- it.-elf e\ en in the
printed speech, Hale
said he had “no time to bestow on flo* gt ntleinan of substituting$*000, and passed the nsnhe to be
Illinois Mr. Springer
engrossed; also, tlios.- enacted in the House
lie -aw lit to entertain this
this forenoon. In the House, the bill abolishHou-e with apoelir.v pnal stories of the late lamented
Mr. Lincoln, stories not .-eemly in tins pretence. 1
ing the office of Fish 'ominisMuiirr was parsed.
make no application to him such as I have made to
It goes into effect Feb. L">, 1*77. The bill to regt he gentleman lrom Indiana, because i presume that
ulate municipal indebtedness was referred to
bis constituents will hardly’ tind that lie is in the rethe next Legislature.
ception and acknowledgment of such invitations.”
1'his boorish remark was purely gratuitous and
w
iuncalled
lo».
Mr.
an
holly
Springer
accomplishCongress.
d gentleman, and ill every respect as lit to shine
socially as any member of tin House oil either -ide.
Tin* Senate "Wednesday refused to take up
He is one of the most courteous of gentlemen in bis
the J’inelihaek eu-e and eousidered the eonfeiintercourse wit!, bis fellow members, and is univereuee report «m the J>istriet ol Columbia interest
sally respected, it was downright rudeness, posibill. The House parsed the Colorado bill with
tive ill-breeding lor Mr. llale to allude to a lelfowa provision appropriating S-iP,e<>o to
lnember in this style, even if there was some reason
pay the exwhy he should he socially ostracised by a Cabinet penses of the constitutional convention. The
Minister, ami considering the fact that llale is the hill to reorganize the judiciary was discuss, d
sou-in-law ot the Secretary of the Interior, it was,
The Senate Thursday recommitted the Discoming from him, both impertinent and unseemly. trict of Columbia interest bill, and debated the
M r. Springer, however, taught the pretentious membill
providing for the sale of public lands, 'idle
ber lfum Maine a lesson which lie will not soon forget.
Liking the pains to get lrom the official re- House elected Hon. s. S. ( \»\. Speaker pro tern.
The bill reorganizing the iudietarv was debatporters Hale’s exact language, Mr. Springer quietly
bided bis time until he had an opportunity to -peak
ed.
to an amendment to the bill, when he paid his reThe House. Saturday, met for general debate.
spect- to Haie and hi- Administration friends as
Mr. < ritteliden ad\ oeated resumption, Mr. Kelfollows
ley intlation. Mr. Pierce a presidential term of
I d
not know whether the gentleman has been
six years, and Mr. Townsend specie payments.
authorized to notify me that 1 am to receive social
rile House adopted a resolve declaring the
ostracisim from the members of t hi Administration
-■-id of the present month a national holiday.
or not on account of
my eilorts to reduce the expenditure.- of the Uov eminent; but if 1 am to have noConsideration of the bill to reorganize the jutice sen oil upon me and other
gentlemen that we diciary was resumed.
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<

are

tin

not to

l.»e honored with invitations

to

dine with

gentlemen in high places, on account of our
-m this and other hill- because, as the Chair
knows and J can as>ure the House, i have been excel
diugly respectful to every gentleman here in :uy
social intercourse and il lations, and careiul that no
personal olleiic* should be given by me to any gen-,

; Correspondence of the

course

tleman upon this lloor
if we are to have such no- 1
t ice- mtv d upon us, if we are to be
socially ostracised by reason of our Hurts to cut down expenditures
in thi- Hu' eminent, all 1 have to say to the
gentle
man from Maine is that we can stand it
quite as well
athey can. Moreover, it i.- no evidence of a man’s
integrity or manhood that lie rides on the avenue
"
ifb those in high places, or dines with those occupying high positions of power, or that he is the re.
c
pi n t oi tin- hospitalities of those who hav e plunder••1 this District and are now
complaining because
;heir days ot peculation are at an end. further
than that, let me tell the gentleman that it is no
evidence of a man's ability or character that he is
permitted to dine in these nigh places with the people to whom lie has referred, because men lately enjoyiug such privileges are now serving out terms iu
tlie penitentiaries, while others are on their
way to
join them as rapidly as the law can take. them.
Laughter and applause. 1
H ah- v ainly endeavored to sneak out of the
scrape
be had got into by claiming that laindignation was
■"'■
x> ited by tin- remark.- dr.
springer had made in
eterenee
Mr. Lincoln that lie could not reliwin
lrom making a thrust at him.
l'his was merelv a
poor evasion. Mr Springer hud simply made use ol
one of Mr.
Lincoln'- eliaracti rlstic stories to iliustr.ite a p'dnt he was
making, and it in no way reib ct*■•!
n
the memory ol the martyr' d President.
Hi- real nth-nce vva- the energy and ’-kill lie had disl'h'yd m overhauling the accounts <d the State D«
partment. Mid the damaging developments he lias
t hereby made.
||j- speech in defence of the reduetn n-. brought about by the « onsulur and
Diploinatn
bill, vva-one of the most incisive and telling of
He- many ••rguments made in its support,
llale, in
Ii
-ujiereiliou- manner, thought lie would, to use
hi own languagi “make a thru.-t” at Mr.
Springer,
'be i- sorry now that he did it, for the thrust was
'anied with interest. It is a noticeable fact that
ib present atlives who
accept the hospitalities of
< ahinet
Ministers soon lose their usefulness as
members of the opposition. Once they get their
under the mahogany of a Mecor Kobeson or a
boss shepherd—who may be described as a Minister without a
portfulio—their stern notions about
holding public servants to a strict accountability
begin to soften, and it is not often possible to get
th<Tutocri:icise freely and independently the conduct of these men.
e

11

Tho

People

anil

the

Railroads,

Tin' Augusta Journal says that the Law
1 Hurt inis made a
decision in tile case ot' Amos
Wilder of Augusta, is, the ,M. 0. Railroad Co.
Hr. wilder, in June, 1.-a, owned a valuable
futility
liorsc, perhaps better described as a
gentleman’s
<iri\ ing horse, which was
grazing near the trac k of
the railroad, and near the oil doth
factory just above
the city oi Ilallowell. The track at that
place was
not oik cl. a freight train
passing from Augusta to
Ilallowell frightened the horse on io the
track, and
drove* him along the narrow embankment to the
bridge over Water stric t, in ilallowell, wher.* tin;
engine struck the animal and broke his legs, so .‘hat
lie had to be killed.
J lie doctor sued the
company
l'»r damages,
valuing the horse at $5000. The case
"a'
nt the March term, 1»?4, when the
plaintiff
recovered a verdict for $1000, and the defendant curried the case to the lower court
upon a mo.ion lor
new trial and
exceptions. Both the motion and exceptions have been overruled by the full court after
argument, and the following rescript transmitted to
the clerk’s oftice.
I hVkcrson, .1.
Die statute requiring railroad corporation- to enclose the land taken for their road
with fe nces, is a police
regulation, designed to secure
the safety of the public
travel, and is obligatory upon such
corporations, whether chartered before or
after its enactment.
Land thus taken is
“improved” in the purview of
the statute-, it it is used
partly for a mill yard, and
partly lor mowing and grazing.
It is negligence in a railroad
corporation not *o
l« nce- such land when taken fe.r the track of
its road.
1 Io- plaint ill as the owner of the land
adjoining th
railroad track oft he defendants, had a
to use ii
right
in a natural and
ordinary way lor the purposes for
which it was lit. This right did not
depend
upon the
performance or non-performance by the defendants
of their duty to fence- their
road, nor upon his knowledge- that they had lie-gleet ed this duty, it was the
defendants’ duty, not his, to use the necessary care
to prevent the
escape ot the plaintiff's horse upon
the track, on account of their
negligence to build tin*
lence.

A

Most Horrible Death.

Louisvii.i.i:, Feb. 20. As horrible a
death probably as it is
possible for man
suffer, occurred at Lagrange, Ky., Saturday night. I he victim was .John Irinnegan, an engineer on the Short Line
Railroad.
Finnegan was on a freight
train. The axle broke and
precipitated
the engine and cars down a
slight embankment. Finnegan was by some means
fast
caught
by the machinery and held
so that his
companions could not effect his
release. 'Two streams of hot water poured upon his face and body from a broken
boiler. No relief could be extended to
the sufferer and alter the most horrible
agony, became unconscious and soon died.
When physicians from Louisvillo arrived,
Finnegan was dying, with his tongue almost dropping off from the effects of hot
water which had lorced itself into his
mouth.
to

Mr. Joseph Lawler of Bristol, has completed
a
porgy factory on a small scale for one of the
commissioners at Washington, D. C\, in which
everything connected with a factory can be
seen. It is to be exhibited at the Centennial.

Land

Hangor

C<

mmercial.,

Script Investigation.
AI < J'sTA,
exuiniueo

M«-., Feb, IT
by the Commit-

I>r. Jordan was rigidly
this evening.
The effort ol the Chairman wa- to get at the accuracy of certain statements made by t he Doctoi last
year in liis correspondence jo the Standard.
I lu re
was no desire manifested to no t the facts tliat
wliile Maine got .Vj cents per acre for her lands other
stales realized from one dollar to seven dollars an

tee

acre:

lleferring to the sale of the script, the Doctor said
the sale was never properly advertised. It is claimed
that it was advertised iu the Kennebec Journal, but
that paper had a very limited circulation,
especially
east of the Penobscot, where tlie land
kings reside.
It mould have been advertised iu all the
leading
in
the
State, so that land buvers
newspaperhave
.11 it. In his judgment, the
script should not
have been sold at all, at mat time—the land should
hare been located, but it sold, it should have been
widely advertised.
At the time this land was sold for a little
rising of
nr'/y ,rnts an acre, government lands were worth
fper acre, and many o'her states were receiving
from time to seven dollars .m acre for their lands.
1 h< Doctor produced a letter from the Governor
ol a U
-.tern .-late, \s herein lie staled that the low-i
prii he had sold these lands for was $j.jo an a- re,
and from that up to $.) an acre, and lie realize,!
much money from the sale < f thirty-five thousand
acre-, a- Maine realized troni the -aje of t,r., inn.
tire, thonsaml acn.It was these patent facts that
led him to believe that these land- wereeitiu-r vov
nipt l y Solti or i/rossly inisnianu<jt <<
The Doctor presented the following official report
< f .-ales
in other states, while Maino~rerei\cd but
fifty three cents, which the Committee declined to
receive

miglil

e

Off K’l.U. fl:U Kjs «»f OTHI.U
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Mississippi,
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Texas,
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Kansas sold 10,(MM) acres at an average of
$L,*5
Nebraska holds her lands at
£7.0U
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Washington MattersThe

Washington correspondent

expenditures

says:

The House Appropriation Committee
are still
paring down the expenses of the
Government, and if the process is to lie
continued in tiio same heroic manner, the
boast of tlie Democrats at the
beginning
of I he session, that appropriations will lie
reduced §40,000,000, will be carried out.
Among the following: §6,000,000 oil the
river and harbor bill, §5,000.000 on public buildings, §6,000,000 on fortifications,

§5,000,000

on tlie Legislative, Executive,
and Judicial bill, §1,000,000 on tlie internal Revenue, and so on through all the

bills.

THE

LEGISLATIVE

APPROPRIATION HILL.

The House committee on appropriations had tlie legislative, executive and
judicial bill under consideration Friday
again. Tho amount of estimates upon
which the appropriations for tlie bill are
made is §22,740,019 50. From a careful
estimate made so far the
presumption is
that the bill will be
reported as about §15,Ibis will be a reduction in
500,000.
round numbers ol §7,000,000 from tlie estimates and a reduction oi §6,000,000 below tlie amount appropriated by last
year’s
bills.
GRANT'S HATRED OF BRISTOW
[Special Despatch (Keb. CO) to the N. V. Sun.]
Whatever the result may be in tlie ltaiicock ease, it is certain that Grant will not
suffer Bristow to remain in his Cabinet
through the present week. How or by
what means he will get rid of him is one
ot tlie things not generally known. Many
prominent Republicans think that if Babcock is convicted the President cannot afford to remove Bristow. But they do not
know the man, or have no conception ol
the intensity of his feelings on this
subject.
He has more than one
plausible reason
with which to justify his course, and Bristow himself
expects to be removed, although he will not resign unless the President attempts to striko first at Solicitor
Wilson.
Tlie

Rockport

Ice Co. and Carleton it Co.

are

busily engaged in loading vessels with ice tak-

directly

from the pond in Rockport. From
two to four vessels are
waiting for chances to
load nearly all the time.
en

is sent.-A**

1

Stealing

Whiskey

to

Control

Elec-

tions.

We have heretofore called attention to
the shameless effrontery of the Prog. Age
of this city in confessing that the St. Louis

whiskey ring engaged in their plunderings
ter the purpose ot realizing lunds wherewith to sustain the Republican party in

attempted

It even

power.

defence ot

a

rascally “contriving a way” by rank
corruption of thclt, to keep in power a
party that was robbing the treasury oi
millions yearly. Hut as the Age’s lack of
truth is ipiite as great as its want of appreeiation ot official honesty, or any other
honesty, we cannot accept even its avowal ot party shamelessness, without corthis

roboration.

lind it in the Babcock

\^e

testimony ot ex-commissioner
Douglass. '! ins functionary, in the course

trial,

in the

ol his statements to the court, was forced
to speak of the inside management of the
Republican party, and the revelations lie
be overlook-

interesting to

makes are too

It will be remembered that the wliiskey ring was not attacked till May, 1875;
but the authorities at Washington suspected, if they did not know of its existence
ed.

operations three years belore;

and

tor ex-

Douglass declares that they
of frauds in 1372,” and some

(’em missionin'

had “rumors
leeble efforts
ed etlort

made to bring the mat-

were

but no serious and determin-

light,

ter tn

made, because the supervisors and revenue agents were all busy
carrying elections, and could not be spared
was

The

to attend to their official duties.

oommis-ioner states that “two

or

ex-

three

mouths before Mr. Richardson went out
ol

1 talked with the President about

office,

thi- matter and
of

the interchange
The President assented

proposed

supervisors.

and asked how soon he could make the

interchange. 1 told him,” says the ingenuous ex-commissioner,
“1 thought we
would have
tions
were

wait Lill after the fall elec-

to

supervisors unfortunately

our

as

machines

political

as

well as official

The President took kindly to the
postponement; “he said, very well, he
thought it would be a good thing to do.”
ones.”

When Bristow

came

ter over with

in

I talked the mat-

him,” says the ex-commis-

sioner; “told him my objections to
it at once; that there were special

doing

objecwould have trouble,

tions to it then; we
and I wanted to wait awhile.
fall elections there

After the

number of senatorial elections in the legislatures, and 1
thought 1 would wait them. That brought
it almost

were a

between that and the

midway

Presidential election, another trouble.”
Wliat an encouraging picture ofltepubliean

farsightedness is here afforded ! The
interests ot the government must wait upon the interests of the
party; the detection and punishment of frauds are made
secondary to the carry ingot

elections. Here
lot of supervisors, collectors and
other revenue officials who, with their cowere

a

were robbing the governmillion dollars a year, and who
ought to have been in the penitentiary lor
their frauds; but it would not do to put
them there till they had finished their

conspirators.
ment of

a

task in

Mr.

this, that and the

Douglass

says “our

su-

political machines as well
as otlicial ones.”
Indeed! Then, a supervisor must handle a much larger sum
of money than his salary of $3,000 a
year,
in plain words, the several
whisky rings
in Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin
pervisors

are

and New Orleans must have been organ-

ized

and operated by the supervisors,
the connivance, if not the express
approval ot the administration—and the
Republican leaders deliberately allowed
with

the

of the

N. V. Tribune, in reference to reduction
of

paper

other .State,

to

Minnesota,
Missouri,
California,
Iowa,

Jfcapln sending money, state THE POST OFFICE

to which the

electioneering

sTATKs.

from

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the*
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 70, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the* date will
changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arre*ars are requested to
forward the sums due

government to

be robbed to

get money
One would
think that a year was a long time to wait
on the supervisors when they were stealing $1,000,000 a year; the distinguished
to carry the elections with.

functionaries at

Washington, however,

did

not take that view ot it.

Axotiiek Hole

in the

“Bloody Siiikt.”

During the recent political campaign in
Mississippi, ( apt. Arther tV. Allyn, U. S.
A., commanding a detachment ot federal
at Jackson, was asked to loan a
Democratic mass-meeting a cannon with
which to fire salutes. As he had done the
same thing for the Republicans he
thought

troops

it would bo unfair to make any distincso loaned the gun.
Borne loyal
brother immediately wrote to Washing-

tion, and

charging Capt. Allyn

ton,

with

having

“turned over government ordnance to
the rebel Democracy for the purpose of

intimidating

the

loyal

blacks!

A court-

martial

was summoned, which, after investigating the matter, at once and unanimously acquitted (Japt. Allyn. Meanwhile, however, Morton had put the oc-

among his list of “outrages,”
and now the Indiana Senator is disposed
to damn the court-martial for not sustaincurrence

ing

his indictment.

many holes in the

There

“bloody

are

a

great

shirt” this

year.
The Maine Standard thinks Mr. Blaine
reaches the climax of human assurance
when lie presumes to read to the Democratic party a homily on hard
money,
while the leading financial maxim of his
own party has been that “a National debt
is a National blessing”—a party that
fought against Jackson, and for Nicholas
Biddle and rag-money—that derided Benton and his hard-money doctrines, and
that has ever been the persistent
opponent of hard-money as a relic of barbarism.

War

and

Prisoners

of War.

Great Tenderness

The persistent agitation of the capital
punishment question, and continued presentation ot arguments, plausible but full
of sophistry, have at last compassed their
purpose, and the penalty of death for the
crime of murder exists no longer in Maine.
It was hoped, by those who resisted this

at Andersonville. It replies in nearly five
columns of the space of that valuable
sheet, consisting of extracts from books
written to sell—and the more horrors, of
the better

Mnrderers.

Letter

from

Correspondence

Washington.
of the

Journal.

they sold—and editorial
swash-buckler style

comments in the usual

of that paper. We let all that pass for the
present for what it is worth.
The trouble about the discussion of this
and kindred matters is that people don't
always consider that this all refers to war
and its

accompaniments,. War is cruelty
It means the shooting, maiming
and death of men, the burning of houses,
cities end towns, the laying waste of countries, the capture and imprisonment of
always.

hood.
is the

Seriously

City

and Connty.

out sleighing

Taken your

—

lead to the wish that all fids round of enjoyment and pleasure might be spread
out over the whole twelve months ol the
year, and not uoiled flown and condensed

surplus for the “wherewithal yo shall be
clothed,” and other sundries, which almental and moral scale, so thoroughly imways make so conspicuous a part ot Conmen.
bued with the instincts of brutes, that
and departmental reports, and
gressional
Prison life everywhere is one of suffer- they are susceptible only to the influence
of which I’roetor Knott gravely and ironiing, mental and physical. All writers from of fear, and can be kept h orn murder only into the lew short weeks lapsing between callv says he “doesn’t know what they are
the earliest time to the present, have de- by the apprehension that their own lives Christmas and Lent. But then so it is but thanks (iod tor them just the same.”
All of which is very well with a patient
picted the woes of those held in prison. are thereby endangered. The hanging of with all life:. We never will have our
people to toot the bills, but a very diller“sweetness
drawn
out”—but
In early days the practice of war was to the wretch Evans, and
long
gobble ent
affair on two dollars a week. .Someimpending execuit up, hurry it down, and rush it over,—
kill those captured. And even since a tion of La
thing of this, no doubt, flitted through
l’age, the girl ravishers and
Miss Lillie's brain one sunshiny Saturday
more human policy has spared their lives,
murderers in Mew Hampshire, arc direct and then, like a great cross baby or a bait
d.-wn at her dust bestarved Oliver Twist, sit down and send afternoon, looking
there has never been a war which was not notice served on all ol like
propensities
and her dainty fingers
grimed
garments,
accompanied by loud complaints of the that they must refrain or hang—and as up that pitiable cry of “more, more, give soiled and stained with paste, printer’s
me more.” < >h, strange humanity, whence
ill-treatment of those made prisoners, love ol life is the
ink, and dirty sponge water, and thinking
stronger, they will reot her head that ached, her shoulders that
came your hungry, longing, restless, neveven among the most enlightened nations.
strain themselves. Such creatures laugh
and her whole body that was tired,
This is true of all wars in modern Europe. at a sentence of life imprisonment, that er ceasing, forever searching wants and pained
and then glancing oil to the dazzling
is
aspirations? That this the natural and whiteness of the Presidential mansion just
During the career of Napoleon, especially has no terrors for them.
in the contests with England, there was
Human life will be much less sale in inevitable state of tilings, all the world's across the way, and seeing the dainty lace
best have taught us.
One ot curtains falling gracefully at the windows
bitter complaint, on either side. The Maine than under a law which
prescribed wisest and
of all the eomtort and elegance
sweetest singers, that ever caroled to suggestive
the
French charged that the English built a a
assassins.
penally that struck terrors to
within, and thence to the pretty grounds
sad
remortal
thrilled
this
cars,
years ago
prison on a bleak and barren moor, swept Woman and young girls who live ii unand magnificent hives and the handsome
carriages rolling up with their burdens of
by Atlantic gaies, in a damp and unhealthy protected houses, or have occasion to pass frain ol the human heart—
“Attrr tin* lapse ol just on** little lumr
dignity, wisdom, grace and loveliness, at
spot, and there confined 10,000 prisoners, through lonely places, are much less seC’oiiM tli an ending ot all earthly Miss
Lady Thornton's, Madam liegerman, Mrs.
No
matter howsoever dear it is.”
who died rapidly from disease and de- cure since the law
pronouncing death to
Fish, llelknup. Chandler and
Which doesn’t mean at all that there is to Secretary Mrs.
spair.
Robeson,
murderers has been wiped from the statute
Attorney-Con. Pierrepont,
bo only a blossom hour of brightness and Mrs. Speaker Kerr, Mrs
I be English accounts ol the revolutionKx-Speaker
book. So are those having charge ol vallite ot sorrow blaine, Mrs. Senator Morton and hundreds
ary war in this country, charge upon the uables, like express messengers, collect- beauty, and a whole after
ot others in the sheen and shimmer of
and darkness and desolation ; but simply
rebels of 17V(J that they starved prisoners
ors, and bank officials, imprisonment for
satins, silks, laces, jewels and velvets—
halts
lias
that
existence
no
of war, which probably has some sem- a certain number of
permanent
and thought, and closed her lips lirmly.
years is the penalty
its rough crooked, tortuous path, and flung hack her wealth of golden hair,
blance of truth, inasmuch as the rebels for
along
a
a
and
arc
there
bank,
only
robbing
and that the cool green grottoes by the and walked straight home, and looked bewere pretty short themselves.
We all few added
years for the murder of the
into the Senator's aged face,
the babbling brooks, the sing- wilderingly
know that prisoners taken by the English watchman or cashier who
with her wondrous blue eyes, and blushed
happens to be wayside,
the shining skies, the merry
were crowded into prisons in New York
in the way. This, gentlemen of the Legis- ing birds,
distraetingly. and said “yes,” as naively
the liupp\ voices, the dear de- and charmingly as only a pretty girl of
laughter,
died
and
into
the
and
hulk,
by lature, is making the honest man’s life too
city
Jersey
lights of companionship^ are only rests nineteen can. And the Senator forgot all
hundreds and thousands from disease and
cheap, and the ruffian’s too precious, altoabout ti.Gb District bonds, Kellogg govthe rugged journey. True, many
confinement. The last war with England
ernments, awaiting Pinehbaek, and the
gether. If the predictions of those who along
beginning in ESIl', was like unto the first are in the best situation to know do not are the paths leading to the end, and Centennial bill, and remembered only to
in this respect. The British newspapers fail, the state ot Maine will
yours, perchance, may give only occa- breathe with Abelard—
reap a crop of
“A curse oil :il! laws but those* which lov.* lias mu-Ie.”
complained of the bad treatment ol their horrors from this change. Let there be in sional glimpses ot delectable mountains
And if you don't
and vinelands id Beulah, as it winds >o they two were wed.
The
in
in
confinement
America.
prisoners
like the theory, you are welcome to reject
any portion of the State a bloody and unof
adhills
over
English authorities sent the Americans provoked murder of the innocent, and the hardly and sorrowfully
it and set up any other that pleases you.
who fell into their hands, to Dartmoor,
As 1 have been trying to tell you all
versity and through sloughs of despond.
will
not
wait
to
see
the
courts
people
But rarely if ever do the blinding clouds through this rambling epistle, it is either
which resembled Andersonville in many shield the
1
guilty by a verdict of imprison- of fate
shut, down over any human life so a famine or a feast in this world, espeeialrespects. It was an enclosure ot JO acres, ment, but will take the law into their own
this particular part of the world. Hut
dark
and
dense and impenetrable that the
short
with its walls, sentries, dead-line,
hands. Time will show how this is to be.
just now we are having our measure ot
of hope and haprations, firing upon prisoners, and large
delights heaped up, pressed down and
We give below a synopsis of the new glad, gracious sunlight
dues not at times shift and shim- running over, and mingled with all our
piness
mortality.
law—
other pleasures have had the usual weak
mer them apart to pour down its own
It will be seen that what are called
Sections 1 anil 'J abolish tin1 death penalty,
wishy-washy theatrical diet that obtains
prison outrages are the usual accompani- providing in its stead iiuprisonnn lit at hard blessed flood of warmth and rest and here displaced by star troupes fresh Irmn
labor tor life. Section •'! provides that any per1
i
am
sure
But
where
was
ment ot all wars.
The thing which lias son sentenced to
(iotham, and have been invited to come
imprisonment for life, who peace.
been is the tiling which shall be. in that shall desire pardon, may present a written re- this is more than a small digression ; it's and see the best the very best acting anywhere in the world.
Week before last
quest lo the supreme court asking that applicarespect. There are alway s fellows in tion may he made to the (iovernor in his be- a very big one. But have patience, gen- came dear
Mitchell,
J
delightful
Maggie
and
I'll
confessional
therein
tle
take
the
half,
forth
the
reader,
setting
grounds on which
every army who like to magnify themwith her tricksey ways and sweet childish
his application is based, and the facts he expects
and tell you a profound secret, which you voice,
selves into martyrs of endurance—those to prove in support of the same. Section
causing you to take her right into
4-proif upon the examination of the re- are not to
proclaim upon the house tops your heart ot hearts, as the pure, precious
“perilous pityers ot themselves, as Em- vides that
and
the
court
are of the opinquest
proof
l’earl of Savoy, and to forget all about
erson '.'alls them—and to excite wonder
ion that new and material evidence lias been —that 1 have a habit id dropping into
that she is Mis. Paddock ill reality, mother
discovered tending conclusively to show innoas
and
as
what
tu
have
easily
revery, just
naturally
they profess
by reciting
of a large family of children, and meancence, they shall appoint a hearing, ordering
gone through, and that class abounded in notice to prosecuting otlieers of the county ever Silas Wegg did into poetry, and dering along in the wrinkled, no longer
where the applicant was convicted. Section d with about as much sense in it.
It's a fresh and youthful forties. And alt^r her,
the late civil war.
provides that no ev idettee shall he deemed perClara Morris, otherwise Mrs Harriot, who
The refusal ol the federal authorities to tinent except such us has been discovered since disease tor which there is no cure, any
came to the great absorbing city of New
the
and
sncli
as
relates
to
trial,
material facts more than there is for
blighted affections York a few years ago, from the far West
exchange prisoners was the real cause of tending
to show that tie1 person was wrongfully
So a penniless, homeless, friendless girl, and
most of the suffering, and the real blame convicted, or I hat lie was innocent. Section li or an unseemly, voracious appetite.
lies with the Republican party. If rebels provides that if the court shall be of opinion when you come to those places where i by the faith and the courage that was in
that the person was wrongfully convicted, and
has compiered destiny, and now
were
to blame, let the administration that an application should lie made for his par- cease to narrate the stirring events of her,
stands at the very head of her profession,
don. they shall >o order, and the ease is translife, and go moon hunting and star gaz- with the strong lights of youth, beauty
purge its own ranks ol the rebels it con- ferred to the (iovernor and Council with an
apThere plication for pardon. Section 7 provides that ing, just skip them. Turn over to the and genius about her name. And gave
tains, before it assails Democrats.
the (Iovernor *m receipt of the
application, next column, where the editor will lie us a new version ol the old old Camille,
are scores of them in seats in Congress,
may, witli the advice and consent of his eonn- sure to furnish you with a dainty, delec- so
strong and vividly real in its passion
in the public service, and hovering about eii, grant a pardon or commutation of sentence table, and
generous least of all the good and despair, that strong men bowed their
upon such conditions and limitations as may lie
and solid things esscuti il ; spiced, pep
the White House, under the patronage of deemed
heads to hide the tears they were unwill
proper."
pered and salted with thought, reason- ing should be seen. And lastly but not
Grant—all of whom upheld the confederand
abundance
ot
ing, apt application
leustly our own American prima donna,
acy and its acts.
—Not only is the ice crop short on the sparkling champagne, in the shape ot who was born and bred and
brought up
In the course of its article, the Age in<
wit
wherewith
to
wash
it down.
>r in
Hudson, but they have taken to burning crisp
Brooklyn—city of churches—on real
dulges in sneers at Mr. Erost. We havn’t what little they have. The Knickerbocker persuade the editor—it’s always nicest to genuine Knickerbocker diet, and who
persuade people, then the fur doesn't get went to I'lurope, got recognized by the
seen him since its publication, but have no
Company’s houses, containing 40,000 tons, rubbed the wrong way, but lies down royalties, and came back to collapse that
doubt that he feels the same contempt lor
were destroyed last week.
The grief of smooth and shining—so persuade the ed- old
saying about a prophet not being
the Age that every honorable person does
Maine over the loss is of the subdued itor to persuade Our George to come out without honor save in his own country.
of his long silence, which isn’t golden to For
for a paper that urged men to enlist, and
how proud we all are of her now.
kind, especially as there was insurance.
us, and dawn once more upon our long- How we dote on her, and rave about her.
then abuses them after they get back, beears
and
waiting souls, And how all the Smiths and Johnsons in
—Lx-Cov. Dtngley ot Maine presides ing eyes, listening
cause they don't continue to follow its lead
with liis sharp points, his side-splitting New York do want to
get her away from
over
the
council
ot
churches
Brooklyn
The personal war record oi the editor of
jokes and breezy descriptions. To such a us. l!ut go away bad man, whoever you
is
looking into Brother Beecher’s petition I'll sign my name in full, with are—Johnson, or Smith, or, Hrown or
the Age isn't such that he can alford to do that
We are sorry, (iovernor, that you every letter in big, staring capitals. Or
ease.
that.
Jones—you can't have our Clara Louise
as a last resort go to sleep—but don't,
have anything to do with the dirty busiKellogg, tor then what should we do lor
Be guilty ot any
don’t-, don’t snore.
Martha, and the Last Hose of Summer, for
ness.
crime but that.
In my normal condition
On the outside of to-day’s paper we
Lenora, and Lucia, and above all lor our
I’m a very angelic being, though nobodv divine and
—An excited argument is going on in
print several columns from the recent
incomparable Marguerite. No,
lias ever found it out; but I am just the
speech of lion. 8. 8. Cox, wherein he re- the Camden Herald upon tue question same, and can submit calmly, nay, even no—we can’t spare her now or ever. So,
be the King in Thule,
views the consular and diplomatic service whether the old year should be spoken of placidly, to all sorts of impositions; or though you may
you must “hang your harp on the willow"
of this country. It is as lull of wit and as masculine or leminine.
It seems like when people will persist in doing the —for we wont allow our Casta Diva to be
satire as only Cox, when handling such a a revival of the Herald's tempest in a tea- very tilings 1 don’t want them to, and consigned to any such fate.
they turn out all wrong as they ought, to,
Vmi here i am at the bottom of ever so
theme, can make it. Read, laugh, and pot.
and not all right as they ought not to, I
many pages, ill a Washington letter, with
reflect on the achievements of tiie brilcan even rise superior to saying, “I told
—(ion. Babcock’s reputation certainly would
very little about Washington in it alter
liant servants ol this brilliant administra- stand 1 letter if lie had not been hobnobbing with you so,” and make believe just as natural all. Hut
pardon, and when next 1 write
as life that it isn't ot the slightest conseswindlers. [Lewiston •lourual.
I 11 tell you all about-something else.
tion.
file stand that the ring believed in was quence, when both they and 1 know betPi mu.
ter. But when a
hasn’t any nv re
and deliver”—but it isn’t every sense than to lie person
“stand
The editor of the Rockland Opinion
down and start oil' in
Generalities.
received a Valentine, neatly done up in highwayman that can get the chief mag- such a roaring, rattling, groaning, splutistrate as a witness,
tering way that es en double partitions and
and
is
so
of
it
he
that
The
rhyme,
Black Hills exodus is .setting in with
proud
prints
brick walls are no defence, then “for<
the flowing lines. We make an extract—
-—At no other time do we so fully real- bearance ceases to lie a virtue,” and I get great vigor at Unaha.
thinks >hc can a •rmnmod.ti'*
Surely the pleasantest thing in this life,
Philadelphia
the
terrible “rumbling and
ize the great advantage of institutions of mad. Why
Were to he an agreeable Kciitor’s wile,
that Sheridan made in riding 300,000 guests aday easy enough.
grumbling"
Ami up in tile sanctum stay—
Teleas when
the
Brunswick
learning,
The 1 'ope is in good health, ib has been
And sit among papers
to Winchester, or the confusion at the
up to one’s ears,
I u a dear little chair, with some dear little shear-,
graph comes to ns wrapped iu a leaf from Tower of Babel, was nothing compared thirty years in the chair oi St. lVb r.
And help imn to edit all
day!
the Bowdoin College catalogue.
to tho noise that has saluted my ears,
Keith, the Leeds Weil poisoner, W h- plcadml
l'o turn the machine for tile
poems sometimes,
made unquiet my peace, a martyr ol mv guilty, was sentenced to ten yar- Slate Prison.
Or help to entangle refractory rhymes
—The Democratic dinner at tiie Ban- sensitive nerves, and
from lines that
frightened sweet
A lawversuod the ( hieag" 'rim* -l»* eausr it
poets might semi—
No cooking to do, for we’d iiveoli
puff-paste.
gor House on the evening ot the dJd was sleep from my pillow of late. In vain to called him a “shvster." and go! *11* <vnt dainaAnd if ever that nutriment palled on our taste
s.
an
set
on
the
stove
with a g«
" hv, we’d go and take tea with a friend I
a most enjoyable occasion.
up
opposition
We felt comTlieXew York livening Bust srarrhe* Blaine's
There, Otis, a likely and good looking pelled to decline an invitation to be pres- cast-iron poker, in vain tho hurling of
coal hod, chairs, stools, and sundry other gn at, speech in vain for a single useful suggesyoung man who don't compass hill and ent, much to our regret.
appliances at the unfortunate wall—on, tion.
dale, forest depths and the inviolate sea
on like the restless march of the sea, or
Hie stable of Solomon Siaal in Boekland, was
—The l’rog. Ago speaks of “the time of
the resistless steps ot late, whizzes and burned Friday night. Loss SLOOP; partially inin search oi such a treasure, isn’t a man
the war when it [the Journal] stigmatiz- whirs, and snorts and snores, that
sured.
ol pluck,
aggralias the smoke of the lime
ed the l’rovost Marshal’s office as Lincoln’s vating sleeper. I wish—ugh ! if I don't go
Sliipinenls of tea overlaid from San FranrSkilns obscured the records of the
days of slaughter pen.” That is an absolute lalse- mad pretty soon. I'll do the next worse eo in 1ST,'), ls,13d,4:M |bs., against 11.77b.!•'>!» 11»-.
in
1S74.
Shall
a
tiling, and move.
chivalry?
witty and comely hood.
Row ilon 0 you know that when some
Clasgow, Scotland, ha» a ehimnev Pis feet
young woman unsling her guitar and
Wo judge that our Camden neighbors people have anything to relate, instead of high; nearly twice as high as Bunker'll ill monsing such troubadour songs in vain under
cracking the nut with one vigorous direct ument.
are not nearly so unanimous ior the public
the editorial window ?
The expenses of collecting the internal reveblow, and instantly banding you the sweet
hall as they were on the question of bridg- meat to eat,
they roll, and revolve, and nue Will he ent down >1,000.000 |>y those awful
—John llird, Esq. ol Rockland, underBelfast harbor—and the bridge isn’t twist and turn the shaggy shell between i >emocrats.
took to come down the stairs ol his house, ing
their lingers, and start way back to their
An insane ladv, in Bangor, Saturday, wife of
built yet.
F. W. Hardy, committed suicide bv shooting
carrying an overcoat, a lamp and a child.
paternal or maternal grand parent, as the herself
in the head.
He tripped, and lor a minute the stairwav
—Little Jacob Willey didn’t run over case may be, and tell you bow he wooed,
A little Colby girl, an orphan, while sliding
wedded and went to housekeeping;
won,
was full of lamps, overcoats, the man ol
while
any body
sliding down hill at Farm- how
many chairs they had in the parlor, mi the eru-t, al Lewiston, broke through and
the house and the rising generation. Re- ington. but broke his own leg. His sled is
dislocated her left leg.
cups and saucers in the pantry and the
Sir Samuel Baker declares that it is safer to
sult, a dislocated shoulder lor Mr. R., the laid away for this winter.
exact number of sheets and pillow-slips in
the chest up stairs; and so wanderi lg travel through the enormous district, of Soudan
child more lightened than hurt, the
than
to cross Hyde Bark, London, after dark.
—The
lamp
big elm on Boston Common was slowly “down the corridors of time,” in
ruined, and the carpet greased. There demolished
a
storm
of
last
and
the
and
out
uncles
and
cousweek,
by
During the gale, a barn belonging to Mrs.
aunts,
among
wasn’t much appetite for breakfast in that
Charles II. True of Industry, was blown to
the place that has known it for two hun- ins and wife’s relation, chipping oil' the the
ground, killing several sheep and injuring
household.
dred years will know it no more forever. outside piece by piece, finally p issyou the others.
kernel dry, hard and spiritless, outot which
—Tho Lewiston Journal mentions "a
A young tool in AValdoboro snapped a gun
—In Pittsburg there has been found an the oil and sweetness has been driven long
which he supposed was not loaded, and nothing
sort of Indian-meal or Scotch oat-meal
too
much
and
not
by
round-about-ism,
hut his had aim saved him from killing Ballard
humble imitator of the loyal whiskey ring, ago
What inconventional Killer.
snow storm,” as
happening in that region. who mildly fleeces importers to the tune of enough directness.
“around
Robin
Hood's
barn”
people style
Excellent shower that for hard times, and
On the sth iust., three young men were captwo dollars on a consignment.
but which polite society phrase “a terrible
sized otl’ Chatham, Mass, by their dory getting
most as good as the fall of roasted
in
such
straits
bore.” Even
does my lo- into the breakers, and desse II. Nickerson was
quails
—Charlotte Cushman, the, celebrated
with forks sticking in them, to the hunquacity lead me this morning; for when 1 drowned.
died at the Parker House, in Bosactress,
put all that repetition ot hurry at the lop
A. R. Dearborn, the detective, with the necesgry Jews.
ton, on Friday. She had been a long of my page I meant to go straight on and sary papers to secure the extradition of WinsAn itinerant lecturer against the
tell you how wo had had a ease of this low, the forger, sailed Saturday in Cunard
time ill with cancer.
love making and marrying in a haste right steamer Atlas.
Catholics, who bears the suggestive name
—The Prog. Age hasn’t yet found cour- here, in our
Of the fourteen millions of dollars in silver
very midst, in which one of
of Devlin, recently undertook to sue the
to declare itself against Grant’s third the most sober and serious of our Assem- coin, accumulated in the sub-treasuries of the
age
Lewiston Gazette lor libel.
But when
bled Wisdoms had met his fate, rushed principal cities of the country, four millions are
in the Boston vaults.
the man of law demanded pay in advance term aspirations.
matters to a crisis and taken to himself a
The arithmetic books teach that ten mills
—“lhe Beautiful Blue Danube” is on a wife in the short
lor the writ, Devlin couldn’t respond, and
space of three weeks— make a
cent, and the spinners and weavers and
a veritable case of May in the arms of Detare,
overflowed
its
banks
and
crewere
having
stockholders are anxiously inquiring where the
proceedings
stopped before they becember.
And
shouldn’t
he
?
Didn’t
why
ated watery havoc.
happy ten are located.
gan.
Solomon and King David, and all those
Some of the school-boys in North Brookfield,
—Winslow, the Rotterdam fool, thinks old fellows of Biblical times, gobble up all
—John Milliken of Buxton is very much
Mass., last week hung one of their number to
the
will
pretty girls they could find ? And a stovepipe, and but for his timely discovery it
get through his troubles without
alarmed about the presence on his farm of he
since Judge Christiancy is himselt quite a would have proved fatal.
to prison.
an animal that prowls about his
going
sheep pen,
patriarch, he but follows illustrious examEast Sunday one of the Biddeford city clergyand makes jumps of 01 feet in the snow.
—They have leap year parties in Au- ples in taking to himself a young maiden. men remarked
he was not going to make his
John doesn’t lavor such farm stock, and gusta, in which the ladies do everything And then the young blonde bride is so pulpit a bulletin board any more, and that
sweet and charmingly pretty, you couldn’t hereafter he should read no notices save of a rebut pay tbo bills.
stays in the house o’ nights.
blame an Assembled Wisdom, whether ligious character.
—This is a fatal year for newspapers. old or young, lor
—The Wiscasset Oracle detects in this
The Dunn Edge Tool Company, of West
wanting to bear her
to his northern home, to make light AVaterville, are having a handsome black walpaper an error, by which the word "run” The Biddelord Times stopped last week. away
and life and happiness for him.
How nut case, 13 feet high and 10 long, lined with
is copverted into “rum.” We knew Joblue velvet made, in which will be exhibited
—Speaker Kerr is ill, and lion. S. S. much love was there about it, do you ask? at
the Centennial a full line of edge tools manCox has been elected Speaker pro tern.
seph would smell it out.
you fresh sweet girl just budding, bloom- ufactured by them.
this

j

—

News of tho

into lair bright womanI don't know, but this
season when
young man’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts of

ing and dimpling

yet?
girl
Washington, Feb. 21st, 1870.
A good piano is offered for sale in the adver“A
lot e”—
Some one has said, 1 don't remember
tising columns.
who. or where, or when, that ail Ameri- and i don't know ot any law forbidding
Vessels are leaving their winter quarters at
an old one following the same direction ;
the lower bridge, and preparing for business.
can lite is on the high pressure principle.
so I suppose Judge Christiancy’s took that
Steamer Katahdin lmd a line passage last FriThat we talk in a hurry, walk in a hurry, turn, lie saw this
pretty bright flower
night, and came in with a good freight and
make
day
wear
it
for
to
Ills
and
in
a
and
desired
drink
and
love,
own;
eat,
hurry,
sleep
trom that to the wooing mid wedding was passenger list.
are buried in a
die
married,
and,
alas,
of
huthat
for
the
get
sanctity
change,
regard
but ;t step. And as for her, the theory is
Itev. Mr. Pratt will on next Sunday afterWhoever it was, must have been
man life which has been so eloquently' set hurry.
this: Mrs. Christianey that is. Miss Lillie noon
preach a sermon at the Methodist house,
realitiie
actual
fresh
from
experiencing
forth by the other side, while it would not
Luginbeel that was, counted money for a on the late ltev. John L. I.oeke.
effect a change in the laws, would so im- ty in a season at Washington, where re- living—not her own in crisp rolls trom the
Steamer Clara Clarita, of Carver’s Harbor,
bankers—but for the government, in a
funerpress the class of men murderous ol pro- ceptions, bails, parties, weddings,
came to ttiis city Sunday, for a lot of building
and
horriroom,
illy
lighted
dingy, dirty
clivities that they would cease’to kill, als, and all the oilier concomitants of life
bly ventilated ; into whose barren space material from Mathews’ factory.
and thus allow the law that was so obnox- chase each other with such flying feet that are crowded twice as many people as
T he line weather .and good traveling of the
all for ten dollars a
ious to slumber. In other words, ii human weariness of body, and depression of the ought to he there, and
first of the week made business lively in town,
must
at
the
most
week, eight ot which
go,
and dealers proportionately felt well.
life is so sacred, then assassins should set soul are always the sure result of this too
economical calculation tor board and room
The prospect at the Belfast shoe factory is
the example. They are not likely to do much of a good thing, and invariably and washing,
leaving just two dollars

The Prog. Age is terribly exercised about
the statement that we last week published
from Mr. Frost concerning his experience

course

for

now.

There

arc men

so

low in the

If that institution
not encouraging, it is said.
should shut down it would make thing* exceedingly dull in Belfast.

destroyed thirty hens,

weasel that had

A

and

turkey

Xorthport,

of

linin-',

fellows among

structive

two

killed by \V. K. Malast week. They are dewas

goose,

a

poultry.

The sell. Carrie Walker, that loaded ice at
Rag Wharf, was lide nipped for several days.
The feelings of the captain can he imagined, as
he listened to the music of

a

fair wind blowing

its,-if away.
Lent !

>

gin>

in

when pious

Wednesday.

>.t

and Episcopalians abstain from
amusements, the eating of tlesh, and all the
frivolities and inclinations of the carnal man.
and for forty days meditate n sins and repentCatholics

ance.

A Belfast girl, reading in the papers that afcounting erne hundred gray horses, she
would marry the tirst -ingle man with whom
site -hook hand.-, is trying that experiment.
Sim keeps :i note book and pencil by her, and

ter

on

Saturday had scored the thirty-lifth horse.

A mad dog charged through < hureli street on
Sunday, with tongue out, and the short yelp
peculiar to rabid canines. People got out of
the way with great alacrity. The animal was
said to belong to a Mr. Cottrell, on North port
can
a\eiiuc, and has not been killed, that w
hear.
'Chi Prog. Ag< r ords tin* -hip <’;ty of
Brooklyn as having recently discharged tiflythousand hales of cotton at Liverpool. As
shb. of her tonnage has never before been
known to take more than about five thousand

one
a

Imles, tln*re must have been

terrible squeez-

a

ing in the hold.
The refreshment .-hop of Howard Conant,

on

the Sanford wharf, was entered one night last
week, and the contents, confectionery, cakes,

cigars, tobacco,

x<-.,

amounting

to

$15,

earn*

1

The money draw wa- broken open, but
The two outcontained nothing at the linn
side doors were forced by an iron bar.
awav.

Ao oy-ter supper is one of the nightly feaof tie- odd-1 Allow-- assemblies in this
ity. When the time arrived to make the stew,

ture<

tin-

at

la-t dam-

milk, pun

tin- tvvent\-tive quarts of

used in tin* afternoon, was found to
havi soured. A team wa- -cut into the country at in o’clock, a fresh supply procured, and
i

Dick had his stew read)
All

on

lime.

tin*

aimanac- say that a partial eclipse
of the sun will he visible here on the 25th of
March, but tin Prog. Age lias decided to have
it osi tin1 _»l»h. Joshua ■•!’ old wa- only aide to

stop *li* -nil and the moon, but the more powerful .-cribe m< aiis to hurrv them up a bit. and
giw> assurance thut it will be quite an affair.”
*•

Tickets

can

probably

Ik secured at the Vge of-

fice.
WY regret to see it recorded in tlie l'rog.
Age that "one of our public otlk iaH was meandering his way homeward in the storm and
darkness of Friday night, accompanied b) hij
faithful dug." Meandering is to pursue a crooked course, and aitIiouirli it sometimes happens
to those who tarry at the wine clip, it isn’t ofthe ea-e that "his faithful do^ shall hear
him company" in such sinuosities. Poor Tru\
ten

The

Prog. Age of last week announces a
remarkable >tat«- of tilings in Penob-rot
Bn and Belfast harbor, during Tuesdays
St says—
storm.
"The w iiid \v;i' southeast, which forced tin*
drift ice in the hay into the harbor and choked
it up as far down as the monument, and the
mi,
t'rnni /»<'
W
Kaiahdill, which
-/,///
had hard work t«» fom- her
way through it.
If the steamer, as stated, e.ttne from Bangor,
she must Inna* forced her way through twelve
most

miles of ice of three feet in thickness! She
probably a trilie weary, which accounts
for the hard work with the Moating iee herewas

abouts.
Tin Prog. Age has been allowe 1 to inspect
curiosity from tin Sandwich Islands, "in tin.*
shape of a piece of cloth made from the bark of
trees, and worn by his highness King Thukama

ban.”

Aftei

a

careful

inspection,

tin

editor

comments—

The cloth is dirty while, streaked with
brown, similar to water colored ribbon, and is
ven

strong.”

It i- a valuable bit of inlormatiou to convey
to the public that the biv.-rh
loth of
Kanaka
is "dirt\ white," that, it is "streaked with
brown,” and likewise "very strong.” How
nt an intellect which can
range from such a theme to the grasp «#f tinunerring details of an eclipse, and measure tinplanets in tlu*ir paths : It ;<n'te\rr\ m-w-p.i-

grand the operations

per

that

can

alVord to employ

a

mind

4-oin-

-u

preheiisive.
The result of a cruel :n*t was fount 1 in Meof Wells’ fancy goods store, early Frida)
\s tin* hov \\:n sweeping out In*
morning.
heard cries >»i ilistress from
feline outside
and on searching among tin- ! » >>4 barrels and
boxes found a cat with a lot m 4. 4| refuse tin
tied to ln*r tail sr uivlv trapped hi-twecu tln*m
and unable to fre.* herself. She was extricated
and taken to tin tire, but her tail had frozen
slid and pu>*y <<u He red intensely in thawing
out.
M:i) the perpet rator get served as badly
some time
that he can fully appneiate tin*
joke. [Prog. Age.
llie ad was certainly a cruel one, but
wouldn't there be more oe4 i-hon for indignar» ar

tion in an act bv which the perpetrator should
"get served as badly.” W oulUu’t it be equally
cruel to have him retaliated upon with a lot ot
old refuse tin tied to his tail, and the tail frozen
Just remember that
the quality of
mercy is not strained" ; brunch any such tin
a< that.
•still'?

I he

ice business in this

\

i<

initv is assuming
Co.

large proportions. Piteln-r Bros., » ark- A
are
erecting an iee house, one hundred

feet
Hazeltine A Bickford's, and have
a large crew
-it work cutting, and tilling tin
same.
Pitcher A Uorhum are ako building an
iee house near the Bag Wharf, ami :ilPn_
square,

near

from the Paper Mill pond. Hazeltine A Bickford
have filled their building, and are prospecting
for more. They will cut a considerable amount
on a pond in Islesboro.
Axel 11 ay ford and associates will probably take a large quantity
from l nity puul, if favorable terms can he had
from the railroad company for its transportation.
They secured the shore of the pond
along tin* line of the road some years ago, and

by a spur track can load tin ice directly from
the water to tin* ears. .). II. Kalcr and associates will build an iee house for lo.OOO tons at
1 ity
Point, and till it from the Hurd Pond.
Y>uite

an

amusing episode happened

to

three

young men from Searsmont. who came to this
‘■ity to attend the Temperance convention on
Thursday of last week. They left for home
about nine o'clock in the evening,—one on foot
and the others to follow on with the team.

They went out

on

(

ongivss street, and

on

turn

ing the corner m ar the residence of Nehemiah
Abbott, the sleigh struck a rock, overturned
and threw them out. The harness breaking,
the horse disengaged itself from the sleigh and
traveled on alone. One of tin* young men started in pursuit and caught the animal after a
chase of about a mile
The remaining unfortunate hovered near the scene of the disaster
and meditated on the event. Should he follow,
and leave the sleigh behind? No. lie

placed

himself between the shafts and went over Wilson's Hill, presenting the appearance of a thief
making oil with his booty. At Frank Banks’
he came up with his friend and the horse. Instead of fixing the animal into the almost unin-

injured sleigh, they stripped him of his harness and went on,—one leading the horse and
the other dragging the sleigh.
When near
home they met the first named individual, who

lent them a hand. At 1 o'clock in the morning
this mournful procession filed its way sorrowfully into town and to their homes. They don’t
like to hear any thing about that ride.

The days have increased about two hours.

is

Mathews Bros, formerly depended chiefly upthe chips made in the shipyard for fuel at
their factory. Xow that the yard is quiet they
burn eordwood, and large quantities of it are

It used (to he a joke, the quantity of ice in
Maine. Now it’s a joke that pays.

Last fall farmers were invited to remove
the muck from the muck hole on the hill, with

Are you going to join the crowd, and make
dollar in ice thi" year?

Notwithstanding the late heavy rains, milk
still held at eight cents per quart.

on

a

piled

Judge

Dickerson

holds the next

Moulton, commencing‘Jhth.

No police news this week,
''hutting off
liquors, injures the Judge’s business.
Kutalidin now leaves Huston at
lock 1*. M.. instead of 4 as heretofore.
'-anut

o

J. Mori-011 ,t Co.. Belfast.—i ard of C.

Pitcher »v <i.»rham are loading sdis. Petrel
1 Fannie w Kdith, with ice for Philadelphia.
It don't look

fast.

though dandelion greens
we have had. a mild

now as

The Belfast Saviugs Bank, that has dispensed
with its night watchman since placing a time

be any earlier, if

to

were

inter.

vs

lock

its vault, is about lo restore that functionary.
V few people, reflecting upon the
troublous times and the fate of the Bucksport
institution, are giving notice of intention to

Washington's birthday wa- observed in this
> bv
v«.ryb"dv attending to bu-ines- a- us\V. Hidnit -. .i th- N* \v Fngland House,
valuable hoi so by -udden >iekness on

x

-t

a

Monday night.
I

l'niver-:ili>t church next Simla) owning by the pa.-tor. Subject. Cause and
Ftfect in Intemperance.
K. Palmer ha- recently erected and put in
-•ration -n Miller -treet, a -hop for building

I..

<t

patent

ave

jointer.-.

Tin* -team*
r

r Pioneer has gone to Portland
The steamer May Field will take
up-ni tin* rout-- during her absence.

an

-.

pi a

r

G

W. Kn

rg

'■

i'

■

hased the A:.

is

High stmt. formerly occupied by
•!.aer.an-; w ill ke--p a boardinghouse.

•u-(
>

Mi.-. Mda llan hare recently suffered
nt in the death of their second
uighter. a child often ycais, of rare beauty
l intelligence.
Mr. and

-ad bt

rea\clie

Pr-

b- i

ott,

aged

about

abo.

h.

o-'k-. died

'.ip:. It

a

prominent citizen of Xorth-

To. died of
lib.

aron

oil

W

War,a

Katah-iin.
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lh-ba-t. that

ol

hi
!

a-

r*

w
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noun-

haul' d up ill
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ft Tuesday
-eh. M->se>

r.

to < a-tine to pliotoaa
iiath
N »rm i >cb< ol building and surdu-atiomil portion of
--Mjfribuia'ii to the centennial.

Tut;

W. •'.

a-

!•

Hundred and tift)-lour years ago last
(no. Wa.-hington was born in Vir-

■»n.

—a

who math* hinoelf very ohrtain p- rsons over the water.

gen 11 fill an

to

ii-

x

arln-r- of th-‘

public

Pudding. Monday

■oi

x

hool- and the

ol i-ommittee will meet at

In

--

•ciona! -pm-tion-.
■

and
in-

n

to

during the winti

ii«in

hot Fri-

Pago, tormerly

>atu-day.

th-:

pneumonia

n

eve.

the high
next, to discuss

The public

are

invited.

Monday, ( apt. < hal l linker wa.- struck
in
b--a*l by a plank that fell from an ice
a -r
that i- building upon the ea-t- rn side,
--

i'-d home mscioible.
riou-ly hurt.

rd

Hi*

an

wa-

i- to be

was

not

In-aring bef-u--* the Governor
: 1." m.-iiio-dav (Thursday ) on a petition for
par-l'-n of Chandler It. Merrill, of Winter•r«. oiiiined in P»elfa.-t jail under sentence for
ju-»r selling.
1

a

iv

has

)m

m

market-

week, but none shipped save small lot*
tie- islands. Til-' ire fever absorbs all the
Liu*

shippers j11>t now. The price
ranges from >7 to
1pm* ton.
our

f 1

■

a\

I'lie -'ther day a subscriber came into our ofand after a good deni of rattling of coin on
desk, paid hi* subscription in ti\e cent

There,” said he, that’s my tobacco
*iuee 1 left oil'chewing.” it wasthe
**

*.

!:-■

•'iimptiou of specie and suspension of the
d—a patronising of the printing pres* at
xpcii'e of tlie tobacco press.

employed as overseer of the
in the shoe factory, took sudden
i*ting
parture from the <-ity la*t Thursday. Beside*
work in 'a factory, le- arried oil a board-•'tabiishim-ni n the Angier house. Multi*i-*ii*' sinai! debts and sum.- other entanglew.-re th-' troubles from which he cut
«

p:»*‘ii

-»nin*r,

room

by llight.

*•

The

mourners

include buteh-

jruoTs, and dealer* in the sustenance of

generally, who*** \ari->us claims aggregate
\

Tuesday sheriff Norton arrested AVillard
Kendall of Swanville, on a Trial Justice
warrant, lbr cruelty to animals.
Kdgar F.
un

F.

Hanson of Searsport, made the complaint, and
alleges that Kendall, who had a horse belonging
to him
Hanson for keeping. heat, knocked
down and otherwise cruelly treated the animal.
The parties appeared before Justice Wallace,
in this city, Wednesday afternoon and had a

\

Hat.

«»n

.Monday evening

girj

a

ot some kind of female string
it in her pocket and started for home.
how the end was left hanging, caught on
A lt walk and began to run out, revolving
a

spool

put

:

]\,*<cssed with the idea that
rat
s].
d got among her skirt*, she ran for the house,
i the faster she ran the more the rat seratehwild. ’When the terror of the household
a

1

which she burst had subsided, a careful
••■ir.'i w as made, and the cause ot the trouble
<ver* .1.
Then she went out, wound up the
of the rat on tin; spool again, and carried it
■

in her hand.

me

Si'irim-:.
Mi Friday afternoon last.
John I. l.nckt* was Ibund hanging by the

"ad

and d* ad, in the 'table attached to his rcsnec in this city.
If
had been in a gioomy
de'pondent state of mind, mainly in eonse<•! hi.' failure in biisines>, and had been
I'd 1>\ lii> friends, win. feared an attempt
-■id**. On that morning he disappeared,
is" .'pceial a.arm was felt until the dinner
■

past, ami even tlieu no one for sonic
nought of looking in the out-buiklings.

v\ a>

;

•Nir-

i

guilty, and he

decided

Justice

The sell. Carrie AValker of Thomaston, ice
loaded, that was tide nipped last week at the
Bag Wharf, made sail Sunday and attempted to
force her way through the mud. She worked a
short distance from the w liar1. but finally touch«
1 upon tlie point of rock* south of the wharf
where she held fast. At low water she was in
hard position, the weight of cargo straining
and hogging her badly. Fifty toil’s of ice wort'
a

thrown into the harbor, and she was floated to
l/tne’s wharf and grounded upon the beach to
straighten her. Her cargo is being discharged
into another vessel; when all out she will go upon the railway for repair*.
She was loaded by
Pitcher A

<

Jorhain.

When the 1'niversalist society announced an
entertainment at Havloru Hull, entitled Mother
Goose Reception, it excited sour* wonder among
the uninitiati d, hut it proved to he a pleasant
evening*> entertainment. The wonderful tales
tin* dame were put into tableaux, and carried
out \\ itli excellent effect. These were followed
u!

by the charming allegory "1 Undine, in a senes
of life pictures, which related the strange fortunes of the beautiful water sprite.
Tin* stage
machinery and effects were tinely managed, and
greatly gratified tin* audience. Miss Carrie
K aler. who was to take the part of Undine, was
struck on the head by a box which fell trom the
upper regions of tie* stage during a rehearsal,
and injured her so that the part had t«> be taken
by another young lady. On the evening of the
±M there was a leap year dance, managed hv
the ladies of the same society, in which appeared Washington and his children the thirteen
original stall*.
County Lodge met in ipiarterly convention
at Pierce s Hall, Feb.
with Belfast Lodge No.
17th, and open'd in due form, W. C. Templar in the
chair. Ullicers present—W. C. T., Peter Whitney;
W. F. >., Win. M. Woods: W. Treas., Geo. C.
Harding. < M!i••• rs appointed—W. V. 1 Mrs. Bieknell; W. sec.. Mrs. H. K. Marden : W. Chap. Rev.
Mr. Jones; W. M., Rev. J. A. Boss: W. I>.M.,Mrs.
M. Kvans; W. I. G., I. ( alderwood; W.<>. G., W.
A. Cushman W. It. 11. 8., Miss Susie Hamilton;
W. L. II. 8., A. A. Hicks; P. \Y. <
T., 31. .1. Row;
Chorister, Bro. Haney,
There are in the county 17 live, working lodges,
with o\ er COO" Good Templars,and llin e more lodges
nearly ready for organization.
Ten lodges were represented by vj delegate-, and
two by County Deputy Dow, in strong working order. Good Templar) was nev* r more Nourishing in
Waldo Count) than to-day.
Waldo

jYtnuer.ee aim Mnmr-i-i

ed

inmiii

by Bro. A bleu Baker, \Y.
avhs represented by

wen-

i>.

(

Hunter.

.Mrs. I,, c. l’ai

towns.

quietly

was

transacted

harmoniously, w i111 many interesting
remarks for the good of the order.
A letter vva> read from Bro. (no. K. Brackett, HW. Sec.,

regretting

his

inability to be pre-eiii

at

the

session.

Strong prohibitory resolutions

wa re

oll’ered, ami

following unanimously passed—
Resolved. That we as a County Lodge tender

tiie

most sincere and heartfelt thanks
Belfast and

to

our

the citizens of

to

the members of Belfast

Lodge who

kindly and courteously extended to
generous hospitalities upon this occasion.
have

so

us

their

Rev. ,J. A.

Ross, Bro. M..L 1>oav, and Sister A.
1C. Maiden were chosen as representatives from the
County Lodge to the Hrand Lodge, to he. liolden at
Bath in April.
Voted, to accept the im itation from Holden Band
Lodge, No. 2b‘.i, to hold tier next session of the
County Lodge at Searsmont in May.
A is

it it-:

1\.

Makdi

\Y.

n\

Sec., pro. tern.

TTiiiKNidki
a
Abner K. Rump
prominent citizen of thi>f town, died the lvh inst., of
pneumonia.Ru>ine>s at the station lias been

juite lively the past week.

Quite a number of
have been loaded with hemlock bark lbr
the hetroit tanneries. They paid
per eord
for new bark, and s.‘i for old.
■

ars

The

Plymouth church quarrel

is

raging

It the ways

ever.

inscrutable, good
people would greatly wonder why the
were not

swung
‘"iiievs oi jeweler and watch maker, but sub'juently stmlieil fur the ministry, and became
c h•■)' "1 ili<
M' lhodist faith in Maine and
I

Hood

Massachusetts. About a year ago he decided
engage in business, and bought the store and

edifice. By all the rules ol
it should have gone down stream years
ago.

ness

1'iturc

stock of the late Charles I). Field,

purchase was an injudicious one, and with
stagnation in business there came inevita-

failure and large pecuniary loss. Brooding
r his troubles seems to have unsettled his

<

ml, exhibiting itself in many strange acts.
;i

conversation as well as papers and memoM*la left show a belief that he had committed
creat sin in leaving the ministry and the ser•'

of his Master in the hope of worldly gain;
-at his failure was a direct punishment; that
was pursued hv an evil fate that he could
1

e

escape, and that death would be a relief.
Hi' pocket after death was found to contain his
-/ r, and a
copy of Pollock's Course of Time,
th many passages marked, among them the
1-1 lowing—

,lot

lie swore in sight of Cod,
nd man, to preach his master, Jesus Christ;
t preached himself; he swore that love of souls
‘‘•one 11nd drawn him to the church, yet strewed
path that leads to hell, with tempting flowers,
And in the ear of sinners, as they took
way ol death, he whispered peace; he swore
Away all love ol‘ lucre, all desire
1'
earthly pomp, and yet a princely seat
*1" liked, and to the chink of Mammon’s box
avi
most rapacious
ear; his prophecies
ilt -wore, were from the
Lord, and yet taught lies.”
A will, dated Jan. l'Jtli, was also found.
In
A
>

;*

journal,

which he

regularly kept,

blowing entries, the latest of which

were

was

the

made

few minutes before the fatal deed—
1 hii'AY, Feb. Is.
Oh, what shall this day de
‘••lop* ? I am filled with torture, h.-o, Oh, how
trd is rny fate. I struggle against it, but ii is fixi and I cannot alter the law of the Almighty.
My
Far wife and child, 1 think of you and ever shall.
that («od may keep you. Mv wit** lias been good
■“"1 faithful.
You will be sale in the herealter, my
-it

a

darlings,

if faithful.

Mr. Loeke was a native of Belfast, son of the
late Samuel Locke, and was 43 yrs. and 7 mos.
"Id. He leaves a wife and one child. His wife

daughter

of the late Simon Hunt, of Camestimable lady, who is overwhelmed
lcn,
!,y her great calamity. The deceased was a
man of quiet habits and
thoughtful, studious
lift*, as well as one of the most honorable and
onscientious of men. His tastes led him in
the direction of antiquarian and historical ref a

an

search.

He was some years since elected a
member of the Maine Historical Society. He

has published an interesting history of Camden, and some sketches of Belfast—also a history of Phenix Masonic Lodge, of which he
was

chaplain.

He leaves

of historical
memoranda, the result of a life time of accumulation. Many friends in this, the native city
"f Mr. Locke, as well as in other localities in
a

mass

which he was known and appreciated, will
grieve over the sad train of events which
tempted him to rush from life through the dark
gate of self destruction.

sent to drown out the wicked-

was

of

■

i !•••

have done on a stupendous scale ever
since Grant came into power.
He is the first President ot the United
States who over openly associated with
notorious plunderers; who made personalcompanions and eonlidants of notorious
characters like Boss Shepherd, McDonald,
Joyce and that crew; who gave to King
chiefs otlicial protection and social recognition ; and who has deliberately prostituted his great trust for the advantage of political scoundrels who ought to be cracking stone in the penitentiary.
The influence of this pernicious example
has spread through and infected the whole
otlicial and social organization at Washington, with rare exceptions like that of
Mr. Bristow, until the astounding spectacle is presented to the world ot a Uovei nment professing to lie free, plain and honIf the
est, ruled by Kings and knaves.
President was pure, conscientious, and
resolute tor the right, such a system could
not possibly stand, or have ever attained
its present growth.
Between avarice on the one hand and
ambition on the other, he lias encouraged
the authors and abettors ot these iniquities until the administration has become
nothing but a huge conspiracy to debauch
and plunder the government committed
Its whole power, through
to its keeping.
every agent it can command, and by every
means however desperate, even to the suborning of witnesses and stealing of papers,
is openly exerted to-day, not in prosecuting Babcock, but in protecting him, with
a lull knowledge of his guilt.
1 he motive is palpable enough.
Babcock will not consent to fall alone.
He
can never be convicted and sent to the
penitentiary without dragging down others higher and more important than he
is.
Hence, he will never go there, even
it found guilty.
Grant would like to be
spared the necessity oi a pardon, but it
the pinch comes, lie will as surely grant
it as he pardoned Hodge for stealing half
a million within sight of the White House.
A radical change of administration oilers the only remedy for the existing corruption. Without that there is no hope
for reform in any true sense. Even ii
Grant was dismissed, and replaced by another Republican of better antecedents
and repute, the evils would not be extirpated, because the system itself is poisoned with the virus of Grantism. The
politicians lorin a close corporation inside
the party, and direct its management
They are the power behind the throne.
Therefore it is necessary to overthrow the
party as the first step toward a return to
honest and simple government. That we
hope to do next November.”
On

primitive days,

showers lall

on

Tho

We

are

and

the roof of

Babcock

unable to

only briet
that Brooklyn
human justice

Case.

the verdict
it would not be

announce

in the Babcock case, as
given to the jury until Wednesday
The President's

deposition,

which

night.
occu-

several columns in the papers, was
read to the jury. Col. Brodhead, in tiie

pies

closing argument
made

a

for

the

prosecution,
terrible arraignment ot Babcock,

lrom which

there seems no possible escape. Yet it is believed that administration influence will be too much for one or
two members ol tho jury, and that there
will be

agreement. A Washington
despatch of Monday says—
no

A gentleman, who was a witness in the Babcock case, arrived here to-day, and says that
the general belief in ,SL Louis is that the jury
will stand eleven lbr conviction to one for acquittal, or ten for conviction to two for acquittal. The theory is, that the defence somehow
controls one or two jurors, without regard to
the evidence presented in court. The expectation of this gentleman is that Babcock will thus
escape conviction
by the skin of liis teeth.”
'file feeling in St. Louis is very strongly against
Babcock.

The Rice farm in Kittervbas been in the possession of the Rice family for a period of 224.
years, and in the family burial lot lie seven
generations. Near by the lot i< growing a rose
bush known to be over 200 years old. This estate was once owned by Sir Fernando Gorges
and deeded by him to the AVitlmrs family, and
in 1G52 it was given as a marriage dowry by
Tlios. Withers to his daughter Mary Withers
on her nuptials with Tlios. Rice.

ing

The Augusta correspondent of the Press savs:
The Agricultural Committee gave a hearing to the
Agricultural College olliciale. President Allen and
Messrs. Oak and Madigan of the Trustees, addressed
tin: committee. Mr. Mudigun’s ellort was one of
marked ability. The committee will report in lavor

appropriation of$Z3,5t'U.
.Mr. Madigan has been from the first

of an

one

of

the most ardent friends of the college, having
labored earnestly for its prosperity. Jn answer
to tin' charge of his religion biasing his action,
stands the following refutation: When the
question came up before the trustees, as to who
should be President of tlie College, M r. Madigan
said very emphatically, “Let him be a mail of
ability, but above all let him be a man of deep
religious character, i do not care what may be
his particular theological notions, only let us he
careful to place a man there whose daily life
and touchings will have a salutary inlluence upon the hoys committed to his rare! I shall never
consent to have <i President of this College
who is not a professor of religion.” Such noble
sentiments, characteristic of the man, account
for the respect in which he is held by his fellow
citizens. | Present' Isle Star.
—

get the Prog. Age to make
question which it considered

As we can’t

answer

to the

so

easy—viz

very

Presidential

:

that in

regard

term —we will

to a

third

try its courage

local matter. We are soon to have a
choice of member of Congress, and is the

on a

against Ilale? It once
gave the strongest reasons for opposing

Age

to be ior or

hint—reasons that

Speak

up,

are

neighbor,

in full force

now.

and show where yon

are.

ry, that has been idle some time; an order for
rough work lias been obtained.The granite
company are discharging two cargoes of coal...
.The Good Templars gave an excellent entertainment in Carver’s Hall on Tuesday even-

pulpit

:ivonut*

Forthwith he addressed a note to F. II.
1!.. penned in a female hand, and appointing au interview in the hotel on the
lollowing day. The writer urged him to
be discreet, and, to make sure that there
would be no mistake, suggested that he
should walk up and down the main corridor, with an illustrated newspaper in his
left hand.
Punctually at the appointeil
hourF. H. 15. made his appearance, dressed to kill, and lor halt an hour paced the
corridor pensively, with a copy ot Harper’s Weekly in one hand, the hotel officials and the guests of the house enjoying themselves greatly meanwhile. Having finally left the hotel in despair, he
put himself to the expense ot another personal. Another note was written to him,
and he was brought to the hotel a second
time, when rumor spread in the street that
Weston was walking on a wager in the
Astor, and a crowd poured in to look at
him. He was probably tlio most crestfallen young man in New York when the
clerks dually called him into their private
office and opened his eyes.-—£N. Y. World.

workmen from Hallowed have been discharged.
.Work lias been resumed in the Wharf quar-

setts.

day

lenian whom she noticed in hotel parlor yesterday,
11. !»., box 111, Herald I'ptown Branch office.

She filled with water, was badlychafed, beside carrying away bowsprit and
head gear. Site had on board about 4000 pounds
of fish, a portion of which were lost by floating
out of the hatchway. She has been raised and
taken to the wharf for repairs.A number of

Rev. Mr.

one

—

IIOI'SK, FROM Ft LTON FKRRY, IN'
stage, 1 o’clock l*. M.— Iauly in
sacijuc* will please send address to the gen-

1 iftli
Astor
sealskin

the rocks.

ing.The

paper

:

Bartlett, our resident
few days in Massachu-

a

The Rev. Mr. Littlefield will supply the
in the meantime.

The ring managers are. dissatisfied with
Gov. Connor as a candidate and are planning to get him out of the way by securing some appointment for him at Washington. They said he did not run well—
is not popular^ and that it will not do to
run him again,
[Maine Standard.
1

There will probably he more ice housed on
the Kennebec than ever before. At least 300.000 tons have already secured a sale, and this
will take some 1000 vessels to carry it, or ten a
day during the shipping season, to say nothing
ot what will yet be sold.
The Maine General Hospital, since its opening, has had 155 patients, of whom 137 have
been discharged, and 13 remain under treatment. Only 20 per cent, of the patients were
from Portland; every county in the State, except Franklin, has been represented.
A reporter being called to account for the
statement that a certain meeting “was a large
and respectable one,” When only one other person beside himself was present, insisted that
his report was literally true; for said he, “I
was large and the other man was respectable.”
The ice accumulated to such an extent on the
trees in the Naugatuck valley Tuesday, that the
branches which hung low over the railroad
track greatly interfered with the passage of the
trains. Conductor Beers found it necessary to
stop his train a number of times and cut off the
ice laden branches.

Advices from New York represent that the
ice crop will be short on account of the heavy
rains of late. The Albany papers represent
that the extraordinarily nnld weather has annihilated the hopes for even half a crop of ice
from the Hudson. The river is entirely free
from ice. The New York companies have advanced the price 100 per cent., and state that if
the present nnld weather continues It will have
to be still further increased.

of these

Barque Talavera, (of Searsport) Carver, from
Kingston, J, Dec. 3 for Liverpool, took a violent
southerly gale 28th ult., which increased to a hurricane on’the 29th, with high cross seas, deck constantly flooded with water, and ship •inking great
quantity of water, with both pumps constantly go-

remedies are Schenek’s Sea Weed

l'onie and Mandrake Tills.

15y the timely use

medicines, according

to directions. Dr,

Scbenek ccrtilies that most any

case

of Con-

at 4 1’. M. 29111, her bulwarks were constantly
under water; at 5 1*. M. was hove on beam ends
and remained so for several hours, the sliip settling
down fast and at 5:30 1*. .M. the masts were cut
away. While this was being done Capt. Carver and
first mate Woodhouse were forward stopping a leak
in the chain pipes, when she buried herself up with
water to the weather bulwarks, and the captain
He seized
was taken away by the receding waves.
hold of the martingale stays and cried for help, but
another sea took him away and lie vas seen no
more.
The vessel righted after the masts were cut,
and all hands were put at tlie pumps, but could not
gain on the leak, and on the 30th sue was abandoned (as before reported), with 9 1 2 feet of water in
the hold, all hands being taken off by barque Kate
Sancton, and landed at Queenstown.
Sell. Ganges (of KUsworth), l’omeroy, from Port
Johnson, in going into her dock at Newport, Feb.
17th, collided with sell. Young America, at anchor
in the harbor, carrying away the latter’s headgear.
The Ganges had mainsail torn and mainboom un-

vice must be addressed.

4w31

We ask attention to advertisement in special
column of JACKSON'S CATAltUH SNUFF
and TROCIIK l’UWDKR—a reliable reme-

dy.

The farm buildings of C. L>. Gummings,
AY’est AVaterville, were destroyed by lire Saturday night: loss about •S'liioo; insured sl2oo.

Wnv wit.i. yiir sTi-T'Ktt from Rheumatism,
Sprains. Still' Joints, Swellings, Burns, Scalds
or Weak Back, when the Centaur Liniment affords certain relief. .Many articles soothe pain

Posttillieecstablished—Damariseotta. Abram
S. Gamage, postmaster.

tf

A

Few

Words to Feeble
icate Women,

and

Del-

Henry

York

to Persons Visiting;
or
the Centennial.

New

The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite
the Grand Central 1 >epot, has over&>0elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. Tin restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for I >s money at the
Grand Union than at any other tirst-elas< hotel.
Stages and ear> pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the citv, and to Phila lelphia Depot.
1 yr
The

People

Want

Professor John Tyndall having taken a great
interest in “other sons than ours" has at last
come to the conclusion that lie will get married
himsell.
Awful Winter leave- behind it a }
frightful legacy of Coughs, Golds, and Pulmonary Inllammation.
Providentially, however,
an absolute and immediate cure lia- been proin
II
Vl.K’s
HoXKY
<*i IIOUKIKU NI> ANI>
vided
Tak.
The Late

Drops

cure

in one minute.

liulValo man dreamed that lie was going
over the Falls, and he had hi- wife bv the throat
when he woke up. Next night she had a dream,
and broke his no.-e as she struck at an Indian.
A

Modern chemistry is a great power for good
in all departments of industry and art.
Nowhere has this power been used to better purpose than in the druggists’ laboratory. ’Thro’
its aid. The Forest Tar Go., of Portland. Me.,
are able to present to the medical profession
and the public, on rr for. in such forms that the
most delicate can take it with pleasure and bench t. Ask your druggists about the Forest'l’ar

preparation.
“What do they always put P. G. after Washington for?''asked All-. puilp of Air. p. “Why,
my dear, don't you know tl at Washington was
the Daddy of his Country?” said puilp, with a

snicker.

A standard medicine of acknowledged excellence for eradicating Bright’s disease, dropsy,
kidney, bladder and glandular maladies and

urino-genital

organs, female weaknesses, pain
in the back and loins, gravel, diabeter, errors in

Piano for Sale

mature age, intemperance, excesses
and prostration of the nervous system is Hunt's
Remedy. It imparts tone and vigor to the
human constitution when it lias become debilitated and restores the invalid to health and
comfort.

Why should the beehive be taken as a symbol
of industry? Not a bee is to be seen all the
Winter long, while the cockroach is up at live
o'clock in the morning, and never goes to bed
till midnight. Let’s change this thing.
Known

J5v C’h

|

mu

82.00u2.25
:t5ui0

OOtt^l.OO

Applies

Cried Apples
Mutter
Cheese

HERVEY’S

1

Kggs
Round Hog
1’ork Macks
Lurd
Meet
Veal
Crv Cod
“*
Pollock

to

Fail.

l')u. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry
and Horehound lias never been known to tail
permanetly curing obstinate Coughs, Colds,
Croup, Whooping Cough nor any disuses of the
respiratory organs—and it docs it too at once !
It is not necessity to take it for a long time before you can discover its beneficial effects. Its
sale in this community is immense, and its popularity universal. It is positively guarranteed
to be composed of the purest and best materials,
and prepared in a scientific manner and to always give satisfaction, it will not and cannot
disappoint you. Try it once. Ask for Dr.
Morns’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and llorchound, and take no other. Trial size, 10 cents.
W. O. Poor & Sox. sole agents for Belfast. A.
J. Jordan, agent for Orlaud. It. B. Stover,
agent for Bucksport.
I.yxo’s Katiiairox prevents the. Ilair from
out or turning gray, renews its
growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
and makes a splendid dressing. It
perfumed,
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
Used by the elite. Price only
ever produced.
50 cents.
lyr

Brighton

Every

mo-

ment of delay makes your cure more hopeless,
and much

depends

remeily.

The amount of

the

judicious

choice of

a

to support the pretensions of auy other mediSee Dr. Schenek’s

Almanac, containing

the certificates of many persons of the highest

respectability, who have

bean restored to health

after being pronounced incurable

by physicians
acknowledged ability. Sclicnck’s Pulmonic
Syrup alone has cured many, as these evidences
will show; but the cure is often promoted by

of

the employment of two other remedies which
Dr. Schenck

provides

for the purpose.

These

Store.

to the furniture.

injury

FOR

BELFAST.

2ra-*‘J

HAMBURGS!

AT—

See. W. Burkett l Cc/s

—AT—

W EELS'
—-

Previous to taking our annual account <»t
\vi shall sell for the next tiu days, our goods at

stock,
a

HAMBURGS!

Fearful Sacrifice in Prices !

>

Ill

—

Dress Goods!

KREBY (i 1 V K to my minor son, (. F.< >R< L W.
ELLIS, tiie remainder of hD time during his mij
nority; 1 shall claim none of his earning nor pay
! anv debts of his contracting after this date.
WIN'III UOP ELLIS.
Waldo, Feb. 17,

We shall <i-U goods in this department ut ('OST
and 1.!•'.>> I IIaS C< 'ST.
All Wool Dress Goods
that sold lor 07c per ><!., we are now ottering at 45c
All Wool Merinos, over a yd. wide, former
per yd.
price $1.00 per yd., now selling at 75c per yd.

lt>7C._Sw34*

OlOIilSON

& CO.

(Successors to Carle & Morison.

^

---

STOCK
—

Black

iLlpacas!

Marked down from »>7c to 55c.
Alpacas at 50c murk
ed down to P’e, and those at 4.v j»er yd. marked
down to '.>()*' per yd.

AT

W ELLB*
1ST E

-♦

IN

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House.

FROM

YORK!

NEW

.Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements. Paint.', oils, Glass, &c. No. 52 Main

■-

tt-M

Street, Belfast, Me.

Grangers!

Fanners and
sow is jtik

mu; to buy a

SHAWLS
India Striped Double Shawls that •mid for so’.n.iw),
have been marked down to $.5.(A), those that were
S'-5.no, are now olfered for $’.20.00.

stock:

1ST E W

FROM

1ST E W

YORK!

Cooking Stove.
Onlv

what we are selling a large si/.e .No.'
Cooking Stovejpr, all fitted up complete, only

see

Wood

Call

sio.oo.
ami
Street,
see

Flannels, Fassiineres,

tls Main

it.

free; address

SELLING CHEAP

Undershirts and Drawers,

WADLIN & MERRILL.
TWO
Belfast, Feb. 22, l.-M.

CO., Prop’rs, Philadelpia.

Maple Syrup!
-o-

WATEEPEOOFS!
and in fact nearly our entire stock has
1.1) DOWN at Prices that must insure

been MAKlva

ready

sale.

SELLING CHEAP

Buckwheat Flour!
Fresh Ground Wheat and Oat Meal,

B. FB WELLS

Cranberries, Canned Reaches,
Tomatoes, Pumpkin, Squash
and Corn, home made and
Crosse & Blackwell’s

s

7a'.*
lba20
12a 15
10a 12
10a12
l)uck‘
12a 14
$s.00al4.no
Hay
straw
$0.u0as.o0
Washed Wool
11
.‘>.'1
Unwashed
Hides
5
12
Calfskins
Lamb
1.00al.50

Cattle

We have just received a larger hock of 11 amburgs
than ha.- evt r been seen in tiii-<ity. Please look
at the 11 amburgs w art o iling at 1- 1-,’c per yd.

Pickles,
Tomato Ketchup, Halford’s
Table
Sauce,
Lugar-Cured Hams

English

$1.ooua.oo
$:i.00a:i.50
$150
$1.25

Tie trade would do well to examine our Stock and
we tire rigidly in earnest ubo it the reduction of our goods and are willing to sacrilice
profit tor the accomplishment of reduction.

All ot'the above, together with Flour, Corn, Meal,
Shorts, and everything usually kept in a lir>t-clas'

Grocery, Provision and Produce Store, will In* sold
at No
Mm
very low for CASH bv tin undersigned
Street, C. H. SARGENT.
0w34
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870.

$1.40al.50

l Co.,

tynty
Sl

«

V!>SOUS TO

Prices, for

POTE &

QUIMBY.

give notice to VI ST A! A K I lls tint :h* v
now having plenty of work and can yne ♦ u»

Would

moiu'v.

2S

k L

——

and
Western
CREAM MUSTARD.
A little ahead of anything of the kind and for I

JANUARY

Market.

Geo.W.Burkett&Co,

are

ployinent

to

good

sewers

Hayford Block, Church St,,

North ('attic 150.
Trices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality $0 25a0 o0c; first quality $5 02 1 2a5
87 i-2; second quality $5 0ua5 50; third quality $4a4
75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 25
ad 75.
Brighton Hides? 1-2cperil); Brighton Tallow0 1 2c
Heavy Country Hides 7 c per ll>; light
per lb.
< ountry Hides 5 l-2a0c per >b;
Country tallow 5 l-2a
0c per lb.
Calf Skins 15al4c per lb; Sheep and Lamb Skins
$1 25a 1 75 each.
Working «>\en—But a few pairs in market and
not much call for them; a few pairs each week is all
the market required at this season of the year, on
account of the severe storm there were but a few
pairs offered in market or sale this week.
Store Cattle —Yearlings $llal5; two year olds
$ltia27; three year olds $25a45 per head. Trices of
small Cattle depend much upon their value for beef.
Milch Cows—Extra $55a90, ordinary $25a50 per
head; Store Cow $l8a45 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—fhose from the West were all
owned by butchers, and cost the sanu as those of
From the North, supply and [trice about
last week.
the same as those of one week ago.
Swine No Store Tigs at market ; not much call
for them. Fat Hogs—3700 in market, prices 8 3-4a0
per lb.
—

MARKET.

Monday. Ftb. 21.
Better—AY* quote tit e fall New York and Vermont butter at 32a31c; long dairies at 25a29c, common and bakers’ nt I8:t2'.c, line Western at 2>a30c;
fair to good do at 22a25c; Western roll at 19a22c.
Cheese—AA e quote iinefactcry at 13 l-2al4e;good
do at 12c 13c, and common an .l medium at llal2c
per lb.
E«;<;s—The market remains dull at 19a20c per doz
for Northern ami Eastern, and ItialSc for AVestern.
Yi:<; etarees— Tota:oes—Tterless sell at 35c;
Bose at 43a4sc, and Jacksons at 45a50c per bush.
Onions are dull at $1 Deal 25 per bbl,
Aitlks—Trade is quiet at $2 I0a3 00 per bbl for
common and choice Greenings, and $3 25a3 75 per
bid for Baldwins.
Hay and Straw—We quote coarse hay at $20Ob,
with now and then sales a* $21 09; medium at $l7a
1m 00, and tine at $K>00al7 00 per ton. Swale hay
sells at $11, and Straw at $24 00 per ton.

J -1 E [.FAST,

1, 1876.

of tin.

Bangor Insurance Go.,
OF

j
!

BANGOR, MJ..

$339,115

13

LIABILITIES.
Losses in course of Settlement, and
Miscellaneous Items,
$38,780 Go
O. IS. BU MMER,
ANGELL,
President.
Secretary.
C. H. l\\ LoR,
S. F. H I'M PH R FA
Ass’t Secretary.
Treasurer

In Burnham, Feb. 13th, by Rev. T. Lord, Mr.
Westley L. Reynolds and Miss Abbie G. Howard,
both of Unity.
In Augusta, Feb. 20th, by Rev. II. W. Tilden, Air.
Frank Boynton and Miss Surah R. Durgin, both of

Hallowed.
In .Jetlerson, Feb. 5th, Mr. ReddingtonJ. Light,
of Xobleboro, and Miss Clura B. Luce of Jefferson.
in Camden, Jan. 29th, Edward T. Dunham and
Miss Grace M. Goudy, both of Bangor.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 9th, Air. Clias. Clements of Alt.
Desert, and Airs. Sarah C. Salisbury, of Eden.
In Franklin, Feb. 12th, Air. AVilbur C. llovey of
Limitation No. 7, and Aliss Ada F. AVhittaker of
Franklin.

Jewelry

FRED ATW<

»OD, Agent, Winterport, Me.
3w34

Spectacles

Notice of Foreclosure.

WHEREAS,

Valuable Real Estate
Sale!

Eye

rTWIE IKMESTEAD of the late
John
Hamden situated oil
Church Street, is now offered for
sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
feet of Land, H>9 feet on Church Street, and mon
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good
condition.

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Leniine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon tin* premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DAN’.. II AKA DEN.
tf33
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1870.

A

large

ami lull stock all

selling

ly reduced prices

at

great-

an

1ST E W

Fiat aai

M1LF.W. COLLINS
Would announce to the citizens of
ity that he has opened a new

lieifast and vicin-

HIGH

AXEL HAYFORD,
COOPER.

Special Notice.

All persons indebted to the late firm of M. K.
Cooper & Co., are requested to settle their accounts
at once, at the old stand. The business of the late
firm will be continued by the undersigned.

Belfast Feb. 10,1870.

AXEL HAYFORD.
3w33*

a

number >!' AIACHI \T.S that huv

little, whieh

we

will >ell

sit a

h

having machine accounts with

irgain

us ar

to send for work

The partner-hip hen-tuf.in »\i-:;iig un.i«
ot H<> IT. \ «v»TIMli\ ha- tlii- day t
ri
solvtd hy mutual con-eut.
AM bills ot' the firm w
be settled and all accounts a-suim-d I»v
(.lb >. A. (4>l I MM X Si ( (».
Belfast, Jan. 10, !*;»;. -*js
name

Iron Ware!

MARKET.

ANI)

I T

S E E

STREET

Where lit- will

keep

a

complete stock

of

68

MAIN

STREET.

Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish.
-tticNico Oysters and Clams

a

specialty.

Andrews

3m23*

Successors to Arnold

JUST RECEIVED!

G.

Cloth, Carpetings, Hals, Caps A Furnishing
f
■

Oranges!

As good as the best
And the cheapest in town.
The place to get your clothes
Made black, blue or brow n.
No matter what shade
Your fancy may take.
We have all the nicest
The manufacturers make.
All wrool we will warrant
And good wearning collars
Will make a nice pair ot
Hants for even six dollars.
And all other goods equally low.
And not a few people have found
that its so.
But we want a few mure
To give us a call,
Aud we will warrant satisfaction
To one and to all.

Oysters!

CLARK,
STREET,

FOR SALE AT

D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

Happy Hours.
1*Al*ER FOR BOVS AND GIRTS.
Only 50 Cents a Year,
And a Pack of 52 Assorted Address Cards given to
every subscriber. Send in your name. All papers
discontinued at the time paid for. Agents Wanted.

A

Send

Address,
HOURS, Auburn,

MARK ANDKKWS,
.JULIUS ANDKKWS.
Uhenix Row, High St., Belfast.

FREEDOM

ACADEMY !
SPUING TEUM WILL BEGIN

Monday, February 28th, 1876,
continue ten weeks under the instruction of
MAKCELLUS J. DOW, of Brooks, with such assistance as the wants of the school may require.
Board can be obtained at verv reasonable rates.
Also good conveniences for self-boarding.
and

stamp for specimen copy.

3m28

HAPPY

HOMER.

Would respectfully announce that he has just rea fresh supply of reliable Vaccine matter and
prepared to Vaccinate children or adults
without pain.
t!30

ceived
is now

T U I T I O N :
PRIMARY,.$3.50.
COMMON ENGLISH,
4.00.

Me.

Small Pox Preventive!
TOR.

Dealers in

OF

Iron Ware!
A.

Brothers,
Harris,

Ready Made Clothing,

SALOON!

GRANITE

M. K.

a

Belfast, Jan. TO, lS?b.

Second store south of Court House.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Co-partheretofore existing between Axel
and M. R. Cooper, under the firm name and
of
M.
R.
style
Cooper & Co., ha^this day been dissolved by mutual consent.

MS

(Next door to C.ray & Patterson's,)

CHURCH

nership
NOTICE
Havford

>n

N

exchange.

C A L L

FISH AND OYSTER

W.

DISSOLUTION.

will

GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.

DUX' T VOltUET THE PLACE!

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

we

ol.l> M At.’ll l

KOTil UUNAMKNTAL A I'SKl LI

Providence River

FOR SALE AT

Machine!

111.ST in the MAllKKI. which

We also have

ALSO NICE

Iron Ware!

Sewing

Oyster Market! Something New

Messina

GRANITE

AO KN I'S of the

at

Ilervey’s Jewelry Store.

A NICK LOT

SHIP NEWS.

Feb. 17th, Schrs. Joseph Farwell, (of Rockland,)
Gregory, New York; E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland; Nora, Hatch, lslesboro; Petrel, Frye, Wilmington, Del.
Feb. 10th, Schr. Liberty, Mathews, Bucksport.
Feb. 20th, Schrs. Empire, Ryan, Boston* Volant,
Smith, Vinalhaven; Freeman, McKenzie, Newcastle, Del.; Helen M. Condon, McCarty, Salem.
Feb. 22d, Schr. Fairdealer, Emmet, Castine.
SAILED.
Feb. 17th, Schrs, Fly, Pettey, Isle au Haut; Geo.
Shattuck, McCarty, Boston.
Feb. 18th, Schr. Orion, Patterson, Boston.

<■

place.

KNIVES,

—AT THE

Rockport, Feb. 8th, Elvin Perry, aged 22 years.
Bristol, Jan. 30tli, Frank Tukey, aged 37 years.
Bristol, ,Ian. 31st, Robert Morton, aged 05 yrs.
Bristol, Feb. 4th, Capt. S.C. Bailey, aged G1 yrs.
Cushing, Jan. 27th, Lewis M. Robinson, aged

BELFAST._

Slit>1* at that

the .MOST I.IBEKAI. II KAU'

been used

for

Whitcomb.

ARRIVED.

Glasses

the.SOU

Domestic

riOLIX.i, linn's and STItIXtiH,

give

A. D.

our

IMP RoY E I>

juested
HANNAH E. GARLAND, wife of
John Garland of Bangor, Count y of Penobscot,
and State of Maine, and Grorge IS. Staples of Monroe, County of Waldo, State aforesaid, by their mortgage deed dated March 9, A.D. 1S74, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, vol. 165, page 10, convoyed to me, Thomas N. Lgery of said Bangor, the following described real estate in the town of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, and State of .Maine, viz:
The “Boynton Stand” so called, consisting of two
parcels, ami the same premises conveyed by George
Z. Means to Nathan Hills as recorded in the Registry of Deeds, in the County of Waldo, vol. 114, page
402, and a part of the real estate as conveyed by said
Nathan Hills to me hv his deed of April 12, 1"?I.
recorded in said Registry, vol. 1.55, page 99, to all
which deeds and the records thereof reference i<
hereby made for a more particular description of the
premises conveyed to me by said mortgage deed.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been and now remains broken, by reason thereof I
hereby claim a foreclosure of the same, and
this notice for the purpose of effecting such Ion
closure.
THOMAS N. EGKRY.
Bv Wilson & Wouu.ykh, his Att’ys.
3w34

sermon, are notified that it will be preached at Belmont School-house the 28th day of May, by Rev. Mr.

PORT OF

are

Parties

_1JIEI_>.

years.
In Union, Feb. 0th, Rufus L. Ilemenway, aged
20 years and 1 month.
1 n St. George, Feb. 11th, Nancy, wife of Capt. Wm.
Gilchrist, aged 07 years, 5 months and 22 days.
in Thomaston, Feb. 13tli, Tommie, son of Fred C.
and Susan P. O’Brien, aged 2 yrs., mos., and 24 days.
Jn Rockland, Feb. lltn, Benjamin Flanders, aged
03 years.
in Eden, Feb. 12th, David li. Leland, aged 50 yrs.

We

taken in

and

POCKET

Obituary noticestbeyond tne Date, .Name and Age
must be paid,for.j
In Thorndike, Feb. 10th, Kmma Higgins, aged 20
years; Feb. lf>th, Mrs. Kachael Parsons, aged 50
years; Feb. listli, Mr. Abner Iv. Bumps, aged 58
years.
In Appleton, Feb. 20th, Mrs. Fanny Keen, aged
80 years, 2 months and 10 days.
In Waldo, Jan. 14th, Mrs. Ruth Sheldon, aged 77
years and 0 months.
In Morrill, Jan. 14th, Mrs. Mary J., wife of Nathaniel S. Greer, aged 00 years. The friends and
relatives and all who wish to attend the funeral

27

tain VKSTS from

The

17, OCA'S !

CIJ.H'KX

TEMPERANCE

In
In
In
In
In

Goods

Fancy

CI.Of'KS !

M. II.

JL

MARRIED.

Com Silver and Plated Ware.

201.520

L'p Capital,

ASSETS,
j

Soli aai Silver Watches.

$500,000

Authorized Capital,
Paid

M AINE.

ANNUAL STATEMENT

FOURTH

Wednesday, Feb. 10.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 177.); Sheep
and Lambs tiles; Swine 3000; number of Western
Cattle 1025; Eastern Cattle—; Milch Cows and

BOSTON

tidy

easily adjusted

Our customers in the vicinitvof AH >N1I» »i

falling

Consumptives Take Notice.

Jewelry

lJE.YIJ-'.US

is

YOUR

Freedom Notice.

!

slipping off, and

AGENTS

! adapted

world!

Ouil
2Ca28
10
10
lOall
15 HardWood
10al8 Soft
8a 10 Shorts per ct.
8 Lime
5a7 Rutter Salt
t 1 -2a5 Plaster

GRAND

CIOLO

j

invention prevents the

For sale by

K F.DSP F.< T ACL ES A N 1» I. Y E G L A >S F.S
j of Superior Quality to protect and strengthen
weak eyes.
Always on hand a full line of the best (Hasses
Conto all ages and conditions of the eye.
cave, Convex ami Perri-foeal at

PRICE CURRENT.

Hurley

Outs
Means
Potatoes

OF

new

without

Rent.

E-Y-E-S"!

J

only 35 Cents.

72a7 7 Mutton
75 Luinb
!.'><) Turkey
OOftOO Chicken
70 Fowl
50 <icese

CAREFUL

BE

Weekly for the Journal
ks II. Sahuknt, No. 8 Main Street.
loal 1
$'».o0:i 11.00 Corned Reef

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
live 31«• u 1
live

in

on

mailed

or

"I'lTITH
ALL
MODERN
1MPROVF.M l-.NTS,
y\ Carved Legs and Carved Rosewood Case
Agraffe Treble French Tip Dampers and overstrung
Bass, Inis been used about fifteen months, will be
sold very low. or rented, and rent allowed on purchase. Inquire of E. W. GOl'LD, at Woodcoek'"
5\v34*
Bookstore.

W. AN". Whipple & Co
Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin &. Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros, &
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
Iy”(»

or

Never

or

and

This
from

CLOSING OUT SALE

tl'14

22, 1>70,

Feb.

Cheap

—AND—

of good make
sold at a bargain.

excellent

Corrected

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

cine.

by Druggists,

COOPLK, WILSON

BELFAST

Remember This.
Now is the time of the vear for Pneumonia,
Lung Fever. Goughs, Golds, and fatal results
of predisposition to Consumption and other
'Throat and Lung Disease. Bosciikk’s Gkhm vn
Svki l^has been u-ed in this neighborhood for
the past two or three years without a single
failure to cun*. If you have not used this medicine yourself, go to your Druggist-. It. II.
Moody and ask him of its wonderful success
among his customers. Two doses will relieve
If you have no faith in anv
the worst ease.
medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of B<><el»ee\German Syrup for 10 cents and try h. Itegular
size Bottle 73 cents. Don’t neglect a cough to
GniosT.g
save 73 cents.

youth

Sold

Proof.

There i- no medicine prescribed by physicians, or sold by Druggists, that carries such
evidence of its success and superior virtue as
Boschkk's ( Jkiim vn > vurj’ for m-\ ere (’oughs.
Golds settled ou the Breast, Consumption, or
any disease of the Throat and Lungs. .V proof
of that fact i- that any per-on atllieted, can get
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its superior
etleet before buying the regular size at 73 eegts.
It has lately been introduced in tliis country
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are astonishing cvervone that use it. 'Three doses
will relieve any case. Try it. Sold by 1L II.
hmosog
Moody, Belfast.

Pike’s Toothache

the best Voice Tonic

Try it! Safe, Reliable,

Durable and

H. H. Johnson & Co.

piano,
in line order. Will be
Anand tlm
Journal Office.

Delicious Sensation oi Coolness ,fc Comfort
in the

DRY

or

Piano for Sale !

Cures Without Sneezing!
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
Is

Useful, Oramnental,

fore and main gatf topsails, and sustained other damage.
Sell. Ralph Howes, from Portland for Baltimore,
which put into Philadelphia 7th inst. after being
ashore, has finished repairs, and cleared 10th inst.
to resume her voyage.

Apply at
Belfast,

the Season

—OF—

I

Sell. Robert Byron (of Bucksport), Nicholson,
from New York for Baracoa (before reported put
into Charleston for repairs), experienced a heavy
gale Feb. 2, in lat. 35 20, ion. 09 30, commencing
south and veering to west, during which carried
away the foremast and all attached; lost fore and
main topmasts, jibboom, foreboom and gatf, foresail,

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff E.

Important

|!

of the consignees, and will come to
Boston for repairs, in charge of Capt.
Pearsons, who is one of her owners.

Portland

Novelty of

PRICES Latest

by permission

NOTICES.

_

THE—

—ON

Martha Cobb, of Rockland, from Callao,
experienced heavy weather and arrived at
Falmouth, Eng., leaking, has been discharged there

animals.—3m 3s

SPECIAL

d0wnfall ! Tidy Button

which

a

HyR. Y. Pn.tU'i:, M. I)., of the World's Inpensary, Bull'alo, N. Y.. Author of “The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser,'* etc.
Oioss ash sicKi,v omi.r>i:KN can be made
Knowing that you are subject to a great
amount of suffering, that delicacy on your part
and strong hy regulating tlieir stomachs
lias a strong tendency to prolong it, and the liculty
longer it is neglected the more you have to en- am! bovv.'ls with ( astura. It is more effective
dure and the more ditiicult of cure your case than Castor Oil and is as pleasant to take as
becomes, 1. as a phy.-dciau, who am daily con- honey, For Wind < 'olio, Sour Stomach, Worms
sulted by scores of your sex. desire to sav to
and Costiveness, there is nothing in existence
vou, that i am constantly meeting with those
who have been treated for their ailments for equal to Castoria.—UmtkS
months without being benefited in the least. until tin v have hecome perfectly discouraged and
have almost made lip their mind never to take
another dose ot medicine, or bo tortured by any
further treatment. They had rather die and
have their sutferings ended than to live ami Milter as lliev have.
Tiny >ay th»-\ arc worn out
by sutfering, and are only math worse by treatment.
of any thing more discouraging, we
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
certainly cannot conceive, and were there no
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
of
more successful mode
treating such diltieult- hopeless, and much depends on the jifdicious choice
ics than that, the principles of which teach the of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for conreducing and depleting of the vital forces of the l>r. Schenck’s
far exceeds all that can he brought to
system, when tin* indications dicate a treatment sumption,
tin- pretensions of any other medicine. See
support
vtircc* y the reverse of the one adopted for them, Dr. Schenck’s
Almanac, containing the certiticates
their case would Ik* deplorable indeed. Hut. of
many persons of the highest respectability, who
lady sutferers, there is a better and tar more have been restored to health, after being pronounced
successful plan of treatment for you, one more incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
in harmony with the laws and requirements of Schenek’s Pul monic Syrup alone has cured many, as
your svstein. A harsh, irritating caustic treat- these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
ment and strong medicines will never cure you.
Dr. Schenck provides for ti e purpose. Tiieso
If you would use rational means, such as com- which
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
dictate
to
mon-sense should
evfu-y intelligent and Mandrake Pills. l’y the timely use of these
lady, take such medicines as embody the very medicines, according to directions. Dr. Schenck cerbest invigorating tonics and nervines, com- titles that most any case of Consumption may be
pounded with special rctcrenee to your delicate cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
system. Such a happy combination you will
find in my Favorite Prescription, which lias re- on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to J o’clock:
Jan. Tlth and‘.Cth, Feb. 10th an 1 ‘.’4th, and March
ceived the highest praise from thousands of
loth amitMth. < oiiMiltations free; hut for a thoro ugh
your sex. Those languid, tiresome sensations, examination ol the lungs, with the ltespirometor,
calming vou to feel scarcely ably to be on your the price is
feet or ascend a flight <>f stairs: that continual
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal ofdrain that m sapping from your system all your fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
former elasticity, and driving the bloom ironi every Monday, where all letters ol advice must be
addressed.
your cheeks: that continual strain upon your
vital forces that renders you irritable and fretful. mav all be overcome and subdued b\ a persevering use of that marvelous remedy. Irregularities ami obstructions to the proper
working of jour system arc relieved by this
AND TROCHE POWDER,
mild and safe means, while periodical pains,
a i>i:i.k;htki’i. and I'I.kasant kkmkdy in
the exicnee of which is a sure indication of serious disease that should not be neglected, read- Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, jJroncliitis, Coughs, Deafness, ijr.f
ily yield to it. and if its use be kept up for a
reasonable length of time, the special cause of
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in
these pains is permanently removed. Further
light on these subjects may be obtained from Hoad, Throat and Vocal Organs.
“The People's < ommon Sense Medical AdvisThis Remedy does not “DRV UP” a Catarrh but
er,*' ill which I have devoted a large space to
Li »•' OKA'S it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
the consideration of all forms of disease peculquickiy
removing Had Breath and Headache; allays
iar to your sex.
This work will he sent (postand soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild
paid) to any address oil receipt of 61.at). My and agreeable in its effects that it positively
Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists.
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certain extent, but the Centaur Liniment
cur’s.
The White Liniment is for a human
family, the Yellow Liniment is for horses and
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GOING WITH A RUSH!
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sumption may be cured.
Dr. Schonck is professionally at his principal
office, corner Sixth and Arch streets. Philadelphia, every Mondaj where all letters for ad-

is about •)') years of age, and is a native of Maine
lie made many friends in business, ami they
slow to believe that he had betrayed tintrust reposed in him by them.

testimony in favor of
Dr.
Scheuck’s
Pulmonic
as a cure for
in
a
Syrup,
recent speech in EngGeorge Dawson,
land, told a story of a Gloucestershire peasant’s consumption, far exceeds all that can be
brought
heroic curse. He had wrestled for a long time

with a very tough piece of oak on which he had
been unable to make any impression, and at last
burst out with the imprecation; “Dorn they
pigs that didn’t eat thee when thou wast an
acorn.”

additional

are

Path.

The present proprietors ot the Astor
House objected to having their parlors
turned into trysting places lor male and
female llirts, anil the manager ot the hotel, Sir. Lansing, played an amusing juke
recently upon one young gentleman ot this
description who came under his notice, lie
found the following “personal” m a morn-

Correspondence of the Journal.
Carver's Il.utliOK. The fishing sell. J. M.
Banks broke away from the steamboat wliarf,
during a gale last week, and was driven upon

preacher, is absent for

War

Tlio

Kansas City, Feb. It). A despatch from
Fort Laramie to the Times says that Geo.
Benton has just arrived hum the mines,
accompanied by five men. They were
stopped by Indians, but not molested. The
Indians are reported at various places
watching lor an'opportunity to steal stock.
I he snow is eight inches deep at Custar
and little mining is being done. A government has been partly organized with a vigilance committee, lied Cloud and Spotted
Tail are moving their people north of the
Blaek Hills. Stock has been stolen by the
Indians and trouble is daily anticipated.
Gold hunters are passing this point in
large numbers.
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Piscataquis by
tington, who is evincing her usual activity in the great
reform, having during the past month lectured
thirteen successive e\enings in thirteen ditierent
Cumberland and

round

beam, put the noose about liis
standing on a sawhorse, and then
Mr. Locke in early life learned the

!

Bro.

County

hotter and nastier than

a

Kendall not

discharged.

was

3. Locke wa> the li’’st to discover the
and gave tlit; alarm at the New Kng1 !• ’use to Mr. Holmes and others, who
b" ly down. He bad fastened a <-lotlies
whi.'

•k

The
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will get it promptly.
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withdraw deposit* trom tie* Belfast Savings
Bank, that is as linn as a rock and sound as a
silver dollar. All who a*k for their money

tii-

«tur-• at

II. Sar-

gent. Belfast, wherein arc enumerated a good
display of articles.—Cooking stoves at a low
figure by Wadliu A Merrill, Belfast.—Spectacles of all description by C alvin llervcy, Bel-

The officers of Corinthian Koval Arch Chapd on Monday evening next.
an

Corrupt Example.

ot a corrupt, reckless, anil partisan
cleaning it out and learning its capac- growth
administration ot the Government. While
AN'. X. Goold, the missing manager of the
ity for a water supply. Loads of the muck arc
the President had advisers around him, suspended Rank of Port land, write* from St.
now being taken out and hauled away.
to the Rank's assignee, emio.sing
X.
appointed either because they subscribed John,
his gold wateh and chain, saying that they beAttention is called to the statement of the
money for his benefit, or chosen because long to the estate, and promising to semi the
Bangor Insurance Co., Fred Atwood. 'Winter- of their personal servility and untitness, value of his bosom-pin and linger ring. He inport. agent.—Piano for sale or rent—Card of E. venality and jobbery will flourish as they timates that In1 will not come back. Mr. Goold

of
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view to

a
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The New York Sun draws the following severe but just indictment against
President Grant:
•'Legislation of no kind, however stringent or well intended, can be expected to
correct abuses which are the natural out-

HIGHER

...

LANGUAGES,
For weeks

more

4.50.
5.50.

than one-half, and less than the

whole term, 25 per ct. advance.
with parents and pupils solicited
Correspondence
the Principal. For information in regard to
rooms and board, please refer to E. II. Fuller, Esq.,
or to J. D. Lanison, Esq.
WM. S. FULLER, Sec’y.
Freedom, Jan. 24th, 1876.—4w31
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My Mapleyonder. which my father planted

turns are creditable to our agriculture and
to the productiveness of the soil, yet lrom

the above cause we arc able to work, but
lew of those acres. A rough estimate
might safely put down one-fourth of the

The very year—lie tells me—I was born;
llow main summers have their bounty granted
To round its crest like Plcuty’s gokfeu horn?

years’ work, as the maximum proportion
given to production. We should endeavor
to do away as far as possible with the requirements which consume so much valu-

Vet, pry thee. Muse, withhold the challenged
mini her
That, summing up the rings which clasp its
bole,
A'
! also tell bow long my life's poor lumber
11 as borne, too ill, the fruitage of a soul!
If it

twent\ wars alone, or
1 might not chide the telling of
For then lit *’> harvest would not
w.Te

able time.

One of the largest drafts from
labor is required to build and
maintain the farm fences. A large part ol
this labor can be averted. Not only are
those fences useless, but they are as well
a serious incumbrance on the farmer.
If
we can in any way redeem this
unproductive labor we practically increase flic productiveness ol' the farms.
1. E. (retched from Kennebec county to
whom was assigned Statistics of Fencing
followed with carefully prepared estimates
ol the amount of fence in the State, and bewildering as the figures appear, they were
believed by those who heard him to be below what actual facts would warrant. By
taking the number of farms in the State
their average size and the usual amount
of fence found upon a farm it was estimated that there were of partition fence,
lo,GOO,000 rods ;division fences lb,000,000 ;
road lences 10,700,000; total rods in the
State 41,900,000. Of the above for inclosing pastures, lanes, yards, gardens, and
orchards 1'orty-six per cent, was needed,
leaving fifty-four per cent, or 22,200,000
as useless and a dead expense to the farm.
Following the reading ot these papers a
full and tree discussion was had, which
was participated in by a large number ol
tin: larmers and others present. An allusion to some ot the points made will be
given without naming the speakers.
The positions assumed in the papers
were fully endorsed.
All the partition
fences dividing fields into small enclosures
may and shou d be removed, ltoad fences,
except those enclosing pastures, are worse
than useless. This is true not only of
lences on the farms, but also ot those in
villages. The beauty of our villages would
be greatly enhanced by ihe removal of
these useless, and many times, unsightly,
fences.
The work ol removing these useless road fences is already introduced in
many localities, and in no case is anything
but satisfaction expressed. The practical
working of the matter is, that if one would
defend his own lields lrom encroachments
of his neighbors’ cattle, he must tear down
his lences. When people know there are
no lences on the roads
they will keep their
stock at home.

productive

double,
its growth;

show its stubble.
>ueh bloom of promise spreads itself o'er
both!

Put hi >on tree, despite it- verdant roundness,
1 mark, alas! the fringes of decline—
lb weYr it-sturdy limbs disclaim unsoundness,
Ami tie > are only just as old as mine!
To-dav !

it in it- crimson glory.
of rubies Hashing far and wide;
And. much 1 doubt, it reeks not of the story
Flint lies beneath the dazzle ot its pride.
Ii-

sec

crown

Fnough for me to know that, in like manner.
As it is bearing to the windy war
AVitli « onrp.iering Fate its red.’detiant banner,
File*- winter holds
1 me

me

to

its ruthless law!

change, indulgent Muse,mv question.

hing the maple in its robes ot gold;
I •' human weakness, waiving tin*
suggestion,
I hat means no le-s than that Fm growing
old!
Too.

And put it thus; since we have
grown together,
I la' e 1 toothers yielded, like the tree,

P" :<wty in sunshine and in stormy weather,
like it- soft shelter, my -weet
sympathy?

when, as it i- willed, the tree so
nourished,
fall- t-» the cadence of my funeral bell,
H ill my twinned life in Hod's dear
eyes have
nourished
A- the mute maple
in men’s sight, so well?
'\ iIlium <'. Richard-.

And

Farm, Garden and Household,'
Lewiston Journal.
Board of Agriculture.

from the

Maine

1 lie Maine Hoard oi
Agriculture met at
Leuiont Hall, Brunswick,
Tuesday, Feb.
-tli. at it o’clock, A. M. The committee
»
credentials reported the
following new
members present and entitled to a seat r
1 Inni, is Hot Holds, t 'anton, Oxford
county,
>
c"rge Mint, Anson, Somerset county;
[sac J.
Mallett, Topsham, re-elected,
Sag idahoc county: J. M. Brown, Portland,
t'umberland county; das. C.
Varney, Yasiri
lrom the
Pomological Society,
Tlic seat lor York county is contested
by
tW" representatives, one from the York
and
one lrom the
county society
Shepieio-h
and Acton society.
then followed papers by Mr. Boardman
cid liiglit, and discussion and addresses
mad, by Hon. <', ,). (Liman and President
Ai.on, a report of which lias already
appeared in tlie Journal.
I he committee on credentials made a
timber report
admitting Horace Bodwcll
"i Acton from the
Shepleigh and Acton
■-1
to
the seat for \ ork county,
cidy.
il

LSI,ay's SESSION’.

AL'TKIINOON.

1 *rot. Stock bridge gave a lecture on the
Management ol Pastures. Jn the lirst
place he gave a discription ot the method

l

1 uesday e\
cniug, l’rof. Le\ i
oi the Massachusetts
g

uv a

lecture

Stockbridge
Agricultural College,

on

plants

experiments in feeding

io support plant life,
organic and inorganic matter are required in the soil. Soil
as
analysis
teaching the proper plant nu-

to apply to
plant growth was
ti .t

soils lor the
support ot
not for certain reasons
renablo
\\ hile heretofore there has been
some ditlerei'cu ot
opinions among scientists in regard to plant
nutrition, at the
m

present time they are entirely in accord.
Ilie plant which to the
practical man is
a mystery is
perfectly plain to the man of
science. Leery seed, lioweyer small, contains an embryo plant, amt
along side of

that the elements of

fertility

to start it into

!
1

by which the old pastures were reduced
to their present state ol steriblv.
This
need not be; repeated as every owner ot
such lands knows lull well how it has been
done bv along continued removal from
the soil ol those elements which have gone
to build up the animal structure and till
the milk pails of the dairyman. Of all
the animals the dairy cow is the most exhaustive to paste res. The nitrogen, potash. and phosphoric acid have been exhausted by tins process, tine cow one
season ot five months will
carry off 70

pounds nitrogen, -JO pounds potash, and 40
i pounds phosphoric acid. All this is carried

off and nothing is returned.
To improve these impovei idled pastures
we have only to take the back tracks. The
hills were intended by the Almighty lor
tiie growth of wood, and where they'have
been unwisely stripped ol that woo'd, and
devoted to pasturage, they should now be
allowed to grow wood again, lor the sleep
liill-sides, subjected to the severe washings that they are, cannot always produce
an abundance of
grass.
Bushy pastures must be cleared of the
and
of
the
foul under growth inbushes,
festing them, then lertilized and seeded
again to grass. It grass seed be not applied the bushes will again take possession
ol the land, l or a top
dressing lor pastures, lie would apply a mixture of twenty
pounds ot potash and sixty pounds ot sulphate of ammonia costing about six dollars to the acre. This will last lor several
years and will give good returns for Hie

life. Nature supplies this. The scientist
knows absolutely just what a
plant is made
up of. b.very element entering into its
structure is controlled by certain laws, So
l:tr as the plant is concerned the
organic
part is just as important as the inorganic.
Neither is paramount to the other. So ot
the ditlercnt elements
making up the organic and the inorganic part of the plant.
No one can be omitted. Of the
organic
part of the plant Nature supplies ail the
and
carbon
oxyficib hydrogen
the plant outlay.
needs.
The idea that old sod pastures were betl!ut no plant can
supply itself with ui- ] ter feeding ground than those newly seedSo
ol tlie four elements
trogce.
making; ed from the plough was scouted, provided
llP the organic part of tlie plant the larm- they were properly seeded. Ji well stocked
cr need only
supply nitrogen. Of the in- | with a variety of grasses such as we find
organic matter the tanner need to supply in old seed pastures, the teed will be line,
onlv potash and
phosphoric acid—nature sweet, and such as will bring the best rewill look out for the others. Even these turns. lie had succeeded well
by sowing
exist in many soils in sullieient quantities winter
rye with the grass seed and (ceding
for the plant, but they are not available. the rye.
For the construction of plants fanners then
ihere was a large attendance and all
need "lily supply three elements,
nitrogen, gave the closest attention to the lecture.
potash and phosphoric acid. These mav throughout It was the best presentation
be supplied from
any available source, of this puzzling question ever given before
they need not be supplied in large quan- the Board, yet could not be made fully nptities to si.eure the most bountiful
crops, I plicable to our cheap lands.
three or lour hundred pounds to the acre
arc sullieient for tlie most bountiful
crop.
(u'li.n.
The tollowing is an account
A plant cannot lccd on material not fitted
ol the rendering of the verdict in the trial
tor it.
Crude barn manure is no
plant
food, it must lirst be decomposed before it of Piper, convicted of the murder ol the
is titled for plant food.
The same is true little
girl in the chureli, tower, in Boston :
ot the mineral material contained in the
At lilleen minutes after :i o’clock the ease was
soil. When a season comes that is unfagD'-n to the jury, and they retired to deliherate.
vorable tor this needed preparation of the It was thought by
many in the cmirt-room win
had attended the lirst trial that the
food
e>attained
in
the
plant
manure and in
iury would
the -oil, the plant starves lor the want of take at least Jour hours to deliberate, and a
number bit the court-room in conselarge
and
it.
we say the season was unfavorable.
quence oi the belief. At live minutes after d
The food is not developed, the plant can- o'clock the
jury returned to the Court and look
not get it.
it this plant food had been
their places, the prisoner iu the mean time
prepared an- put into a condition which having been returned to his place in the dock,
rendered it immediately available before from Which he had been removed when the
iury retired, the t'ourt was then informed of
was applied, the plant then would not
the return of the jury and immediately the
tv
the
weather. If the fann- honorable gentlemen resumed l.hcir positions
depend*..
er does his
on
the bench. The jury w as then polled, after
in
this matter of the preduty
which tiie tollowing questions were put !>v ihe
paration of this plant food tlie crops need Clerk—
hardly vary from year to year.
"(ientleineu of the jury, have von agreed
Now, then, will these line spun theories upon a verdict?”
Answer—"We have.”
prove true when put to practical test ? At
1 lerk—"\\ ho shall
the Massachusetts Agricultural
speak for you?"
College,
Jurors—"1 lur foreman."
experiments have been in process for seven
lerk
I homas W
Piper, hold
your
years to test this.
Samples ol different right hand. Mr. Foreman, look upon up
the prj-.soils were gathered, an
average ol our otier. Prisoner, look upon the jury. What
New England soils, taken to the
plant say you. Mr. Foreman, is Thomas W. Piper,
house, and different kinds ot plant food the prisoner at. the liar, guilt v or not guiliv?”
Foreman—“(iuiltv of murder in the first deapplied while the plants were grow in(r gree.”
therein for the purpose ot
The
prisoner did not show am -igns of emoascertaining
what the plant wanted the tanner to sum tion at these words, which now condemn
him
a murderer, but remained standing in the
piv. and the answer was as stated above. as
dock for a full minute after the verdict had
Cl the four organic elements
only nitro- been rendered, and then resumed liis seat at
gen, and ol the eight or nine inorganic the request of an otlieer.
Piper's father and
elements only potash and phosphoric acid. two brothers were
present, but did not lietrav
It you would grow a crop ot
at the result.
Judge Coll now
fifty bushel > any agitation
of corn in tlie grain with the natural
inquired of
Train it he had
pro- any motion Attorney-ttenoral
to make, and he replied that lie
portion of -talk, you must supply enough moved the prisoner he remanded to
jail. Mr.
ol these three elements to make that Brown then
notified the Court that he proposamount, as much as is found in that much ed to present several exceptions and a motion
of grain and stalk.
This is absolutely re- for a new trial. Judge Colt replied that the
liable. In all the experiments tried the Court would come in from dav to da\ until
next Wednesday, from which time il 'would
past year the crops have proved the truth adjourn
until the April term. The Court took
ol this. Formulas were made up for
crops occasion, before discharging the jury, to return
of different quantities of the same
kinds, them thanks for the faithful manner iu which
and in no case has there been an essential each and all had discharged the responsible
entrusted to them. The jury were then
falling below which the formula was made duty
and gladly departed for their homes.
Thus was the crops made to order of dismissed,
up.
Piper was soon after removed from the Court
any quantity desired.
House to a close carriage and conveyed to
jail.
Nitrogen is given to the plants in tlie During the journey he was greatly overcome
form ol sulphate ot ammonia which is im- and wept, hut. did hot speak to the'ottieer who
accompanied him. The exceptions will be premediately available as plant food. Phos- sented
by Mr. Brown during the early part of
phoric acid is mode of ground bone treat- next week, and arguments
for and against a
ed with sulphuric acid in the
proportion of new trial will probably be made within ten
sixty pounds of acid of sixty-six degrees days.
to one hundred
pounds of bones. To supAstounding Postal Frauds.
ply the potash element for a crop of potatoes it should be
The
House Post Ollice Committee conin
the
form ol
supplied
sulphate ol potash, but for grain in the tinue their investigation, and are securing
form of muriate ol potash.
strong cumulative evidence showing gross
It these things are so—and
they are, dishonesty and favoritism on the part of
where are we tending in the matter of Creswell lor certain contractors. In one
feeding plants? There must be a great case, a special agent, Mr. Underwood, rerevolution ; for barn manure, so
long and ported against continuance of service, in
by all farmers considered king, is no long- 1874, on the route between Missouri, Moner indispensable. These needed
elements, tana, and Walla Walla, Washington Terit is true, are in this manure, hence it ritory ;
whereupon his pay was reduced
should be scrupulously husbanded. 15ut and he was threatened with dismissal
when all these available sources aro ex- Subsequently the Postmaster at Walla
hausted, there is still need of more, aud Walla, Charles Moore, made a similar reyou have only to supply them as above in- port, saying that the service cost the Govdicated, to the extent needed by the farm. ernment $1000 per letter, and he was
The lecture was full of new and start- forthwith
summarily dismissed and one
ling statements, claimed to be facts, and Gorman, an agent of the contracter, C. O.
furnished an abundance of rich food for Huntly was appointed in his stead. The
thought for those who were fortunate set vice was first let at $10,100 per annum :
enough to hear it. The attendance was the contractor failed and it was again let
large, many ladies being among the audi- lor $22,900 to Huntly, and at various
ence ; and the interest otherwise manifesttimes upon various pretexts it was ined was an assurance that the
meetings will creased to $71,200, notwithstanding the
bo iu a high degree uselul.
fact was well-known that the service was
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
unnecessary and unjustifiable.
Z. A. Gilbert, member from
A little Meriden, Conn., girl, whose father
Androscoggin county introduced the general subject recently died, being displeased that her mother
of lences and fencing which had been as- has fallen in love with another man,
applied to
the other day to have the affair
signed to severel different members. A the Mayor
stopbrief abstract will give an idea of what it ped by the police, anil when informed that they
couldn’t do anything about it left his ollice crywas desired to bring out at the
meeting. ing.
A small portion only of the work done
•‘Tommy, did you take the pills? They were
on and around our farms is devoted directDit. A yeu’s
ly to production. While the acreable re- but the seed.”sugar-coated.’’ “Yes, ma’am: all

The mystery surrounding the robbery
of the National Bank ol Commerce in
New London, Conn., Tuesday night is dispelled by the confession of George C.
l’acker, one of the tellers of the institution,
who has made a full confession and restored the stolen 8:11,500 to its owners.
The circumstances attending the robbery
pointed directly to some one ol the employes of the bank as the gnilty party.
The banking room is on the first floor o
tlm building in which it is so located, and
a back yrindow was left open as if the
thieves had effected ingress and egress in
that manner. But, though the mud under the window was several inches deep
no foot-prints were discernible there, and
it was not easy to see how that window
could have been used without any tracks
being visible. The burglary was committed in the light of a full moon in the centre of the city, with lights and windows
everywhere. The absence of tracks in the
mud under the open window, the fact that
the safe door was opened without injury
or violence and by the regular combination and the singular anticipation by only
three days of the arrival ol a chronometer
lock previously ordered, raised an uncomfortable suspicion that the thieves were
no common robbers, and possessed more
of a certain kind of knowledge than protessional burglars ordinarily would. Moreover, the neatness of the bank tloor, the
absence of tools, and the failure of any one
in the vicinity to hear any sound, made
the affair exceedingly enigmatical. The
combinations of the locks were known to
only Teller Backer and the cashier, a man
of high character, so there was nothing
left for the guilty party to do but to confess his crime and give up his booty.
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in your nose,

ter

ticed

head, and throat?

Have you noinfluence, it exercises on the

wliat^u depressing

mind, blunting its faculties, besides enervating the
body as well? How difficult, to rid the head of this
foul matter all can testify who are afflicted with Casystem against
its further progress towards the lungs and bronchial
tubes, all physicians can testify. It is a terrible dis
the

protect

How ditlieult to

tarrah.

To be freed from the

ease, and cries out lor relief.

danger of suffocation while lying down; to breathe
freely, sleep soundly and undisturbed; to know that
no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the breath and
that the body does
system;
not, through its veins and arteries, carry the poison
that is sure to destroy, is indeed a blessiug. To purchase immunity from such a fate should be the object of all afflicted. But those who have tried many
undermines tin-

to know

physicians despair

remedies and

They become incredulous.
ray
and

of relief

or cure.

e v e it v

Iteturning will leave Machiasport every Monday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings, (except Bueksport,; arriving in l’ortland

ON

«

On
Oil

they frequently um this Liniment,
charge several prices tor it.
tough skin, muscles and

No

Founders, which
of

are

animal

an

atford to be without

s

:

h'elurn, 75c.
.*1.00

Sanford

40 Dky

Steamship Company,

i- the true

cure

one.

Instantly relieves and permanently cures every form
< atarrh, from a simple head cold to the ulcerative
a 'together with all its sympathetic diseases.

ut

Sanford's Radical Cure
Ib lieve-

-hort time the very worst forms of

a

in

Headache, Neuralgia, Tightness across the
Temple-, binging Noises in the Head, and Wake
Nervous
fill lie--.

undigested
produce sickness.

stomach and
and

food aiak

hihln

Castoria will assimilate the food, expel worms,
and correct all these things. For twenty years l>r.
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to produce an effective Cathartic and stomach regulator
which would be

as

elective

as

'.\sn*K On., without

unpleasant

taste or recoil.
reputation of his experiment extended. Physicians and nurses rapidly adopted Ids remedy, t.<

its

Maine Central Railroad.

n cro><,

Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,
t

Sanford's Radical Cure
nasal passages in a single application
with 1 lie admirable Inhaler, which accompanies each
package free of charge, and is more serviceable than
any other form of inhaler.

1

7:55p

i

Sanford's Radical Cure
lb-moves b'

single application

a

the

hard, encrusted

pleasures

of

a

Portland,

soreness

at the Laboratory of J. i>. Rose & Co.,
Hmos*,»s
Key Street, New fork.

of the

applied to

SCRATCHES

+>

internally, where, by its action on tineliminating from the system the m id poison
always present in Catarrh, it affects the whole con.
1; also taken

'©

Sanford's Radical Cure

©
u
©

a powerful purifying agent in overcoming the poisonous action of the rotten matter
that has, during sleep, dropped into the throat and
mingled with the contents of the stomach, to be ab

Thus becomes

B

•M

©
&

sorl.- d into the system.

Sanford's Radical Cure
remedy.

It

FOR

strengthens

THE

CURE

OF

VXD MANY (ITIIKIIS.

•.he

flamed nasal surfaces

by

direct

application.

Sanford's Radical Cure
great and reliable medicine, and when every
other remedy is tried ami found wanting, this, by
its immediate beneficial effect, passes at once into
a

favor, which it retains forever afterwards.
bach package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
I>r. Sanford’s
1 lihaling Tube. Price
I-or sale by Druggists everywhere.
WKKKS &
Pi >T 1 lib, Doston, (General Agents.

improved

-l'so SAN Fob IPS JAMAICA H INI IKK, after
4wj;>
exposure to cold, wet weather.
/,

bottle.

DOMESTIC
SEWINC

m

y

Liberal Terms of Ex-

change for Second-hand

cription.
DOMESTIC” PAPER FASHIONS.
Catalogue.
Address DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO.
The Rest Patterns made. Send Sets, for

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

NEW YORK.

ASTONISHING!
Y' t forty days, and Xinerah shall he overthrown."
Future e\ euts prophesied by rules in BENNER’S
IMS »PMETK B< m Uv. Fortunes foretold in the
ups
and downs ot' priees for the next twentv years; the
future judged by the* past.
What years to make
money on pig-iron, hogs, corn, provisions, cotton,
mid when we shall have the next
panic, what year
bard times will end and business revive again. Every farmer, manufacturer, legitimate trader and
speculator should have this book to know the future
so as to avoid loss and be
successful. Sent to any
name, post prid, for £1. Address SAMUEL BENNER, Bainbridge, Ross County, u.

Cl O

at home.
dayfree.

a
U G nus

Agents wanted, (tuttit and
k CO., Augusta, Muine.

TRUE

,,,,r :l cas*‘ of (’ougli, Cold or Asthma
OJUUU that ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM
will
! ,l!,t curt‘* ‘Sol<1 ljy Druggists at 35 cts.
UUL,U
Circular free. Address Du. E. \\\ KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

QROOD

fiOI n

■

No

TO INVENTORS

WHEELER & WILSON

Charges for obtaining

SgJSWSlr
clTsnfw.
Utreet, Boston.

110 Tremont

Jlk m m PER WEEK GUARANTEED to
M
M Agent s, Male and Female,in their
M M own locality. Terms and Outfit
M M free. Address P. O. VICKERY k
CO., Augusta, Maine.
CR fri CPfl P°r <la>’ ut •»«»“*• Samples worth $1
tU yuU free. Stinson &
Co., Portland, Me.

machines.

1 keep a superior quantity of needles, which 1 *,-11
atoOcts. per dozen. Orders for needles filled
by
mail when the cash accompanies the order
Ali
goods warranted to be the best quality, or money
returned.
Cull on or address

Office

»<r)SVCHOMA\CY,

OK SOI I, CHARMING.”
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
JL
love and alfections of any person they choose, instant
ly. This ar* all can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts;
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold. A
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM k CO., Pub’s,

are superseding all ot hers in the market, and
revolutionizing the whole sewi lg machine trade.

They

in the use of shuttle machines.
And here 1 w.sh to state that a
great many persons buy a sewing maching without the
knowledge
or construction of any and they are afterwards
-sorry
for it; and for the protection of those who are about
to purchase a machine, should not be
governed by
what agents lor other machines tell
you that their
machine is tlie best. The Idea that this or that inachine is the best i.-s nothing to do with the true merits of a sewing machine.
Therefore examine the
new productions of the Wheeler
Wilson Manufacturing Company and then you will be convinced
which is the best sewing machine. The work runs
either way on these machines. They use
any kind
of thread and sews from the finest muslin to
heavy
leather; it Fells, Herns, Braids, Cords, lucks, Binds,
and makes beautiful Hem
and Pulling.
.Stitching
Machines set up on trial on application at this office.
Machines sold on easy monthly installments, old
machines taken in part payment, for new ones. I
keep on hand needles and attachnents for all kind of

Church St

.,

SHOES,

-A

Religious
Agricultural RUBBERS!
HALF- PRICE MR. J. W. CLARK.
WEEKLIES.

SKND

ON

<;ii OUR

CATALOGUE

(Successor to -\. (i. Prescott & Co.)

THE LIST PLAN
ror

information, address
<;KO. P. JiO WELL <£• CO., 41 Park
NEW YORK.

tone,

No. 13, PHENIX ROW.
Is receiving daily NEW GOODS in
styles of the best quality.
A

NOTICE.
Exact Justice to All.”
pretended that some are permitted to violate the Muine Law with
impunity, while in other e.ases it is rigidly enforced.
Therefore, Resolved by Mount Waldo Fudge of
Good Templars, that the sum of fifteen dollars shall
he paid to any one who shall furnish such evidence
as shall secure the conviction of
any violator of said
law in the town of Winterport or Frankfort,
regardless of sex, color or condition.
And it is further resolved that the sum of
twentylive dollars shall be paid for the
second, and for
each und every subsequent conv iction of the same
I'KK OliDKlt.
W interport, Feb. 15, lsro.

“Equal

WHEREAS

and

v n

1

At a Probate Court ln-Id at Belfast, within and for
the ( ounty' ot \\ aldo, on the second
Tuesday of
February, A. I*. 3S7C».
1IIKit DAVIS, JK., and others, heirs of LuJ flier Davis late ot Freedom, in said
County ot
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
J. 1». Lunisou of said Freedom,
may Ik* appointed
Administrator on said deceased's estate.
Ordered, That the said Luther give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may app'“ar at a Probate Court, to bo held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday ot

II

March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be
granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P.
Field, Register.

the Fall

few pairs of the Of.D STOCK left to be almost

Griven

Away.

it is

Lewiston Business

ol said deceased.
Ordered, 1 hat the said Abbie L. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
r 8,lu^
bounty, on the second Tuesday ot
*»»
March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and
show cause, if any
have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be
granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—J*. P. Field, Register.
At a Probate Court held at
Belfast,within and for
the County ol Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of
February, A. 1). 1870.

A. CLEMENTS, Administratrix of
the estate of Almon W.
Clements late of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented her lirst uccouut of Administration
lor allow-

RACHEL

ance.

all

College,

Ldmuml li.

Nealley and Andrew
vs. Joseph Clark.

II.

Ordered, 1 hat the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested
a copy
ot
by
thb> order to be published three causing
weeks successively
in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Bellast, within and for said County, on the second
luesdayot March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, At test :-B. P. Field.
Register.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that she has been
duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of

Till:

and daudruH

AVhitten,
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Dye,

WHISKERS.

elegant preparation may he relied
beard from gray

t he coloi of the

mi,

undesirable shade, to brown

Co.

It is

will neither rub

I

• Viu'f'r of Pat. tits.”
‘•I havno li- -i;a'i--u in assuring inventor* that
>////>. f. nt mot trust
they caunot employ a man at-ill.) more capable .f putting their
applica
ti-'ti-' in a Form to .*'•• un- for t hem an arlv and favor
able con *id.-rat ion at tin Patent Utlic.
l.lFMI N 1 > Id l: K 1 late torn' ’r of Patents.
“Air. P 11 la-!.', has mad<■ for no over Til Ip I'v
applications for Patent s. having he. i, *ucces,fu in
almost ev.-1y c;ee. Midi tiinni-Iuk ebb- pro..| ,j great
tai- lit and ability on bis part b ad* in. to <•<•..mmeml
a l.l. inventors to a| ply to him to pi
cwrc tin ir pa
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faith
l'ul attention b< st->wed upon th.-ir c.,*.-.*, and at
very
reasonable charge-.
,lull\ | Au.AlM
Po'ton, .Jail 1 Is:.;.
i-.T.

r

on

t<

any otlu

black, at dncre'nm.

or

T H K

h «■:!'.

nor an a

.MANirArilKl.D
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Mold

by

HALL &
all i

huggisl s

:i

r.v

Nashua,

CO.,

N. H.
r«»l: TIIK

ml Imubrsiu Medioim

As

good
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assort

UI1.1 the 111

of upgrades,

usually found in
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FURNISHING GOODS

Opinion

II Mil .AS, Newel!
\\r
>V dated October

W. 'oils !>v Ins mortgage deed
1J, A. I». D',1. recorded ill
Waldo Registry ot Deeds, vol. 7->, page !»oi), convexedtoDeorge Woods tin* following parcels of land
situate in Unity, in the County ot' Waldo, to x\ it,
one parcel hounded north
hy David V. and Joseph
Dyer’s land; easterly hy Stephen MeIvennex
and
Wood'.
Jr’s
.Joseph
land; southerly hx .Joseph
W oods, Jr’s land; xvesterly hy .Joseph Wood’s land
and the town road leading from isliuhod Spencer’s
to Jb.siah
Harding’s; also other parcels of land being the south of the north half of tifteeu mile lot M.
and bouudctl as follows, beginning at a stake and
stones on the cast line ot lot M. J, about
seventy rods
south of the north east, corner ot .-aid lot, thence
north seventy-two degrees wed, one hundred and
six rods to the stake and stones in tin* east line of
Abiel Knights land; also what land there is on the
xvest side of Dog Stream, so called, on the north
xvest corner of north half of fifteen mile lot M._\ex
cepting what cedar land there is in the south xvest
corner of north half of tittecn mile lot M. j, to secure the performance of said \exvell's bond
bearing
even date with said mortgage, and
particularly referred to therein, and the said (ieorge Woods assigned to us the said bond and mortgage, Novt mber
A. D. 1>75. (said assignment of said mortgage being recorded in Waldo Registry ot Deeds, vol. 171,
page lit I,) and tin* condition of -aid mortgage being
broken xve claim to foreclose the same.
AMI'S W FBI’,,
AMOS W KDR, .JR.,
J. C. HARDIMi.
;t,wJJ
Unity, Feb. lv;, hsro.
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L. D. M. SWEAT, I
A. W. COOMBS, >•

LORD.

of Chas

la.I.Ai:

John Ms;--II .1. l.il.hv,
I I\. "VV.».!• .!i M« I.. IIa!i,
W iliiam I
I’
lira
u.
;. I
William
I'.; i-. U iliiam llainim.ii.l,
" II- A luh r-• m, I-’: ank \
I.. I ». M. Sweat
A. W
mm|i !
Abner < i>1 mirn, 'Iv" win-can,
\l SI. II 1’- Mm iil, ];■ .rill- I.
Jo-i-j*fi Ilaiir, Kennebunk.
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READING FOR CHILDREN.

Notice of Foreclosure.

of Valuables

S vl

Exchange Street,

i'll’1

<•!' all kinds. I’AI'l.i; < <>!.LAG’S, in all >i/e*, and
all the other hi tter grade of ('ollars.

L.

"f

PORTLAND

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are I•« inmanufactured t,. order by hr-: da.-- workmen at a*
low prices a> the time* will afford.
P SI TTl
N P af tended to in all if s brand.e- i. .• nr
UU
I 1 .HU
,,.jf. ! l.aveal-.-a hue a--,,,;
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First-Class Tailoring Establishment
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s
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WOOLEN GOODS !

(Abstract of PIf Writ -.)

Keeping

Safe

CALL aad SB S3

PUYK, Clerk.
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-TIMUNI VLS.
“[ regard Mr. I'.ddy as one of tin-nn*! c ipabh-and
succe-'lnl practitioner* with whom I have had
( HAPLId M.\M>.\,
licial int* rcour'.

easily applied, being in one }>r</».//•<//,,<//, ami
guickly and effectually j roduce* a permum tit mb
which
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trnrthfj

■,

Buckingham's

see cause.
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Secretary,
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Searsport.
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j. 11 r* a' e Muil.le Work «<t'>my ili
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A I QI IMBV.
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Searsport. Sept. U», lv
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A TRENCHANT EDITORIAL.
A

CLERGYMANS

OPINION.
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Sheriff's Sale.
Taken

on

WALDO.
Henry L. Lord, against
attached
the

Mcfiilvery,

execution in favor of
the property of Henry
the original

otlleer on
by
oi'May, A. D. 1

writ, on the first day
being more
than four months prior to the application of said
Mcf iilvery to be declared a bankrupt, and will be
sold at public auction, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-fifth day of March, A. D. ls?»>, at
eleven o’clock, A. M., at the office of.Joseph Williamson, in said Belfast, all the right in equity which
said Mcfiilvery had on said first day of May. of redeeming tlu* following described real e>tate situated
in Belfast aforesaid, to wit; a certain lot of land in
Belfast aforesaid, with the buildings thereon, and
hounded as follows, viz on the South by land of the
heirs of the late Rufus D. Allyn, West by land
formerly conveyed to W. II. Simpson, Northwestwardly by the street leading from High Street
to the Mcfiilvery Shipyard, so called, and Lastwardly by Tide-Water of Belfast Bax, with the
shore flats in front of said Street anil Lot. The
above described property!) eing subject to a mortgage recorded in the W'aldo County Registry of
Deeds, Vol. Hf», Page
given hy the said Henry
Mcfiilvery to James P. White, i*t. al., of said Belfast,
to secure the payment of certain promissory notes
for seven thousand six hundred and ninety-nine dollars and ninety three cents, dated Nov. lj<, A. D.
ISO'J, with interest payable annually.
SAMI KL NORTON, Sheriff.
Dated this Ifith day of February lsro

Sheriff’s Sale.
SS. Taken on execution against David NN ilkius, and will be sold at public auction
to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-tilth
day of March, A. D. 1870, at ten o’clock, A. M., at
the office of
Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said
County, all the right in equity which said Wilkins
has of redeeming the follow ing described real estate,
situate in Knox, in said County, to wit, lot numbered thirteen, on Hatch’s Bidge, so called, containing

WALDO,

the estate ol
one hundred acres,
excepting thirty-five acres from
FOR INthe south east end of said lot. Said real estate beALBERT J. McKEEN, late of Belfast,
Book-keeping, Penmanship Mato
two
subject
ing
thematics, Language* and all the collateral studies
mortgages given to Ward Mason,
intheCounty ot \Y aldo,deceased,bygivingbondasthe the first dated Dec.
21, 1803, and recorded in the
pertaining to a complete Business Kducation $8*1 law
she therefore requests all
directs;
Waldo
who
vol.
persons
Registry,
123, page 400, and the second
pays Board, Tuition, and Stationery l‘> weeks
Lite
are indebted to said deceased’s
to make im- dated March JO, 1870, and recorded in said Registry,
membership, $35. Students enter any time’. Ad- mediate payment, and those whoestate
have
demands
vol.
153.
151,
dress tor catalogue giving terms without hoard.
any
page
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
SAMUEL NORTOR, Sheriff.
Lewiston Business College, Lewiston, Me. 3m3‘J
I
ANNIE L. McKEEN.
I Paled this 15th day of February, 1870.

STUDENTS
ADMITS.
struction in

-niptions, itching

intended purpose.'

part
on suggestion to the <'ourt that
A
Joseph
.1 V < lark, the Defendant, at the time of sen ice <d
'he writ, was not an inhabitant of this
State, and
had no tenant, agent, or attorney within the saun
that his goods or estate have been attached in tliisact ion, that he has had no notice of said suit and
atta<diluent, it is Okdkkkd, that notice of tlie pendeuev
of this suit be given to the said Defendant, bv
puli.
lUliing an attested copy ot this Order, together with
an abstract of the Plaint ills’ writ, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
printed at P.elfast, in the Countv of Waldo, the last
publication to be not less than thirty days before tinnext term of this Court, to be holdeu at
Relfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on tin-third
I uesday of April,
that said Def.udaut mav
tln-n and there appear, and answer to said
suit, it
tiers

a

making the hair grow thick; and trong.

I his

Sr.jirime JudU-iaK ourt, .Januarv 1

SS.

A1 a
tne

<

scalp by its

Mr. A. A. I I :i'

State of Maine.
ai.im) ss.-

-a!i fart.cv

\oi#tlifu' color.

FOR THE

1870.

i.

it restores the capillary
I»y
properth
glands to their normal vigor, preventing ! n!dms~.

Re lore purchasing your goods.
There vou vill
lind Ceueral IIARDW ARK, PAIN IS, oils
and \ AliNlSllIN,
NAILS. CLASS
and
l’ARMLR’S looks. constantly- on haul .nid
lor sale at LoWT.sT Pi; It Ls.
Don’t for«o-t
the place, A NC I KR’S, No. l Pi..-nix Row.
April .'0 187o.
tlU

Action of assumpsit on a promF-ory note for
$J‘.i.M, dated Januarv ‘Js, 1x71, signed b’v -aid 1 nfondant, and payable thirty days after date to the
or.ler of K. 11. Nealley x NVhirten, the Pill's, at tlu-ir
store. Demand of i.avnn-nt
alleged at maturitv of
note.
Also, on account annexed, dated Nov.
1>; l, for
;»1 lb', cheese, and interest on same, £x.(i7».
Writ returnable to Januarv Term, 1>U'. ad damnum SHIU.
!>. S. Flanders, PlUV A tty. Monroe. Me.
A true Copy of the order of ( ourt wit h Abstract
of the AVrit.
3w33
Attest; AN*. G. FRYF, Clerk.

A BUY D. MOlKiAN, Administratrix of the Ls
-i-V. tate of lieorge ( Morgan late of Burnham, in
.-aid Countv ot Waldo, decrasrd,
having presented
her first and final account of Administration on said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested
by causing a eopv of this
order to be published three weeks succcssiveh in lie
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Beifast, w it bin and for said (’ounty, on the second Tuesday of March next, and shew cause if any they
have, why tin same should not be allowed.
W M M. BI ST,
Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. p. Filed,
Register.

all

removes

As

AN

1

faded hair to it

or

its tonic

t o male ing and insert in««■
n
1110

A. M YXsUIKLD. surviving partner '*f Win.
ManslieJd late ol \\ :n!erport. In said
(.'ounty
ot Waldo, dec* used, having pr<-sented his linal account for allow aiuv.
Oriiered, l hat he said 1.. A. .Manslield give not ice
to all persons interested
by causing a copy oi
this order to be publ is lied t hrcc weeks sucee<.»i\ elv in
tin- Bepuhlicaii Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probale Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said Countv. on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of tie1 dock before
noon, and show cau.-e, if any
they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Field,
Register.

they

I)-

and

_

Part ieular at tent ion g:
artilicial teeth.

or

St..opposite Kilby St..Boston

t A l KIi an e\i-u*ive practice
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11--.
nt inti.
at- nt * in t in P nit* d
jCV
State.'; also n li. eat Lrita.a, Prance, and other f.»r
.-igu countri1 •'. La'eats, sp.-, iii- ations, A-.-ign
in.-ntand all p.tj * r* tot Pal. nt* executed on reason
able terms, with d'-'patrh
L--searelie* made to d*
’.erniiuc the alidity and utility of Patents of I nv. i;
tioiis, and h-gal and other advic rendered in all
mat It r* touching t Inaim
the claim- < t
..pi.
any patent turni'ln-d l.y remitting one dollar. A*
recorded
in
signim-nts
W'a*hington.
b
A
// n> thr t tut- o' -'fat- /«« .<sf 9.fra Superior
fur •it‘tm,iinil /‘trl> nt> ..,*• ns.
to
rtoinitcj the
it ft >•/ in! nt o
s.
pot>
All in ci *sity ot a jourtn v to W ashington t(» pro
cun
Pat'-nt. and the usual great delay there, are
hen *a\ <-d invent-.-s.
■

alul the

PATENTS

OF

>

wond. rful

are as

It restores gray
It

PATFVIS

H. EDDY

No. 76 St ale

ever.

by which the proc-ss is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by tie old methods.
I e< th in>. rt
ed ill Rubber »r Celluloid lia-e, :i- perxM,
lie has t he country right tor tin- u.-e of
Dr. Folsom's Improved Denta! Plates.

he shall

ABBiL

Philadelphia.

_

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE’

F<»K IN I <. N

F«r hiveuti.nis. Trade Marks

care.

Its eHerts

AND

SOLICITOR

RENEWER.
greatest

AN

R

article is compounded villi tin

This standard

the old stand of
May
I >r. Moore,
of < 'hurch and
Streets,
lias
all the latest
Spring
lustrum* nr* f.-r operating upon teet h, in

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, mi the rond
Tuesday ot
February, A. 1>. Is7i>.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
I V. MILLER,
Tebmary, A. ]>., 1870.
Belfast, Me., Box 1S5.
L. PARKBURST, widow of Samuel B.
under the Journal Office.
Parkhurst late of Unity in said County of
til'-! j
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
In r dower
may he assigned her from the real estate

BOOTS,

ADVERTISING IN

Igeut,
Belfast, AIk

Clenoral

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the
second'Tuesday ol'
February, A. I>. Is7ti,

SewingMackine
are

Apothecary

1,^

Liberal discount to the trade.
PI KRCK It ROTH KIES,
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
Itungor, Maim

Competent judges of the various machines agree that
the new Wheeler & Wilson
Sewing Machines are
superior to all others now in use. Remember they
take the Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus ob\ iate
tin- use of a clattering shuttle, and does
away the
breaking of thread anu needles so much experienced

and
if la

PdOBATE NOTiCFS.

_

Machines of every des-

Ackms Wi«£D. “W

Druggist

Sewing Machines

MACHINES.
III
rnj
J$/

RICHARD H. MOODY.

Belfast. Maine.
sale by all Druggists, price one dollar per

JUto Jtrbcrtrsements.

Pru’p.

SEAKSPORT, ME.

This remedy is the result of the research of one of
the Proprietors who had been a great, sufferer for
years and who had tried all the advertised remedies
and skill of many physicians without
obtaining rebel. A radical cure was obtained amt numerous similar cures effected among his friends and acquaintances without an exception, induced him to
put it
before the public. That it will cure the most sevencases of Rheumatism we have abundant
testimony
to show, which may he found in our circulars. All of
which proof is bona fide ami from those who have
been benefited by its use.
S A. HOWES & CO., Agents,
1'°r

MERY SAWVKH,

Prepared liy

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

A M Kill

VESETABLE SICILIAN

DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

the naur
of Oentlemen who testify
tf.trW itne
extraordinary merit.-

©

V

-'2

Ml a.

HAIR

to its

$

'! \.-* JA
«i

;

HALL’S

or

A. Havford, F.sip, Lx Mayor,
IF lfast, Ale.
Israel Cox, Oen’l Ins. \gent,
Harrison 11 ay ford, Farmer,
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
s. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Bockland
Lben W.St-avey, Hotel Keeper, No Searsport,
"
Bobert
Ames, 'Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy Shcritl',
•'
U. Hale & Co.. Stage Props., Fllsworth,
VV. I,. Cleaves, Prop ut l.iv. Stable Stockton,

partio

TUTTLE, Agent.

DS1TTZSTK7!

p

85

stifution.

C.

l'-57 Kiinm. !%«*vi Vork;
I'
Utlice pox. 4jMi

r.-ao

hy

For Sale iu IUdfa.-t

W.

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
t h-

n

A idi
ular II.
HAMI.IX i)H(1 AN Cl )..* 15 Ti
TON: 25 Union Square, NEW YoilK
Adams St., CHICAGO.

m:i n,
I'-1 1

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

n

O

blood in

system by internal use, while endeavoring to
throw oil' the disease, mid soothes and heals tin- In-

N. B.—Catarrh:, SuiiftiCAL and Chronic i>k.
\si.>, with those peculiar to WuMAN and Ciiii.will receive \iis Sima u At. a
in
ion.
n;i< rrv used in ail its form.'- w here this
valuable agent is indicate*!.
He w ill \ 1 >tt 1'a ii.ms at their houses, who
are unable to call at bis rooms.
<*Kh( i.
Horns From in \. 51. until 1 I’. M.
From •. I*. 51. until •» 1*. 51. and from 2 I*. M. until
»*■
tm

pa\-

Circulars, with full

piT|| nOnCO
llH ! hLUuULO

AND SOULS ON ALL

©

©
u

rent

or

payments;

e-r

a

ne\*

instruments.

EASY PAYMENTS.
rented untd

S

and

these inflamed surfaces.

local and constitutional

ouisite combination of these

HORSE-FLESH!

is

of

r. in
!r..n.

■

'i'U

MiperU
design*.

Slop*.

Com hiiiniion
Case*

:e

made.

ever

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN'

Late from

Oflice, 58 Main St., over store of
Slocper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

merits

nvelop. only

-ix cents.
this admirable I-.ssay
clearly demonstrate*.
thirty year*' succes>iui
praetiee, that in- alarming -. *Ii• -ponres of sell
cured
without the danger.
ahiiM-may In-radically
use nt internal me : .-in.- --i
lie
application of tinknife. point in-g on! a mod.-ol cure at once simple,
and eilectual, l.y no an* >t which every sufferer, no
matter \v hat
nia
cheaply pm nteh and rmti, n!
hi*
Lecture
-t.v'l
-hould he in the hands of every
youth and every man in tin- laud.
<i ai. ii
Sent und'
a plain
envelope. :<■ any ad
dress, p>>*t -paiil, on receipt of \ out-, or two post
age .»ratii])>.
Addrthe Publisher',

important impr-c.

"'dh most,

CTY| CC
I I LLv3

t

x.c.

d

1'*• celebrated

■

Klugfri1 and oth

HOMER,

and Surgeon.
Boston.

AND OTHFU ILLS OF

mu-

Sanford's Radical Cure

a

Physician

sexua! e\| rav nailin
-• ad
a t- Pric.
in

I

U

.1

»

•.

•YLVf

How Restored!

Lost,

n-w
ilitloll Ot I»r.
Hfltraicil Kmrar/iiitl
ure
without
•*«.*' on tin
nf M'Ki .M 11 ii.i; mi
medicine
nr
Seminal M'rakne-s, Involuntary Semina! I..>.
1 'I!’«>it:N' Y. \i•■!■» d ami Physical Incapacity, Itn
pediment*
.Marriage. tc. ul.-o, » ..x'i viTi inv,
l-.i’II.FI**\ and Ki rs, induced by self-indulgenc1-or

AL

hjriAi

much tin

\-

Bd I

IHolO I

How
c

ever awarded any nedd
Y American Organs
hi Europe, or which present such cxtriomi
t-»
ucommand
a .\i
excellence
sale there
nary
lie t pr.-mimes at- T
AIUOKYC awarded hieions
tn
A:iu*rlcii t»* w t-ll uk
99 n I Vi trial Expo-it
Europe. Got >f hundreds there have n t been ix
been
have
all where any other organs
preferred.
h
i.
m
nrOT Declared by Eminent M
See
be
unri vnletl
DL‘J
hemisphere*.
TEST f M' »N I A D (TIli'Ui, All, with opinion* of more
than One Thousand f sent free).
& Ilam'.n. P-. m t
IjkiQlQT !l having a Ma.->n
take any other. /*. /.a get r.AiaW I: "M
org in*, mnl for tint
missions for selling inf
reason often try very har t /■• sell something else.

nAVK

large bottles

.Mist publish.<1,
('til v«* « **l I «.

,»

..

U 11 L I

Savings Bank.

hotth

SKill \V. 1<>\' l.I.N so.V', Proprietors. Boston*
Mu>-. >old by dealers g< ueralB
Iyeow.;«.

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

RL5lOVLI) to their now'Ranking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, plaeiug the same on interest on the
first days of .him .July, August ami September, and
December, .January, Lebruary and March. Interest
being commit<*d on same, the'iirst Mondays ol .June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (excej)t on Sundavs and
Legal Holidays,, from i» to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 !\ M.
Saturdays Rank closes at 12, noon.
•J‘»nn II. <Jt imiiv, Ji-eas
ASA
AUXCL, 1’rest.
Belfast, .June M b 1874.
tf

SI

cheaper.

“■-DIPLOMA OP HONOR" Manhood.:
n

Belfast

wrapper.
50 cts. ami

thmiistmees

KKK.

('oni'lii'S to convey passengers to ami from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Hoarding Stable connected with tlm
House.

Improved

CURES

Pro Bono Publico.

passages. It is the
soothing, healing, and grateful preparation

most

15. V. Tr<

by a timely resort to this s'amlurd remedy, hh is
pro\ed b> iiuu ln l- >t testimonials it has received.
None genuine uu!<
signed "I. IU I IS” on tin

l>y any

capacity

Successor to Dr. C. MOORF.

OINTMENT

it.

Prepared
•Pi

Supt.

ARABIAN

membrane cf the nasal

cous

Belfast, Me.

riVKKii.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

CABINET ORGANS.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J- I>.

W STAR'S IJ.Us.VM III \V 11.I> (’1IKKRV, which does
dry tip a rough and ham- f}.< cause behind, as i
case with mo-t remedies but loosens it,cleanses
lungs and allays irritutiou, thus removing the
cause of the complai n'.

:rxu» APPROACHED
UNEQUALED
others. Awarded
and excellence
in

at
cono r

be with-

never

PAYSON TUCKER,
tfal
June‘-’g, 1*75.

F E RAT ?

MASON & HAMLIN

stii! If found

full breath.

Sanford's Radical Cure
Allays pain, inflammation and

out

Leave Belfast 3:30
p. m. connecting to 1 >exf or
and Bangor, and with night Pullman I rain, for
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m.

to the most tender infant.

Try CA>T< >RIA once, and you will

matter from the nose, opens up the nasal passages,
allows the sufferer to breathe freely and enjoy for
the lirst time the

which he gave the name of ( AS1< >K1 \.
< r STORLA is as
pleasant to take as honey, regi
lales the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe.
It is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is

absolutely harmless

! rains leave Belfast at. 8:00 a. m. connecting dito Bangor, Dexter, Skowhegan, Farmington,
lawiston, Danville Junction and Drain! Trunk
hallway, and via Fa tern and Boston & Maine Bail
roads, arriving in Boston at
m
rect

1

Co ii;Ii «
Cold*.
It rom lti ta».
Cio r«*
Throat. Intlnen/u,
It lio^plnii
Crou|i,
ode'll. IIoar**■««•»«,
Iiiv«>r
( omplalni,
l*ain« or M<»r«*!a«*N*
in tin* <!»«**» f nr *i«l«
It ! vp (I i n If at tin*
l.urur*, and «\ ♦tv afl*-r
t ion of t inI K H o A
1.1 N<.
and < iik.'T, art
ami
speedily
permanent
lv cut tl bv tin- use of l»i:

the
the

i:

The

idealises the

ever

I rnm: sthamkk kataiiihx, rapt. boix, will
U make one trip per week to Boston. Waiving Bel
last, Tuesdays at g ■* cluck, 1*. M., and Boston Fridays at 1 o’clock, IV Marriving at Belfast Saturday morning. Freight taken as u ual.
D. I.AN'E, Agent.
Jan. 1st 1 s7ii.

and mothers have

Sanford's Radical Cure

rear

not

Solo

Cross, sickly babies and children may enjoy health,
rest, if they will use < ASTORIA.
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour

LANK, Searsport.

ftPALMAM.^QU Ir>1/ l MERUIT^'

Hotel.

I)R. JOHN

CASTORIA.

J. II.

HAVE ITTTF.n IT a Carriage Shop in the
of tin* old Treadwell & Mansfield stand,
where I am n adv to attend to all kinds of Carriage
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to order.
tf i
H
W. TRUWDY-

I

to

Vt.

St., Nkw Yokk.

druggists in favor of

tion when studied with the disease satisfies the
mind of any reasonable person that its method o*

Apply

sailer.

SUI GENERIS.

per-

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

of »J. B. Rose & Co.,

Laboratory

Rutland.

Main Streot,

FOR THE ROl NO TRIE:

a

Liniment, which any day may
prove worth twenty times its cost.
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the

as

Ne w Carriage Shop

PERKINS,

American

1

R Kor

tricks

will he faithfully done. Consult us before
going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Wonts, Hi °-h
Street.
JOII \ II. POOR.
Belfast, March is, is?;., tf AIAT1' WKI.sil.

la A. M.
BOA.M

FREE HIT TAKEN AT FAIR RA1ES11!
& Shepasson, Apt., Brooksville; Hoop'
herd, Apts., (a.'me, Benj. Ryder, Agt., Islesboro
Howard (Onant, Apt
Belfast.
i>7->.
Belfast. Dec. 1

bottle of Centaur

long arof testimonials from our best citizens, physicians,

N:

at

Wm. M

little less than marvels.

can

1 alter

From Oastiue \ Islesboro,Monday N Thursday, £1.00
For the Round Trip from Brooksville,
£1.-5

are

of horses and mules.”

owner

iiNswuHTH,

FOR CASTINE
at ‘J o’clock 1*. M
Mondays and Thursday**,
at 0 o’clock A. M.
Wednesday- and Saturdays,
; May lav until 10 o’clock for Boston bo st.)

FARE

describing cures
Sprains, Kicks, Galls, l'oll-Evil, Big-Head, and

even

Sale !

-•

Sanford Wharf,
AND BROOKSVILLE,

From Belfast to I**lesbor>» & (Justine
Brooksville

We have volumes of testimonials
of

In all its branches at the old stand of Tread
wen
( arriages repaired at
Mansfield.
short notice,' Horse Shoeing promptly at
■.ended to. All work warranted to give satis
fact ion.
J. G. DAMON.

l>r>-|i:ir...I to do SHIP and HOUSF
all its brani'ht's-bidli j.Iain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit t he times.
(>ur long experience in tin- business, and our
past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that wojk entrusted to us

Belfast,

-F A

using the Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. We .sell
us high as lour to five dozen bottles per month to
owners

BLACKSMITH IN G-!

an-

Touching at I lesboro Ryder’s t.’ove:, each way.

McClure & Co., Druggists,cor. Elm and
Front Sts., Cincinnati, O., say :
number of teamsters

,\

Cast i no

little less than marvellous.

neighborhood a

1

as follows, on an
>ec. lotli

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday at

flesh of the

Its

Messrs. J.

our

"F3ick:riell

Have removed their business, ear
riage painting and trimming, lo
the shops over Damon’s, in rear
■of the American House, and
would invite their old friends and patrons to call
upon them at this popular old stand, where they
may be found at all times ready to attend to the
wants of tho.-e requiring work in their line.
< arriage and Sleigh Painting and Trimming is our
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages or
varnish old ones ami repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, guarrai.teeing satisfaction in
all cases.
WALES & B CKNELL.

PAINTING

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,

effects upon severe cases of
Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-Head and Poll Evil,

“In

W ales

PAINTERS!

T K A M K K

apt. \V.

until further notice
\\ ednesday, 1

tying

POOR & WELSH

AGAIN!!

-B K T F K N i NO-

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
to the

run

Leave

called

Sanford's Radical Cure

Is

ROUTE

O.

lni:!°

PIONEER,

curs, and will do more good than any amount of
money paid for medical attendance. When phv>i

With such the

Must convince them that it possesses great merit*
while the new and original method of its prepara-

Is

I HE

S

joints which had been stiff for >ix years, taking
the soreness from burns, &e.
One dollar, or even fifty cents, invested iuCentaur
Liniment will be within reach when an accident oe

adapted

G.

Belfast and Castine Line!

and

are

A full explanation oi tin* rope
formed by tin-in, l'or ’.'ocr-uts.

good

11f

Hope T*ricIssB

Will take passengers and freight, lor Bangor, connecting with the railroad at Bm k'port.
CVKl'S FATTLltSOX, Agent.

Will

animal creation.

REMOVAL!

The schooner MAimI V SAItCLXT,
about <>U tons register, sails ami rigging
in good condition. She is well adapted
to carry Corn, Coal and Lime, and is a

/

EDDY BROS.’

night.

same

performing cures never before < fleeted by
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheumatism of thirty years’ standing, straightening lingers

is

For

V* Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Repairing. Shot Ciuns Repaired and Bored to shoot
O’CLOCK,
close.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
For Itoekland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucks
Jan. 1st, 187b—tl
port, CuHtino, Oeer Isle. Sedgwick, So. AV. Harbor, I__
Alt. Hesert, Millbridge, donesport and Machiaspoi t.

Carriage Making. Painting, and
Blacksmithing.

AT lo

ments are

I

READ,

Machine Attachmenis.

a scar.

course

Union Street, ocT. .1. Farrow, ii is
good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. The house is
two
•jTv'io,
stories, Fil one and a half
stories ; three large rooms below and
rooms
ami
Kircnen above, be>idea
kitchen; tour
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold Oil reasonable terms. In
W. 11. SiMl’SOX.
quire of
Ilelfast, July *gC», 1875.—tf4
Oil

JL. cupied by

Thursday Eve., commencing Dec. 2,

.,

Catarrhal mat-

T.

Sewing

Railroad Wharf, Portland

The following is but a sample of a
thousand similar testimonials:
“Antioch, I or Dec. 1, 1.S7-J.
My wife has, for a long time, been a terrible sufferer from Rheumatism. She has tried many physiThe only thing which
cians and many remedies.
has given her relief is Centaur Liniment. I am re*•
*
*
joiced to say this has cured her.
W. II. RING, Postmaster.”
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur Lini

and of

nn11F house

DKAI.KR IS ALL IUXDS OF

KILBY,

AVI LL LEAVE

will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract
poison from bites and will cure burns and scalds

are

House for Sale.

of Richmond, MACHINIST!
CityCAPTAIN
C.

the

to

G-.

S T K A M E R

larly adapted
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains,
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wounds, Weeping
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear ache,Toothache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts,
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Dipthoria, etc.
The most of these complaints the Centaur Liniment

without

at Law!

new, with

Rheumatism, Lumbago,

of

cases

A

4S&-A11 business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

such cases they will reduce the inflammation and
stop the pain. Nor can wo guarantee the proper results where the body is poisoned by whiskey. Temperance is as necessary to a proper physical, as men
tul condition.
The WHITE CENTAUR LINIMENT is particuto all

one and a quarter story house
with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small barn, with one and threequarters acres of good laud, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
winch boars .'.0 to 40 bushels
apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale
by
TJMoTin MAYO.
Monroe, Feb. 3, 1870.

WALLACE,

Attorney

\Y E E K !

1’ E II

at Law!

HABADEX BLOCK. Belfast, Me.

nearly perfect are the recipes of these wonderpain-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
that we can confidently say they will ai.i.i-,\ i.vn
ANY pain arising from flesh, kbone or muscle derangements. We do4fnot pretend that they will
mend abroken leg or exterminate boils, but even in

cians

sleep

T K I l>

So

READER,
short

GEO. E.

ful

‘•Can you work miracles? asked Mr. Sceptic
a campineetiug. The brethren kicked him off
the grounds with the reply, “We can east out
devils.”

a

THE

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias
O N E

House for Sale.

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

-o-

FOR

JOHNSON,

Attorney

ARRANGEMENT!

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

at

Hn\e you risen from your bed alter
find yourself nearly suffocated with

WINTER

E.

WIIAT

Vol

AN (II. f mu 11 VI. Im ILL \ U

(

CHARLES

V

FRANCIS ADAMS

Say >, in

a letter t<» the
(kmincy Mas*, Patriot, that
1 hree fourth.* of the look- in brisk demand at the
librarie.*
are
!!•
public
“\apid and >en.*atioiial."
thinks that parents ought to guide the children'*
taste in the choice of reading mole than tin
d■ •.
The Newark Advertiser, in

A

TRENCHANT

EDITORIAL

Mi this subject, says
\ w>r-e literal are I ban tlmi
which i*
before the children of this cnu'itry
it would hardly lie pos.-ihle for tin- mind of man \>>
conceive or his hand to execute. If is even worse
than an open advocacy of vice and intemperance,tor
that would carry its own antidote, while what w
have excites, stimulates and deba>c*the intellect,
unfits it tdr healthy food, tills tin imagiimt ion \\ it h
gaudy and distorted picture- of life, andd<
lop* he
pus-ion- at an age \\ hen they should he mo.-t iiiii'o
control. How much of the low moral tone of -or
ty is due to these sataliie issue* of the prr*s w< do
not know ; but, as a river calf nowhere he so effectually poisoned as at it* source, so we have a right to
believe that the millions of these paper*, devoured
by curious and ager children, must iutlueuce to a
large extent the drift of those whose j.la-tic minds
ome under their iutlueuce.”
fhe writer adds
“It may be somewhat unnec s*ary to state that we have no reference in the abov t >
those monthly magazines for children, which an us
healthful as they are. beautiful. if all editors urn
u* able, truthful and devoted
as Mrs. Man Map*
Hodge v'who edits St. Nn imt a* their would h.
nothing to complain of.” The N> \v 'i >rk IVimim
says- “In
(

spread

<

<

THE

AVALANCHE

OF

LIT-:

IMMORAL

ERATURE
That

threatens the children, some 'tmng.
and really attradix •• magazine ithem, and ST. Xiriinl \s has reached

wholesome,

ed for

platform,

resources

and commands lor this sen i e
in art and letters, than any of its

cessors or

contemporaries.”

er

A

CLERGYMANS

x

italic

|airhigh

re
a

\\

i<ii

prede-

OPINION.

Kev. C. S. Ko is in son, D. I >., in an article in the
Sunday School Times, on the subject, saxs of St.
NICHOLAS, SCKtBNKII S I l.l.t sTl:.\TF.t> MXOA/.INI
*A cleaner, purer, more
for (jiuti.s and Bovs.
trustworthy periodical for children cannot he named.
It is on the side of all that is true and good, from beginning to end.”
In order to place this magazine within the reach of
nil, the publishers otler to send the 11 number(Nov., 75, to Dec., 75) for $3.00.
Or, for $..».00, they will send the twelve numbers,
beginning with Nov., 75, and either oftlie bound
volumes cf Sr. Nicholas tor 74 or 75, the full
price of which is $7.00. Or for $s.oo they will send
St. Nicholas as above, and both the bound volumes, the full price of which is $11.00.
Knelt ot the volumes is complete in itself; they are
by all odds not only the best, but the handsomest
gift books for children ever issued.
The volumes contain more than 1,500 octavo pages,
with nearly 1.000 illustrations; they have live splendid serial stories, besides shorter stories, historical
and biographical papers, poems, sketches, rhymes,
jingles, riddles, etc.; more than equal in contents to
”<> volumes of
ordinary children’s books of 0,000 book
pages costing $30.00!!
Two

sent,

specimen numbers, with Prospectus for 1>70,
postage paid, on receipt of Twenty-live Cents.
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SCRIBNER & CO.,
743 Broadway, New York.

Will ino't positively cure any case of rheumatism
rlieuitial ic gout, no u att< r how long standing, on
the face of the arfh.
Icing an mniird application
it does the \\ork quickly, thoroughlv and permanent
h, i'-aviug tin sv*;.m -Tr<• 11.•
healthy.
Writ,
to any |.roininent per■- *u in W ;id.ingt• itv, uiol
you will learn that the ahovt >tat< ment is trut in
every part iciilnr.
(«> \ di.nsed ci.i; nric.v n s.
N A l’U»V\l Hu
W a-hingtou, D.
C., l»ec. J,
Me 'rs Helphenstine vV Bentley
I ver> cheerfully slate that I used Dur
an^'s Rheumatic Remedy with decided benefit
II. STKI’II ENS,
Mem 1m r oft *i ingress, of (la.
l'KKMI’! N II \i. M \ N s I u N
Washington, 1>. t ., April kt, 1N75.
M- —rs Hi Iplieii't III. \ |{. Iitlev
l or tin-past seven year-inv wife lias luen
"'ita gn at -nth n r from rheumaiism, her doctors tail
i**g t givi her relief, die used three bottles l>urang s
Rheumal ic Rem- !•,, and a permanent cure was th»
result.
wM II. ( ROOK,
"I \ecutive Clerk to President < .rant.”
W ashington, D. ('., March ::d, 18?f*.
•:i the pace of twelve hours my rheumatism was
gone, having taken three doses of Duraug's Rhea
mat ic Remedy.
My hrother, .1. B. (V<>na, of Bedford, Pa., was cureil by a similar amount.
loll \ ( ESSNA,
Member of ('ongress of Pa.
one
bottle,
or
-i\ bottles for tive
dollar
a
Price,
dollars. Ask your drugy i<t for Duraug’s Rheumatic
1
Retnedv, inimufactured
Hlil MBAS I INK Sc BENTLEY,
Druggists and Chemists,
Washington, l>. C.
For Sab I>\ DIM (iCl^l'S KYKRYWHKRK.
Sold by W H( *M-.> A LI’. DIM (.(.IS TS in Boston,
Mass.
hmosl.'t
or

Musical Notice.
ABBJK
for

K. KKLLS, will receive a few
instruction upon the Piano amt Cab
Organ. Special care taken with beginners. Fur
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terms

inquire

Nov.

at H.l Main Street.

k’i), Us75—tfL’l

Dissolution of
THI;-

Co-Partnership

I

of A. P. Mansfield & Co. is this day
-t- dissolved by mutual consent.
iirm

Belfast,

J

an.

k*o, 1S76.

A. P. MANSFIELD,
N. MA N S FI KLl>.

The business will be continued by A. P. MANSI' * •'•PD, under the
undersignedlirin name, and whowants to buy groceries cheap for cash will do
well to call on him as it is his intention to sell goods
to cash customers at a liberal discouut from
regular
CALL AND SEE!
prices.
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO.,
Foot of Main St.
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